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BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX OF COAL
AND DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
PETROGRAPHY, CATAGENESIS, RELATION TO PETROLEUM
AND NATURAL GAS, AND GEOCHEMISTRY
N. H. BOSTICK AND C. P. NICKSIC
INTRODUCTION
This bibliography and the matching sub-
ject and author indexes are intended to serve
geologists and others doing research on organic
matter in sedimentary rocks. In the last decade
there has been a great increase in both physical
and chemical studies of solid organic matter in
sedimentary rocks, and the results of these
studies have been valuable, particularly in pe-
troleum exploration. Analyses of amount and
type of solid organic matter and of the state of
maturation resulting from increased temperature
and other factors acting through geologic time
permit prediction of whether or not petroleum or
natural gas will likely be found in particular
sedimentary strata
.
An earlier version of this bibliography
was distributed in 1973 to members of the Com-
mittee on Dispersed Organic Matter in Sedimen-
tary Rocks and Geologic Applications for use in
their work. This Committee is organized within
the International Committee for Coal Petrology
to coordinate and further research on dispersed
organic matter. The present edition of the bib-
liography is being made available for general
distribution because of increased interest in
the subject by a wider group of people.
The entries in this bibliography were
selected from bibliographic files of the Coal
Section of the Illinois State Geological Survey,
supplemented by additional entries pertaining
to petroleum origin and maturation. The articles,
books, theses, maps, and preprints included
pertain to:
• Petrology and petrography of dispersed
solid organic matter and coal.
• Diagenesis and catagenesis of organic
matter (including coal) in sediments; regional
studies of catagenesis and coalification.
• The relation of hydrocarbon generation
and maturation and of oil and gas "deadlines"
to catagenesis of organic matter.
• Geochemistry of dispersed (especially
solid) organic matter.
• Temperatures and paleotemperatures in
sedimentary basins.
Format of the Bibliography
For each entry the author(s), year of
publication, title, and source (name of journal,
symposium, publisher, etc.) are given in that
order. The title is given in English, and the
English title is used for indexing. The original
title of a work not in English, when known, is
listed within brackets following the source; all
diacritical marks are eliminated . In some entries
the compilers have supplemented the English
title with additional words, which appear in
the subject index; these words are bounded by
slashes. The following is a representative entrv:
RAABEN VF73U RAABEN V F CHERNIKOV K A
1973: EXPRESSION CONDITIONS Of MAIN PHASE OF OIL FORMATION
ANO DISTRIBUTION OF HYOROCARBONS IN HETEROCHRONUUS ROCKS.
/TIME VS TEMPERATURE/CLAY CATAGENESIS/
AKAD. NAUK SSSR. 11V., SER. GEOL., 1973, N.7, P. 57-66.
<US10VIYA PROYAVLENIYA GLAVNOY FAZY NEFT EOBR AZOV AN I YA I
RASPREDELENIYE UGLE VUDORODOV V R AZNOVOZ RASTNYKH P0RO0AKH>
197*: TRANSl: INT. GEOL. REV., V.16. N.<i, P.<.8*-493.
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Source names have generally been ab-
breviated; a list of the abbreviations with their
full identification precedes the bibliography.
For machine processing and for identi-
fication in the index, each bibliographic entry
is preceded by an identification word. This
word is formed from the name of the first author
and the year of publication; therefore, entries
are arranged in alphabetical order by the first
author's name. For alphabetization, apostro-
phes in names are treated by the computer as
spaces; and alphabetization is done word by
word. Thus, D'YAKENOV appears before DAVIS,
and DE VRIES occurs before DEBYSER. Names
of more than one part, for example, Van Gijzel
or Hevia-Rodriguez, are alphabetized according
to the first part, regardless of custom. Names
containing the prefix "Mc" are alphabetized as
MC rather than MAC. Names beginning with
the single Cyrillic letters fl , E, and K>, are
arranged as transliterated, Ya, Ye, and Yu,
respectively.
Subject and Author Indexes
The subject index (Index of Key Words
in Bibliography) was generated by machine from
the English titles of the bibliographic entries.
The significant words of all the titles are listed
in alphabetical order in the center of the index
pages. The bibliographic entry from which each
title word was taken is indicated by the identi-
fication word at the right of the index page.
This form of index generated from titles is com-
monly termed a KWIC (Key Word in Context)
index; in this index the context of each indexed
word is shown by printing as much of the title
before and after the word as will fit on a single
line. The ease of updating this index and the
economy with which it can be compiled are ad-
vantages which are offset by two disadvantages:
some titles describe a work inadequately; and
the lack of vocabulary control requires that a
given subject be sought in the index under all
possible synonyms. These problems have been
reduced by editorially adding supplementary
words to some titles and by adding cross-index
entries
.
These cross-index words have the form
"coalification + catagenesis + metamorphism";
in these entries a "+" means "See also."
Many words in titles have been elimi-
nated from the index. These are words having
no meaning for indexing (for example, "and,"
"are," "during," "some," "possibility") or are
selected words that would make the index unduly
cumbersome (for example, "basin," "beds,"
"central," "strata," "rocks"). Geographic and
stratigraphic names and geologic age names
have been retained, but without modifiers such
as "northern, " "southwestern," "upper," "low-
er, " "early, " and "late. "
An index of authors' names follows the
subject index. In the author index, each author
whose name is included in the bibliographic
entries is listed alphabetically. Under each
author's name is listed the identification word
for each entry of which he is listed as an author.
(In some entries, et al. was the only credit
available for some of the authors.)
ABBREVIATIONS OF SOURCES
ArAr> ,.,. . r a c FR D ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES, COMPTES RENDUS HEBDOMADAI RESACAD. SCI., C. K., it*, u des SEftN(- ES> SERIE Qt SCIENCES NATURELLES. PARIS.
ACTA UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE. GEOLOGICA ACTA UN I VERSI TATI S CAROLINAE. GEOLOGICA.
PRAGUE.
A*In NAUK SSSR DOKL AKAOEMIYA NAUK SSSR, D0KLA3Y. MOSCOW-LENINGRAD.
AKAD. NAUK SSSrI INSt'.'gEOL. RAZRAB. GORVUCH. ISKOP., AKAOEMIYA NAUK SSSR, INSTITUT
GEOLOGII I RAZRABOTKI
U 1MAU "IK. • "=.•- »<= <- GORYUCHIKH ISKOPAYEMYKH, TRUDY. MOSCOW.
AKAd! MAUK SSSR. IZV., SER. GEOL AKAOEMIYA NAUK SSSR, IZVESTIYA, SERIYA
GEOLOGICHES-
K AY A • MOSCOW.
AKAO. NAUK SSSR. SIB. OTO.. INST. GEOL. GEOFIZ.. TR AKADEMIY^ -A* « SR^S I BIRSKOYE^TDELEM I YE. INSTITUT
AKAO. NAUK UKR. RSR. OOPOV., SER. B ^SK^r^m"""^?^Tb IOLOgI SA^V.
AK&n NAVUK RSSR. INST TORFA, TR AKAOEMIYA NAVUK BSSR, INSTYTUT TORFA, TRUDY. MINSK.
AMER.* III. PeJrSl. SJC.I bSlL.:!::::.:::...: AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS, BULLETIN.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA.
AMER. ASS. STRATIGR. PALYNOL., ANN. MTG. , ABSTR AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STR AT I GRAPHIC P
ALYNOLOGISTS ,
ANNUAL MEETING, ABSTRACTS.
AMER CHEM. SOC, DIV. PETROL. CHEM., PREPRINTS AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY. DIVISION OF PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY.
PREPRINTS. WASHINGTON, O.C.
. MPB . , rI AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.




ANNALES DES MINES DE BELGIQUE. BRUXELLES.
ANN. UNIV. SCI.*BUDAPEST.*R0LAN00 EOTVOS NOM., SEC. ANNALES UNIVERSITATIS SCIENTIARUM BUDAPESTI NES I S DE
fFfll ROLANDO EOTVOS NOMINATAE, SECTIO GEOLOGICA. BUDAPEST.
ASS. FR. TECH. PETROLE, REV ASSOCIATION FRAMCAISE DES TECHNICIENS OU PETROLE,
REVUE.
PARIS.
aiktrai I Sfl AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE. SYDNEY.
AUSTRAL! PETR3l!*EXPL0R. ASS., J AUSTRALIAN PETROLEUM EXPLORATION ASSOCIATION, JOURNAL.
SYDNEY.
AUSTRALAS. INST. MINING MET., PROC AUSTRALASIAN INSTITUTE OF MINING AND METALLURGY,5 PROCEEDINGS. MELBOURNE.
finnFNKIII TIIR BODENKULTUR. WIEN.
Rni TFT PFTROBRAS BOLET IM TE CN I CO DA PETROBRAS (CENTRO DE PESOUISAS EBOL. EC. E
OESENVOL V IMENTO) . RIO DE JANEIRO.
BRAilNKnm F BRAUNKOHLE. HALLE.
RRFN^TnFF-CHEMIE BRENNST OFF -CHEMI E ; ZEITSCHRIFT FUR CHEMIE UNO TECHNIK VONBKtNNblU l- LNtmt
KOHLE, OL UNO GAS; ORGAN OES F ACHVERBANDES KOHLECHEMIE
UNO VERWANOTE GEBIETE E.V. ESSEN.
Rill G AKAD NAUK. DOKL BULGARSKA AKAOEMIYA NA NAUKITE, DOKLADY (ACADEMIBUL . . ,
BULGARE DES SCIENCES, COMPTES RENDUSI . SOFIA.
Rinr rFril nRII7H SPIS BULGARSKO GEOLOGICHESKO DRUZHESTVO, SPISANIYE. SOFIYA.
, rAN PETROL GEOL .'.'.. ... BULLETIN OF CANADIAN PETROLEUM GEOLOGY IALBERTA SOCIETYBULL. C . .
^ pETRaLEUH GE0L0G , STS ,. CALGARY.
tan i fabth <;n CANADIAN JOURNAL OF EARTH SCIENCES (NATIONAL RESEARCHCAN. J. EARTH SCI
COUNCIL OF CANADA). OTTAWA.
CAN.. DEPT. ENERGY MINES RESOUR., MINES BR., RES. REPT.. CANADA, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES,
MINES BRANCH, RESEARCH REPORT. OTTAWA.
CAN , GEOL. SURV., PAPER CANADA, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, PAPER. OTTAWA.
CARNEGIE INST. WASH.. YEARB CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON, YEARBOOK.(WASHINGTON, D.C.I.
CENT RECH PAU BULL CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE PAU (SOC1ETE NATIONALE OES PE-
TROLES O'AOUITAINE), BULLETIN.
CERCHAR CENTRE D'ETUOES ET RECHERCHES DES CHARBONNAGES DE FRANCE.
CHEM. GEOL CHEMICAL GEOLOGY; AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL. ELSEVIER PUBL.
CO., AMSTEROA"*.
COAL RES CSIRO COAL RESEARCH IN CSIRO. AUSTRALIA, COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC
AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, DIVISION OF COAL
RESEARCH, NEW SOUTH WALES. MELBOURNE.
COMMONWEALTH MINING MET. CONGR., 8TH, PROC COMMONWEALTH MINING AND METALLURGICAL CONGRESS, 8TH, 1965,
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, PROCEEDINGS. MELBOURNE.
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF. (3RD), C. R CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE STRAT 1GR APHIE ET DE GEOLOGIEDU
CARBONIFERE (3RO, HEERLEN, JUNE 25-30, 1951), COMPTE
RENDU. ERNEST VAN AELST PUBL. CO., MAASTRICHT (1952).
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CAR30NIF. (*TH), C. R CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE STR4T IGRAPHIE ET DE GEOLOGIE DUCARBONIFERE UTH, HEERLEN, SEPTEMBER 15-20, 19581,COMPTE RENOU. ERNEST VAN AELST PUBL. CO., MAASTRICHT
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF. (5TH), C. R CONGREs' INTERNATI ONAL OE STRATIGRAPHI E ET DE GEOLOGIE OUCARBONIFERE < 5TH, PARIS, SEPTEMBER 9-12, 1963), COMPTE
RENOU. (196*).
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF. I6TH), C. R CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE STRATI GRAPHI E ET OE GEOLOGIE DUCARBONIFERE (6TH, SHEFFIELD, SEPTEMBER 11-16, 1967),
COMPTE RENDU. ERNEST VAN AELST PUBL. CO., MAASTRICHT
< 1969).
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF. I7TH1, C. R CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DE STRAT IGRAPHIE ET OE GEOLOGIE OUCARBONIFERE (7TH, KREFELD, AUGUST 23-28, 1971), COMPTE
RENOU, GEOLOGISCHES LANDESAMT NORORHE IN-WE STFALEN,
KREFELD (1972, 1973, 1974, 1975).
™n,nr*,?
,N,ERA1" ? ETROL0Gy - BE ITR • "INERAL. PE- CONTRIBUTIONS TO MINERALOGY AND P ETROLOS Y-BE I TR AGE ZURTR0L0GIE MINERALOGJE UNO PETROLOGIE. BERLIN-HE I DELBERG-NEW
YORK
DISS. ABSTR. INT DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL; ABSTRACTS OF
DISSERTATIONS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM OR AS XEROX
nc.IT rem rcc 7 REPRODUCTIONS. ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
^fs! E SAuc^:;ss:Eo:-uG5:::-iNsf:;- S8 :::::::::::::::: SS^S
SBORNIK. KHARKOV.
ECON. GEOL ECONOMIC GEOLOGY AND THE BULLETIN OF THE SOCIETY OF ECO-
eonni «n U , c N0MlC GE°LOGISTS. NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.
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F0 G UNGS GLUCKAUF: FORSCHUNGSHEFTE. ESSEN.
GULF COAST AS rn| V^nrBUU ;B';« GREAT BRIT4IN ' GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, BULLETIN. LONDON.SS. GEOL. SOC, TRANS GULF COAST ASSOCIATION OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES, TRANSAC-
ILL GEOL SURV rifir
TI0NS " SHREVEp R T. LOUISIANA.
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ILL., GEOL. SURV., REPT. INVEST ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS.
INST. FR. PETROLE, REV INSTI TUT* FRANCAIS DU PETROLE, REVUE ET ANNALES OES COM-
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^ON-TYNE.
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HI " ,NG ENG,NEERS * TRANSACTI °NS
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NEW" STLE"
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1958),
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duvc fHfM JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. WASHINGTON.




nstbI.m JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. LONDON.
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INGTON.
NAT INST SCI INDIA. PROC . PART A NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCES OF INDIA, PROCEEDINGS,
PART
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^ PHYSICAL SCIENCES (CONTINUED BY INDIAN NATIONAL
SCIENCE ACADEMY, PROCEEDINGS, PART A, PHYSICAL
SCIENCES). NEW DELHI.
NATURE NATURE. LONDON.
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KIRYUOVVV70M KIRYUKOV V V
1970: METHOOS OF INVESTIGATING THE COMPOSITION OF SOLID
FOSSIL FUELS.
IZD. NEORA (MOSCOW), 239 P.
<METODY 1SSLEDOVANIYA VESHCHESTVENNOGO SOSTAVA TVERDYKH
GORYUCHIKH 1SK0PAVEMYKH>
COAL PETROGRAPHY SOME GENERAL CLASSIFICATION t. CHEMISTRY
KISCH H J
1966: CHLORITE-ILLITE TONSTEIN IN HIGH RANK COALS FROM
OUEENSLANO, AUSTRALIA: NOTES ON REGIONAL EPIGENETIC GRADE
AND COAL RANK.
AMER. J. SCI., V.264, N.5, P. 386-397.
KISCH H J
1966: CARBONIZATION OF SEMI- ANTHRACITIC VITRINITE BY AN
ANALCIME BASANITE SILL.
ECON. GEOL., V.61, N.6, P. 10*3-1063.
KISCH H J
1966: ZEOLITE FACIES AND REGIONAL RANK OF BITUMINOUS COALS.
GEOL. MAG., V.103, N.5, P. 419-422.
KISCH H J
1968: COAL RANK AND LOWEST GRADE REGIONAL METAMORPHISM IN
THE SOUTHERN BOWEN 8ASIN, OUEENSLANO, AUSTRALIA.
GEOL. MIJNBOUW, V.47, N.l, P. 28-36.
KISCH H J
19>-9: COAL RANK AND BURIAL METAMORPHIC MINERAL FACIES.
IN: AOVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1968: SCHENK P A C
HAVENAAR I (EDS. I, P. 407-425, PERGAMON PRESS IOXFORD).
1974: ANTHRACITE ANO META- ANTHRACITE COAL RANKS ASSOCIATED
WITH - ANCHIMETAMORPHISM » ANO " VERY LOW STAGE «
METAMORPHISM. 1.
NED. AKAD. WET., PROC, SER.B, V.77, N.2, P. 81-118.
KISCH H J
1975: COAL RANK AND VERY LOW STAGE METAMORPHIC MINERAL
FACIES IN ASSOCIATED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS: AN INTRODUCTION.
IN: PETR0GRAPH1E DE LA MATIERE ORGANIOUE DES SEOIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVEC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE POTENTIEL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN B (EO.l, P. 117-121, CENTRENATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE (PARIS).
KLEIN J JUNTGEN H
1972: STUOIES ON THE EMISSION OF ELEMENTAL NITROGEN FROMCOALS OF DIFFERENT RANK ANO ITS RELEASE UNDER GEOCHEMICAL
CONDITIONS. *OISC.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1971, INT. SER
MONOGR. EARTH SCI., V.33, P. 647-656.
KLEMME DH72H KLEMNE H
1972: HEAT INFLUENCES SIZE OF GIANT OIL FIELDS.
OIL GAS J., V.24, N.29, P. 136, 141-144 £ N.30, P. 76-78.
KOCH J 70B KOCH J
1970: BROWN COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION
OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACERALS RESINITE
AND SCLEROTINITE.
ERDOL KOHLE/BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.23, N.IO, P. 633-638
<BRAUNKOHLENHARZE, VERWITTERUNG UNO VERKOHLUNG VON














1973: INVESTIGATIONS ON THE INCREASE OF VITRINITE
REFLECTANCE WITH OEPTH IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. =ABSTR.
GEOL. SOC. AMER., ABSTR., V.5, N.2, P. 184-185.
KOCH J
1974: INCREASE OF VITRINITE REFLECTANCE WITH DEPTH
SEDIMENTARY BASINS. /COAL I F 1C AT ION/1 GNEOUS HEAT/
ERDOL KOHLE, V.27, N.3, P. 121-124.
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1958: APPLICATION OF FULLER'S CARBON RATIO THEORY IN NORTHTEXAS
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IN: GUIDE TO PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM, PALO PINTO COUNTY,
P. 30-32, NORTH TEXAS GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY GUIDEBOOK.OCCASIONAL PAPER.
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1974: THERMAL METAMORPHISM BY COMBUSTION OF ORGANIC MATTER:1S0T0PIC ANO PETROLOGICAL EVIDENCE.
J. GEOL., V.82, N.4, P. 489-506.
KONSTVAV 66P KONSTANTINOVA V
1966: USE OF DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS TO DETERMINERANK AND PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUTION OF BROWN COALS OF
BULGARIA. »ENG SUM.
GL. UPR. GEOL., GODISHN., OTD. A, 1965 119661, V.16.
P. 338-350.
<PRILOZHENIYE NA D 1FERENTS I ALNO-TERM ICHNI YA ANALIZ PRIOPREOELYANE STEPENTA NA OVGLYAVANE I PETROGRAFICK IYAS-STAV NA KAFYAVITE V-GLISHCHA U NAS>
PARPAROVA G
: METAMORPHISM OF ORGANIC MATTER AND SEVERAL QUEST IONSOF OIL CONTENT (BY EXAMPLE FROM MESOZOIC DEPOSITS OFTHE WEST-SIBERIAN L0WLAN01.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, SISIRSK. OTD.
N.2, P. 16-29.
<METAMORFlZH ORGAN ICHESKOVO VESHCHESTVA I NEKOTORYE
VOPROSY NEFTEGAZONOSNOSTI (NA PRIMERE MEZOZOISKIKH
OTLOZHENII ZAPADNO-SIBIRSKOI NI ZMENNOST I l>
K0NT0CHAE67N KONTOROVICH A E
ET AL.
1967: OIL-BEARING STRATA AND CONDITIONS OF OIL FORMATION
IN MESOZOIC STRATA OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN LOWLAND.
"NAUKA" ILENINGRADI 243 P.
<NEFTEPR0IZVO0YASHCHIE TOLSHCHI I USLOVIYA OBRAZO-
VANIYA NEFTI V MEZOZOISKIKH OTLO ZHEN I YAKH ZAPADNO-SIBIROSKOI NIZMENNOSTI>
K0NT0CHAE67T KONTOROVICH A E 80G0R0DSKAYA L I
MEL'NIKOVA V M LIPNITSKAYA L F
ROGOZINA YE A TRUSHKOV P A
1967: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE ZONE OFCAT AGENES IS
.















1971: GEOCHEMISTRY OF MESOZOIC DEPOSITS CONTAINING OIL ANDGAS IN SIBERIA. /OIL C GAS PROGNOSIS/ACCUMULATION/
CATAGENESIS/ REGIONAL MAPS/PYRITIC I RON/
B
ITUMENS/
SIBRISKIY NAUCH.-ISSLEO. INST., GEOL., GEOFIZ.. I MINERALSYR'YA, TRUDY, VYP.U8, 84 P. t VOLUME OF MAPS
<GEOKHIMIYA MEZOZOYSKIKH OTLOXHENIY NEFTEGAZONOZNYKH
BASSYENOV SIBIRI>
K0NT0CHAE71K KONTOROVICH A E NERUCHEV S G
1971: CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER ANO THE
FORMATION OF OIL AND NATURAL GAS.
IN: PROBLEMY NEFTENOSNOST I SIBIRI: VYSHMERSKIY V S, ET AL(EDS.), P. 51-69, AKADEMIYA NAUK SSSR, SIBIRSKOYE
OTOELENIYE, INST ITUT GEOLOGI I I GEOFIZIKI (NOVOSIBIRSK).
<KATAGENEZ RASSEYANNOGO ORGANI CHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA I
NEFTEGAZ0OBRAZOVANIYE>
K0NT0CHAE71R KONTOROVICH A E POLYAKOVA I D FOMICHEV A S1971: REGULARITIES IN THE ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER INEARLY SEDIMENTARY LAYERS (AS EXEMPLIFIED BY MESOZOICDEPOSITS OF SIBERIA).
LITOL. POLEZ. ISKOP., N.6, P. 16-27.
<RUSSIAN>
KONTOCHAE72R KONTOROVICH A E POLYAKOVA I D
1972: DISTRIBUTION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOICSTRATA IN SIBERIA ANO THE POSSIBILITY OF USE FOR
CORRELATING STRATA.
IN: LITOLOGO-GEOCHIM METODY KORRELYATSII RAZREZOV OSADOCH
TOLSHCH SIBIRI, SBORNIK, P. 9-12, NAUKA PRESS (NOVOSIBIRSK)
<RASPREOELENIYE RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA V
MEZOZOYSKIKH OTLOZHENIYAKH SIBIRI I VOZMOZHNOSTI EGO
ISPOL'ZOVANIYA V TSELYAKH KORRELYATSII RAZREZOV>
KONTOCHAE73A KONTOROVICH A E POLYAKOVA 1 D
1973: CONTENT AND RATE OF ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER/OISPERSED C CONCENTRATED/ SIBERIAN MESOZOIC BASINS.
IN: PRIRODA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMENNYKH I ISKO-PAYEMYKH OSADKOV, P. 125-137, AKAD NAUK SSSR, OTD. GEOLGEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. POROOAM, NAUKA PRESS IMOSCOWI.
<ABSOLYUTNYYE MASSY I TEMPY NAKOPLENIYA ORGANICHESKOGO




KONTOROVICH A E DANILOVA V P DINDOYN V M1973: VARIATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HUMUS ORGANIC
MATERIAL, ANO ITS PARAMAGNETIC PROPERTIES IN THE
CATAGENETIC ZONE.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.209, N.6, P. 1431-1434.














1974: ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF MESOZOIC STRATA CONTAINING OILAND GAS IN SIBERIA. /TOTAL ORGAN ICS/BI TUMENS/REGIONAL
CATAGENESIS/PARAMAGNETISM OF KEROGEN AND ASPHALTENES/
ALKANES/PETROLEUM GEOCHEMISTRY/
SIBIRSKII NAUCH.-ISSLEO. INST. GEOL., GEOFIZ. I MINERAL
SYR'YA, TRUDY, VYP.164, 189 P.
<ORGANICHESKAYA GEOKHIMIYA MEZOZOYSKIKH NEFTEGAZONOSNYKH
OTLOZHENIY SIBIRI>
KONYU0VAI690 KONYUKHOV A I
TEOOOROVICH G I
1969: OPTIMUM DEPTHS FOR THE FORMATION OF OIL IN THE
TERRIGENOUS JURASSIC IN EASTERN CISCAUCASIS.
AKAO. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.188, N.2, P. 408-411.
<0B OPTIMAL 'NYKH GLUBINAKH NEFTEOBR AZOVAN I YA
(NA PRIMERE TERR1GEN0Y YURY VOSTOCHNOGO PREDKAV-
KAZ'YA)>
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CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF., 7TH, KREFELD, 1971,
COMPTE RENDU, V.3, P. 333-340.
VITR1NITE VS. MINERAL BURIAL CATAGENESIS
K0RCHNAYI73K KORCHAGINA YU I
1973: CATAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER OF OIL SOURCE ROCKS.
/ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY/
IN: PRIRODA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMENNYKH I ISKO-
PAYEMYKH OSAOKOV, P. 162-168, AKAO NAUK SSSR, OTD. GEOL.
GEOFU. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAO. POROOAM, NAUKA PRESS (MOSCOW).
<KATAGENEZ ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA NEFTEMATER INSKIKH
P0RO0>
K0RCHNAYI74I KORCHAGINA YU I VASSOYEVICH N B
197*: IDENTIFICATION OF BITUMOID GENETIC TYPES.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973: TISSOT B C.
BIENNER F (EDS. I, V.l, P. 523-529, TECHNIP (PARIS).
K0RCHNAYI740 KORCHAGINA YJ I YUSUPOVA I F
1974: THE ORGANIC MATTER IN OIL SHALES. /PETROGRAPHIC,
ELEMENTAL ANALYSES/
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSADKOV I METODY YEGO 1ZUCHENIYA, P. 165-169, AKAD NAUK
SSSR, OTD. GEOL. GEOFU. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM,
"NAUKA" PRESS (MOSCOW).
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SLANTSEV>
K0SANKERM57M KOSANKE R M
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KOTTER K 60M KOTTER K
1960: MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENT WITH THE
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BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.41, N.9, P. 263-272.
<DIE MIKROSKOPISCHE REFLEXIONSMESSUNG MIT DER PHOTOMULTI-
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KOTTER K 61A KOTTER K LANGNER W D
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BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.42, N.12, P. 380-385.
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KROGER C 66B KROGER C HORTIG H P
1966: CALCULATION OF THE OUANTITY OF GAS FROM COAL IF I CAT ION
.
BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.47, N.7, P. 193-195.
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KRYL0VAG174G KRYLOVA G I GOROKHOV S S LEBEDEV V S
1974: GENESIS OF COAL - GRAPHITIC ROCKS IN METAMORPHIC
SERIES IN THE SOUTHERN URALS.
AKAO. NAUK SSSR, DOKL., V.218, N.5, P. 1196-1199.
<0 GENEZISE UGLISTO-GRAFITOVYKH POROD METAMORF ICHE SK IKH
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KRYL0VANM52M KRYLOVA N M
1952: METHOO OF DETERMINING THE METAMORPHIC RANK OF HUMIC
_ COALS BY THE INDEX OF REFRACTION.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, DOKL., V.85, N.4, P. 875-878.
<METOD OPREOELENIYA STEPEN1 METAMORFIZMA GUMUSOVYKH
UGLEI PO POKAZATELYAM PRELOMLENIYA>
KUNSTERE 701 KUNSTNER E
1970: COALIF [CATION STUDIES AND GEOTHERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
FROM THE EXAMPLE OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS IN THE
ERZGE8IRGE BASIN, WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF THE
REFLECTANCE OF VITR1NITE FROM COAL SEAMS.
Z. ANGEW. GEOL., V.16, N.7/8, P. 359-366.
<INKOHLUNGSUNTERSUCHUNGEN UNO GEOTHERM ISCHE BE TRACHTUNGEN
AM BEISPIEL DES 08ERKARB0NS IM ERZGEBIRGI SCHEN BECKEN
UNTER BESONDERER 8ERUCHS ICHT IGUNG DES REFLEXIONSVERMOGENS
OER FLOZVITRINITE>
KUNSTERE 71V KUNSTNER E
1971: COMPARATIVE STUOIES OF COAL METAMORPHISM WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO MICROPHOTOMETRIC REFLECTANCE
MEASUREMENTS OF COALS, BITUMINOUS SHALES AND COAL-BEARING
ROCKS.
NEUE BERGBAUTECH., V.l, N.12, P. 952.
<VERGLEICHENDE INKOHLUNGSUNTERSUCHUNGEN UNTER BESONDERER
BERUCHS ICHT IGUNG MIKROPHOTOMETRI SCHER RE FLEX IONSMESSUNGEN
AN KOHLEN, BRANOSCHIEFERN UND KOHLENHALT IGEM NEBENGESTE IN>
KURBAYAAP71V KURBATSKAYA A P
USPENSKIY V A
1971: ON THE QUESTION OF CHARACTERISING THE LOSS OF
ORGANIC MATTER DURING OIAGENESIS OF A SEDIMENT.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST.t TR.,
N.294, GEOKHIMICHESKIYE I SSLEOOVANIYA NEFTl I GAZA,
SBORNIK N.12, P. 110-129.
<K VOPROSU KHARAKTERIST1KI POTER* ORGANICHESKOGO
VESHCHESTVA PR I 01 AGENET ICHE SK IKH PREOBRAZOVANI YAKH
OSADKA>
KUYL 0S61C KUYL S
PAT UN R J H
1961: COALIFICATION IN RELATION TO DEPTH OF BURIAL ANO
GEOTHERMIC GRAOIENT.
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CAR80NIF., 4TH, HEERLEN
COMPTE RENDU, V.2, P. 354-364.
LAHIRI KC52R LAHIRI K C
BASU T N
1952: REFRACTIVE INDEX OF VITRAIN AS A MEASURE OF RANK
IN COAL.
J. SCI. INO. RES. INEW DELHI), V.11B, P. 486-490.
LANOES KK66E LANDES K K
1966: EOMETAMORPHISM CAN OETERMINE OIL FLOOR.
OIL GAS J., V.64, P. 172-177.
LANOES KK67E LANDES K K
1967: EOMETAMORPHISM, AND OIL AND GAS IN TIME ANO SPACE:.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.51, N.6, PT.l,
P. 828-841.
LANDIS CA71G LANDIS C A





LOGY, V.30, N.l, P. 34-45.
LAPLATERE74H LAPLANTE R E
1974: HYDROCARBON GENERATION IN GULF COAST TERTIARY
SEDIMENTS.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.58, N.4, P. 1281-1289.
LAPTEVAAM73F LAPTEVA A M
1973: FINDS OF THE CORK-LIKE TISSUE IN MIDDLE CARBONIFEROUS
COALS OF THE DONETS BASIN.
GEOL. ZH. (RUSS. EC), V.33, N.2, P. 152-155.
<0 NAKHODKAKH PROBKOPODOBNYKH TKANEY V UGLYAKH SREDNEGO
KAR80NA DONBASSA>
LAPTEVAAM73G LAPTEVA A M
1973: FINDS OF THE CORK-LIKE TISSUE IN MIDDLE CARBONIFEROUS
COALS OF THE OONETS BASIN.
GEOL. ZH., V.33. N.2, P. 148-151.
<PRO ZNAKHIOKI PROBKOPODIBNIKH TKANIN U VUGILLI SEREON'OGO
KARBONU DONBASU>
LARISEVAA71A LARISHCHEV A A
1971: ANATOMY AND PETROGRAPHY OF SUBERINITE ANO PARENCHYMA
INGREDIENTS IN JURASSIC COALS OF SIBERIA.
IN: ISKOPAYEMYYE UGLI SIBIRI I METOOY IKH IZUCHENIYA, P. 197
-205, AKAD. NAUK SSSR, SIB. OTD., INST. GEOL. GEOFIZ.
(NOVOSIBIRSK).
<ANAT0M1YA I PETROGRAFIYA SUBERINOVYKH I PARENKH1MNYKH
INGREDIYENTOV V YURSKIKH UGLYAKH SIBIRI>
LARSEN G 67D LARSEN G CHILINGAR G V (EDS.)
1967: OIAGENESIS IN SEDIMENTS (DEVELOPMENTS IN
SEDIMENTOLOGY 8).
ELSEVIER (AMSTEROAMI 551 P.
LARSKYAYS64V LARSKAYA YE S
ZHABREV D V
1964: EFFECTS OF STRATAL TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES ON
THE COMPOSITION OF OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER (FROM
THE EXAMPLE OF THE MESOZOIC - CENOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE
WESTERN CISCASPIAN REGION).
AKAO. NAUK SSSR, DOKL., V.157, N.4, P. 897-900.
<0 VLIYANII TEMPERATUR I OAVLENIYA PLASTOV NA SOSTAV
RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA ( NA PRIHERE
MEZO-KAYNOZOYSKIKH OTOZHENIY ZAPADNOGO PREOKAVKAZ 1 -
YAI>
LARSKYAYS75I LARSKAYA YE S
1975: MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN THIN
SECTIONS.
GEOL. NEFTl GAZA, V.19, N.5, P. 34-41.
<ISSLEOOVANIYE RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA V
SHLIFAKH)
LEBEOEVVS70I LEBEDEV V S OVSYANNIKOV V M GRACHEV A V
1970: 1S0TOPIC COMPOSITION OF CARBON IN BIOGENIC METHANE.
IN: PRYAMYYE GEOKHIMICHESKIYE METODY POISKOV NEFTl I GAZA;
VSES. NAUCHNO-ISSLEO. INST. YAD GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM., TR., N.6,
P. 102-107.
<IZ0TOPNYY SOSTAV UGLEROOA BIOGENNOGO METANA>
LEBKUERRFT2A LEBKUCHNER R F ORHUN F WOLF M
1972: ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES IN SOUTHEASTERN TURKEY.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.56, N.10, P. 1939-1964.
LEM0S0EMJ71H LEMOS DE SOUSA M J
1971: MEASUREMENT OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF PERANTHRAC ITE FROM
THE CARBONIFEROUS BASIN OF DOURO, SAO PEDRO DA COVA MINE,
GONDOMAR, NORTHWEST PORTUGAL. *FR C ENG SUM.
PORT., SERV. GEOL., COMUN., V.55, P. 181-220.
<SOBRE AS PRIMEIRAS MEOIDAS DE PODER REFLECTOR NAS
PERANTRACITES DA BACIA CARB0N1FERA DO DOURO (M1NA DE SAO
PEDRO OA COVA-GONOOMAR-NW OE PORTUGALI>
LEM0SSAMJ72S LEMOS DE SOUSA M J
1972: A SEMI- AUTOMATIC METHOO OF STUDYING REFLECTANCE OF
NON- EXTRACTABLE ORGANIC MATTER FROM SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
MUS. LABOR. MINERAL. GEOL. FAC. CIENCIAS PORTO. PUBL.,
4 SER., N.84, 40 P.
<SUR UNE METHODE SEIM-AUTOM AT IOUE O'ETUDE OU POUVOIR
REFLECTEUR DES CONSTITUANTS DES MATIERES ORGANIOUES
SEDIMENTAIRES FOSSILES INSOULBLES>
LEM0SSAMJT4P LEMOS DE SOUSA M J
1974: OCCURRENCE OF PYROLYTIC CARBON IN SOME COALS. »SPAN
ABSTR
INTL. COMM. COAL PETROLOGY, MANUSCRIPT, 13 P.
<SUR LA PRESENCE DE PYROCARBONE DANS OUELOUES CHAR80NS>
LENSCH G 63B LENSCH G
1963: THE METAMORPHISM OF COAL IN THE MUNSTERLANO WELL.
BASED ON THE REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLANO WESTFALEN, V.U, P. 197-204.
<OIE METAMORPHOSE OER KOHLE IN DER BOHRUNG MUNSTERLANO
AUF GRUNO DES OPTISCHEN REFLEXIONSVERMOGENS OER
VITRINITE>
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LEPLAT P 72S LEPLAT P NOEL R
19721 STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF SOME KEROGENS BV
PYROCHRONATOGRAPHY WITH THE GASEOUS PHASE AND BY
REFLECTANCE.
IN! ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1971, INT. SER.
MONOGR. EARTH SCI., V.33, P. 367-576.
<ETUDE PAR PYROCHRONATOGRAPHIE EN PHASE GAZEUSE ET PAR
REFLECTANCE DE INVOLUTION DE QUELQUES KEROGENE S>
LEPLAT P 74C LEPLAT P NOEL R
197*1 STUDY OF KEROGEN MATURATION BY REFLECTANCE, ESR. AND
ANALYSIS OF CARBON DIOXIDE ANO METHANE RELEASED DURING
INI ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973, CONGR. INT.
GEOCHIM. ORGAN., 6TH, RUE1L-MALNAISON, 1973, ACTES.
V.I, P. 107-115.
<CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUOE DE L'ETAT DE DIAGENESE DES ROCHES AKEROGENE PAR LE DOSAGE AUTONATIOUE RAPIDE OU C02 ET DUC2H4 LIBERES PAR PYROLYSE DE 400 A 900 DEGREES C>
LEPLAT P 7»C LEPLAT P NOEL R PAULEY J1975: COMPARISON OF KEROGEN D1AGENESIS KITH CLAY COMPACTIONDURING BURIAL. /REFLECTANCE/PYROLYSI S/PVROCHROHATOGRAPHV
INI PETROGRAPHIE OE LA HATIERE ORGANIOUE DES SEDIMENTS.
RELATIONS AVEC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE POTENTIEL
PETROLIER. PARIS, 19731 ALPERN B I ED. I . P. 127-152. CENTRENATIONAL OE LA RECHERCHE SCI ENTIFIQUE IPARISI.
<COMPARAISON OE LA DIAGENESE ORGANIOUE OE ROCHES A KEROGENE
ET DE LA COMPACTION DES ARGILES EN FONCTION OE
L'ENFOUISSENENT>
LETRAN K 690 LE TRAN KHAN VAN DER HE IDE B
1969: AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION OF THE RANK OF ORGANIC MATTER
IN ROCKS*
CENT. RECH. PAU, BULL., V.3. N.2, P. 649-457.
DETERMINATION AUTOMATIQUE DU OEGRE OE CARBONISATION OE LAMATIERE ORGANIOUE DES ROCHES>
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OTRAZHATELNATAJSPOSOBMOST NA VUGL1SHTATA>
NOEL R 55F NOEL R
1955: A FEW PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF
CONSTITUTIVE VEGETABLE ELEMENTS OF COALS.
ANN. MINES BELG., V.54, N.6, P. 952-956.
<OUELOUES APPLICATIONS PRATIOUES DE LA CONNAISSANCE
DES ELEMENTS VEGETAUX CONSTITUTES DES CHAR80NS>
NOEL R
1956: SPECIAL ASPECTS OF THE PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUENTS OFCERTAIN HIGHLY COALIFIED COALS OF THE COAL BASINS OF
LIEGE, HERVE, AND CAMPINE.
ANN. MINES BELG., 1956, P. 253-258.
<ASPECT PARTICULIER DES CONSTITUANTS PETROGRAPHIQUES
DANS CERTAINS CHAR80NS TRES EVOLUES DES BASSINS DELIEGE, DE HERVE ET OE CAMPINE>
NOEL B_
1958'!^M; EW ASPECTS OF
BROWN COAL (ANGOLA).
SOC. ROY. SCI., LIEGE, BULL., N.9-10, P. 247-257.
<QUELOUES ASPECTS DE LA




1964: THE " RANK » OF BELGIAN COALS. A. THE LOW VOLATILE
BITUMINOUS AND ANTHRACITIC COALS.
ANN. MINES BELG., N.5, P. 582-587.
<LE"RANG" OES CHARBONS BELGES. A. LES CHARBONS
MAIGRES ET ANTHRACITEUX>
NOEL R
1966: ON TWO PARAMETERS OF RANK IN COALS, VOLATILE MATTER
AND REFLECTANCE.
SOC. GEOL. BELG., ANN., V.89, N.l-4, P. 121-130
<SUR DEUX PARAMETRES DU RANG DES CHARBONS MATIERES
VOLATILES ET POUVOIR REFLECTEUR>
SCLEROTINJTE IN I CENTRAL AFRICAN
NOEL
R 66E NOEL R
ROCKS ACCOROING TO DEPTH
GEOL. GEOFIZ. (AKAD. NAUK SSSR
P. 28-36.
<GLUBINNAYA ZONAL'NOST 1 HETAMORFIZMA UGLEY
VESHCHESTVA POROD>
SIB. OTD. I, 1972, N.9,
ORGANICHESKOGO
NERUCEVSG720 NERUCHEV S G PARPAROVA G M
1972: THE ROLE OF GEOLOGIC TIME IN PROCESSES OF METAMORPHISMOF COAL AND OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS.GEOL. GEOFIZ. (AKAO. NAUK SSSR, SIB. OTD.). 1972, N.10,
<0 ROLI GEOLOGICHESKOGO VREMENI V PROTSESSAKH METAMORFIZMAUGLEY I RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA POROD>
NERUCEVSG73M NERUCHEV S G ROGOZINA YE A KAPCHENKO L N1973: MAIN GAS FORMING PHASE AS ONE OF THE STAGES INCATAGENETIC EVOLUTION OF SAPROPEL AS OISPERSED ORGANICMATT ER.
GEOL. GEOFIZ. (AKAD. NAUK SSSR, SIB. OTD.), 1973, n.10.P. 14-16.
<RUSSIAN>
NERUCEVSG73P NERUCHEV S G PARPAROVA GM FAYZULLINA YE MBELYAYEVA L S ZHUKOVA A V SHUMENKOVA YU M1973: TRANSFORMATION OF DISPERSED SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTEROURING OIAGENESIS OF SEOIMENTS.
AKAO. NAUK SSSR. DOKL., V.212, N.4, P. 972-975
<PREOBRAZOVANIYE SAPROPELEVOGO RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGOVESHCHESTVA NA STAOI I DIAGENEZA 0SA0KOV>
1974: TRANSL: DOKL. AKAD. NAUK SSSR, V.212, N.4, P. 190-192.
1966: STUDY ON THE VARIABILITY IN THE MEASUREMENT OF
REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE.
COLLOOUE SUR LA PYROLYSE ET LES APPLICATIONS DE LA
PETROGRAPHIE A LA CARBONISATION OES CHARBONS, PARIS, 1966,COMPTE RENDU, PREPRINT, 5 P.
<ETUOE DE LA OISPFRSION DANS LA MESURE OU POUVOIR
REFLECTEUR OE LA VITRINITE>




NERUCEVSG73T NERUCHEV S G PARPAROVA G M
BELYAYEVA L S ET AL.
1973: TRANSFORMATION OF SAPROPELIC OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER(Continued nezt column.)
1969: REFLECTANCE AND STRAT I GRAPHI C POSITION OF THE
BITUMINOUS COALS OF THE BELGIAN COAL BASIN; ITS
IMPORTANCE FOR THE DILATOMETRIC BEHAVIOR OF THE
COALS OURING COKE MAKING.
FREIBERG. FORSCHUNGSH., REIHE C, N.235, P. 57-62.
<REFLEXIONSVERMOGEN UNO STRATIGRAPHI SCHE STELLUNG DER
STEINKOHLEN IN DEN BELGISCHEN STE INK0HLEN8ECKEN;
IHRE BEDEUTUNG IM DI LATOMETRISCHEN VERHALTEN DER
STEINKOHLEN WAHRENO OER VERKOKUNO
NOSOV G I DUBOVIK V I
1970: USE OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS DURING THE STUDY OFBITUMENS.
RENTGENOGR. MINER. SYR'YA, 1970, N.7, P. 128-131.
<PRIMENENIYE R ENTGENOGR AF I I PR I ISSLEOOVANII BITUMOV>
NOVITSKIY N V MARTYNOVA M I KHROMYKH G E
1974: STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL. AND TECHNOLOGICAL
PROPERTIES OF HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED COALS IN THE KUZNETSK
BASIN.
KHIM. TVERD. TOPL., 1974, N.l. P. 3-9.
•C1SSLED0VAN1YE F IZ IKO-KHIM ICHESK IKH I T EPLO- IEKHNI CHE SKIKH
SVUYSTV BYSOKOMETAHETAMORFIZOVANNVKH UGLEY KUZNETSKOGO
BASSEYNA>
CONTACT METAMORPHISM, OIKEi GRAPHITIZATION: ANTHRACITE;
METAANTHRACITE; PETROGRAPHY; DENSITY.
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OBERLINA 7*E OBERLIN A SOULIER J L OURAND B
197*: ELECTRON MICROSCOPE INVESTIGATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF
NATURALLY AND ARTIFICIALLY METAMORPHOSED KEROGEN.
GEOCHIM. COSMOCHIM. ACTA, V.38, N.*, P. 6*7-650.
OBERLINA 7*N OBERLIN A BOULMIER J L DURAND B
197*: NATURAL EVOLUTION « CATAGENESIS ) RELATED TO
CARBONIZATION (AS STUDIEO BY HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY). /KEROGEN/ CAT AGENESIS/
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973: TISSOT B 6
81ENNER F (EOS.), V.l. P. 15-27, TECHNIP (PARIS).
OEHLER JH7*T OEHLER J H AIZENSHTAT Z SCHOPF J .
197*: THERMAL ALTERATION OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE AND BLUE-GREEN
ALGAL CHLOROPHYLL.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.58, N.l, P.12*-132.
OELERT HH
^^
^ COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION ON THE CHEMICAL STRUCTURE
OF PETROLEUM AND COAL BY OPTICAL METHODS. DISC.
IN: ADVANCE? IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1971, INT. SER.
MONOGR. EARTH SCI., V.33, P. 629-637.
OELERT HH73C OELERT H H
1973: CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION OF COALS AND PETROLEUM.
ERDOL KOHLE/BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.26, N.12, P. 711-712.
<ZUR CHEMISCHEN ZUSAMMENSET ZUNG VON KOHLEN UNO EROOLEN>
OLLI IA73B OLLI 1 A
1973: BITUMINOSITY OF PALEOZOIC ROCKS IN THE SOUTHERN PART
OF WESTERN SIBERIA LOWLANDS FROM DATA OF LUMINESCENT
MICROSCOPE.
GEOL. NEFTI GAZA, V.17, N.6, P. 15-19.
<BITUM1N0ZN0ST" PALEOZOYSK IKH POROD YUZHNOY SHASTI ZAPADNO-
SIBIRSKOY NIZMENNOSTI PO DANNYM LYUMINESTSENTNOY
MIKROSK0PII>
ORHUN F 69C ORHUN F
1969: CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES
IN SOUTHEASTERN TURKEY, THEIR DEGREES OF METAMORPHOSIS
AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS.
MADEN TETKIK ARAMA ENST. IMINER. RES. EXPLOR. INST. TURK.),
BULL. (FOREIGN ED.), N.72, P. 97-109.
OTTENNNK 7*S OTTENJANN K TEICHMULLER M WOLF M
197*: SPECTRAL FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS OF SPORINITE WITH
REFLECTED LIGHT EXCITATION, A MICROSCOPE METHOO FOR
MEASURING THE COALI FICAT ION OF LOW RANK COALS. »ENG ABSTR
.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.2*. P. 1-36.
<SPEKTRALE FLUORESZENZ-MESSUNGEN AN SPORINITEN MIT AUFLICHT-
ANREGUNG, E I NE MIKROSKOP I SCHE METHODE ZUR BESTIMMUNG OES
INKOHLUNGSGRADES GERING INKOHLTER KOHLEN>
OTTENNNK 75S OTTENJANN K TEICHMULLER M WOLF M
1975: SPECTRAL FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS OF SPORINITES IN
REFLECTED LIGHT ANO THEIR APPLICABILITY FOR COALIF ICAT ION
STUOIES. -falSC.
IN: PETROGRAPHIE DE LA HATIERE ORGANIOUE OES SEDIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVEC LA PAL EOT EMPER ATURE ET LE POTENTIEL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN B IEO.I, P.*9-65, CENTRE
NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE IPARISI.
PAPROTHE 73P PAPROTH E
WOLF M
1973: THE PALEOGEOGR APHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF COAL IF ICAT ION
IN THE DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE NORTHERN
RHEINISCHE SCHIEFERGEBIRGE.
NEUES JAHRB. GEOL. PALAONTOL.. MONATSH., 1973, N.8,
P.*69-*93.
<ZUR PALAOGEOGRAPHISCHEN DEUTUNG DER INKOHLUNG IB
DEVON UNO KARBON OES NOROL ICHEN RHEINISCHEN SCHIEFER-
GEBIRGES>
PAREEK HS66F PAREEK H S
1966: FUSINISED RESINS IN GONDWANA ( PERMIAN ) COALS OF
INDIA.
ECON. GEOL., V.61, N.l, P. 137-1*6.
PARKS BC51P PARKS B C
1951: PETROGRAPHY OF AMERICAN LIGNITES.
ECON. GEOL., V.*6, N.l, P. 23-50.
PARKS BC56P PARKS B C
O'DONNELL H J
1956: PETROGRAPHY OF AMERICAN COALS.
U.S. BUR. MINES, BULL. 550, 193 P.
PARPAVAGH62I PARPAROVA G M
1962: STUDY OF COALIFIED PLANT REMAINS FROM THE DZHUGURTIN-
GILYANS REGION OF THE CHECHEN- INGUSHSK A.S.S.R. BY
PETROGRAPHIC METHOO IN LIGHT OF THE CARBON RATIO THEORY.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST.. TR.t
VYP.190.
<IZUCHENIE OBUGLEKiNYKH RASTITEL'NYKH OSTATKOV DZHUGURTINO-
GILYANSKOVO RAIONA CHECHENO- I NGUSHSKOI ASSR PETROGRAFI-
CHESKIN METOOOM V SVETE TEORII UGLEROONOVO KOEFF ITSI ENTA>
PARPAVAGM63I PARPAROVA G M
1963: STUDY OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS BY
PETROGRAPHIC METHODS.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP.220, GEOL. SB., N.8, P. 273-303.
<IZUCHENIE RASSEYANNOVO ORGANI CHESKOVO VESHCHESTVA
POROD PETROGRAFICHESKIMI METOOAMI>
PARPAVAGM6*0 PARPAROVA G M
CHISTYAKOVA A S
196*: EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDY OF SOLID BITUMENS BY THE
PETROGRAPHIC METHOD.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP.227, GEOKHIM. SB., N.9, P. 2*1-2*9.
<OPYT IZUCHENIYA TVEROYKH 8ITUM0V PETROGRAF ICHESK IM
METODON>
PARPAVAGM69I PARPAROVA G M
1969: COAL PETROGRAPHIC STUDY OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER
(Continued next oolusn.
)
PARPAVAGM69I IN ROCKS OF PETROLEUM REGIONS.
(Continued rroo VSES. NEFT. HAUCH. - 1 SSL ED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
left column.) VYP.279, P. 270-300.
<IZUCHENIYE RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA POROD
NEFTENOSNYKH RAYONOV UGLEPETROGRAF ICHESK IM METOOOM)
PARPAVAGM69R PARPAROVA G M CHERNIKOV K A
1969: RESULTS OF COAL PETROGRAPHIC STUDIES OF OISPERSED
ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN
LOWLAND.
VSES. NEFT. HAUCH. -ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP. 279, P. 169-177.
<REZUL'TATY UGLE PE TROGR AF I CHESK IKH ISSLED0VAN1Y OSTATOCH-
NOGO VESHCHESTVA MEZOZOYSKIKH OTLOZHENIY ZAPADNO-S IBIRSK-
OY NIZMENNOSTI)
PARPAVAGM71P PARPAROVA G M
1971: APPLICATION OF A METHOD OF COAL PETROGRAPHY FOR
STUDY OF OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS.
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSAOKOV, P. 191-203, AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OTD. NAUK ZEMLE, KOM.
OSAD. POROD. (MOSCOWI.
<PRIMENENIYE METOOOV UGLEPETROGRAF I I DLYA ISSLEDOVANI YA
RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA POROD)
PARPAVAGM71V PARPAROVA G M
NERUCHEV S G
1971: THE PETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC
MATTER IN MFSOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN
LOWLAND.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVEO. INST., TR.,
N.29*. GEDKHIMICHESKIYE I SSLEDOVAN IYA NEFTI I GAZA,
SBORNIK N.12, P. 3-25.
<VESHCHESTVENNO-PETR0GRAFICHESKIY SOSTAV RASSEYANNOGO
ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA MEZOZOYSKIKH OTLOZHENIY
ZAPADNO-SIBIRSKOY NIZMENNOSTI)
PARPAVAGM73K PARPAROVA G M NERUCHEV S G GORSKAYA A I
1973: CHARACTERIZATION OF DEBITUMI NI ZED SAPROPELIC
(SAPROPLANKTONICI DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER THAT IS HIGHLY
METAMORPHOSED.
KHIM. TVERD. TOPL., 1973, N.6, P. 55-62.
<KHARAKTERISTIKA OEB ITUMINI Z IROV ANNOGO S APROPE LE VOGO
ISAPROPLANKTONITOVOGO) RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO
VESHCHESTVA VYSOKIKH STADIY METAMORF I ZHA)
GJL'TSBERG I S CHERNIKOV K APARPAVAGM7*0 PARPAROVA G M
ET AL.
197*: CONSTITUENT AND CHEMICAL CONTENT OF DISPERSEO ORGANIC
MATTER IN PALEOZOIC DEPOSITS IN THE BALTIC.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP. 355, P. 16-21.
<0S0BENN0ST1 VESHCHESTVENNOGO I KHI MICHESKOGO SOSTAVA
RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA PALEOZOI SK IKH
OTLOZHENIY PPIBALTIKI)
PARPAVAGM7*V PARPAROVA G M
197*: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ANO PRESSURE ON OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF MACERALS IN SEVERAL SAPROPELIC AND HUMIC
COALS. /REFRACTIVE INDEX/PROXIMATE t. ULTIMATE CHEMISTRY/
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVEO. INST., TR.,
VYP. 353, P. 82-89.
<VLIYANIYE TEMPERATUR I DAVLENIY NA OPTICHESKIYE SVOYSTVA
MIKROKOMPONENTOV NEKOTORYKH RAZNOSTEY S APROPEL EVYKH
I GUMUSOVYKH UGLEU)
PATIJN RJ6*E PATIJN R J H
196*: THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF RENEWED
COALIFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS.
ERDOL KOHLE, V.17, N.l, P. 2-9.
<OIE ENTSTEHUNG VON ERDGAS INFOLGE DER NACHINKOHLUNG
IM NOROOSTEN DER NIEDERLANDE)
PATIJN RJ6*F PATIJN R J H
196*: THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF RENEWED
COALIFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS.
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF., 5TH, PARIS,
1963, COMPTE RENDU, V.2, P. 631-6*5.
<LA FORMATION DE GAZ DUE A OES REHOUILL I F I CAT IONS
DANS LE NORD-EST OES PAYS-BAS)
PATTEKYK 56V PATTEISKY K
1956: CHANGES IN RANK IN THE RUHR COAL SEAMS WITH AGE,
DEPTH, AND TECTONIC POSITION.
DEUT. GEOL. GFS.. Z., V.107, P. 120-131.
<VERANOERUNGEN DES I NKOHLUNGSGR AOES DER RUHRKOHLEN MIT OEM
STRATIGRAPHISCHEN ALTER, DER TEUFE SOWIE OER TEKTONISCHEN
LAGE)
PATTEKYK 58E PATTEISKY K
1958: AN EXAMINATION OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF USING VARIOUS
SCALES FOR MEASURING COAL RANK ANO SUGGESTED LINES OF
DEMARCATION FOR MAIN COALIFICATION STAGES.
REV. IND. MINER., NUMERO SPECIAL, 17 P.
NATIONAL COAL BOARD TRANSLATION A.1716/LB.
<EXAMEN OES POSSIBILITES O'EMPLOI DE OIVERSIS
ECHELLES POUR LA MESURE DU RANG OES CHARBONS ET
PROPOSITIONS POUR LA DELIMITATION DES PRINC1PAUX
STAOES OE HOUILLIF ICATION)
PATTEKYK 601 PATTEISKY K
1960: THE COURSE OF COALIFICATION, RANK AND CLASSIFICATION
OF COALS ON THE BASIS OF VITRAIN ANALYSES.
BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.*l, P. 79-8*. 97-10*, 133-137.
<INKOHLUNGS-VERLAUF, INKOHLUNGS-MASSST ABE UNO KLASSIFI-
KATION DER KOHLEN AUF GRUNO VON VI TR I T ANALYSEN)
PATTFKYK 621 PATTEISKY K TEICHMULLER M TEICHMULLER RE 621
*[5^^^ REOIONAL COALIFICATION OF THE RHINE ANO RUHR COAL
BASIN, SHOWN ON THE BASIS OF THE SONNENSCHEIN SEAM.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLANO WESTFALEN, V.3, N.2, P. 687-700.
<DAS INKOHLUNGSBILD OES STEI NKOHLENGEBIRGES AN RHEIN UNO
RUHR, OARGESTELLT IM NIVEAU VON FLOZ SONNENSCHEIN)
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LAPIDES I L
PELET R 70S PELET R
1970: SIMULATION ANO MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN GEOLOGY.
INST. FR. PETROLE, REV., V.25, N.2, P. 149-16*.
SIMULATION ET HODELES MATHEMAT I QUES EN GEOLOGIE>
PETERLEIA74H PETERSILE I A AKHMEDOV A M UVADEV L I
197*: HYOROCARBON GASES AND ORGANIC CARSON IN PROTEROZOIC
FORMATIONS OF THE KOLA PENINSULA.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.215, N.4. P. 961-964.
<RUSSIAN>
PETRIYAMY70C PETR IKOVSKA YA M YE IVANOV A K
1970: COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF METHANE GASES OF THEDONETS COAL BASIN AND THE ONI EPER-OONETS BASIN.
GEOL. NEFTI GAZA, V. 14, N.l, P. 16-20.
<SRAVNITEL'MAYA KHARAKTERI ST IKA METANOVYKH GAZOV DONETSKOGO
UGOL'NOGO BASSEYNA I DNEPROVSKO-DQNETSKOY VPAOINY>
PETROV BV74U PETROV B V BELYKH L A
RAZVOZZHAYEVA E A
1974: CARBON IN METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF THE PATOM HIGHLANDS.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.213, N.l, P. 190-193.
<UGLEROO V METAMORFICHESKIKH PORODAKH PATOMSKOGO NAGOR'YA)
ENG TRANSL: DOKL. ACAD. SCI. USSR, EARTH SCI., V.213, N 1.
P. 158-161.
PETROVAR 711 PETROVA R NIKOLOV ZDR
1971: INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS AND REFLECTION
MEASUREMENTS ON VITRAIN FROM THE ROCKS OF THE DOBRUDZA
COAL BASIN. *BULG SUM.
BULG. AKAD. NAUK., GEOL. INST., IZV.
GEOL., V.20, P. 127-134.
<INFRAROTSPFKTR0SK0PIE UNO REFLE XI ONSMESSUNGEN AUF VITRAIN
AUS DEN GESTEINEN IN DEM DOBRUDJ A-KOHL ENBECKEN>
1973: ABSTR: FUEL A3STR., V.14, N.12, P. 10, #9133.
PETROVAYN57M PETROVA Y N
KASATKINA N F
1957: METHODS OF STUDYING DETRITAL ORGANIC MATTER IN
ROCKS.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP.105, GEOKHIM. SB., N.4, P. 125-130.










1966: FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS OF ROCKS AND FOSSILS.
LCITZ HUT. WISS. TECH., V.3, N.6, P. 183-188.
<FLUORESZENZ MESSUNGEN AN GESTEINEN UNO FOSSILIEN>
PHILIPPI G T
1965: ON THE DEPTHS, TIME AND MECHANISM OF PETROLEUM
GENERATION.
GEOCHIM. COSMOCHIM. ACTA, V.29, P. 1021-1049.
PHIL IPPI G T
1969: ESSENTIALS OF THE PETROLEUM FORMATION PROCESS AREORGANIC SOURCE MATERIAL ANO A SUBSURFACE TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED CHEMICAL REACTION MECHANISM.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1968: SCHENK P A CHAVENAAR I (EDS. I, P. 25-46, PERGAMON PRESS IOXFORDI.
PHILLIPS L
1974: REWORKED MESOZOIC SPORES
MULL, SCOTLAND.
REV. PALAEOBOT. PALYNOLOGY, V.17, P. 221-232.
TERTIARY LEAF-BEOS ON
PICKHOTW 65W PICKHAROT W
ROBOCK K
1965: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPARATUS FOR PHOTOELECTRIC
MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION.
8RENNST0FF-CHEMIE, V.46, N.2, P. 44-48.
<WEITERENTWICKLUNG EINER APPARATUR ZUR PHOTOE L EKTR I SCHENMESSUNG OER REFLEXION UNO DER ABSORPTION)
PILLER H 671 PILLER H
1967: INFLUENCE OF LIGHT REFLECTION AT THE OBJECTIVE IN THEQUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTIVITY WITH THE
MICROSCOPE.
MINERAL. MAG., V.36, N.278, P. 242-259.
PITTI0NJL74E PITTION J L
1974: MICROSCOPIC STUDY IN REFLECTED LIGHT ANO REFLECTANCEOF ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS, QUEBEC.
COMMUNICATION AU CONGRES DE L'ACFAS, QUEBFC, MARCH 1974.MANUSCRIPT 34 P. * '»'»«
<ETUDE AU MICROSCOPE EN LUMIERE REFLECHIE DE QUELQUES TYPES
DE SUBSTANCES ORGANIQUES CONTENUES DANS LES ROCHES SEOI-MENTA1RES DE LA PROVINCE DE QUEBEC MESURE DE LEUR POUVOIR
P0RSHVANV70N PORSHNEVA N V
1970." GAS COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS:DEEP WELL LOG DATA. '
IN: PRYAMYYE GEOKHIMICHESKIYE METODY POISKOV NEFTI 1 GAZA:VSES. NAUCHNO-ISSLED. INST. YAD GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM., TR.,N.6, P. 80-95.
<NEKTORYYE Z AKONOMERNOST I V SOSTAVE I RASPREDE L I YI I GAZOVOSADOCHNYKH PORUD PO RAZREZU GLU80KIKH SKVAZHIN>
POTONIEH 08U POTONIE H
1908: FORMATION OF RECENT ALLOCHTHONOUS HUMUS.
KGL. PREUSS. AKAD. WISSENSCH., V.2, P. 48-57.
<UBER RE2ENTE ALLOCHTONE HUMUS8I LDUNGEN>
POTONIEH 10E POTONIE H
1910: THE ORIGIN OF COAL AND CAUSTOBIOL ITHS IN GENERAL.5TH ED., GEBR. BORNTRAGER (BERLIN).
<DIE ENTSTEHUNG OER STE1NK0HLE UNO DER KAUSTOB IOL I THEUBERHAUPT>
POTONIER SOP POTONIE R
1950: PETROGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE BITUMENS.
GEOL. JAHRB., V.65, P. 551-572.
<PETROGRAPHISCHE KLASSI FIKAT ION DER BITUMINA>
POWELL T G MCKIRDY D M
1973: THE EFFECT OF SOURCE MATERIAL, ROCK TYPE AND01AGENESIS ON THE N-ALKANE CONTENT OF SEDIMENTSGEOCHIM. COSMOCHIM. ACTA, V.37, N.3, P.623-633.





ELAT10NSH,P 8ET "EEN RATIO OF PRISTANE TO PHYTANE.CRUDE OIL COMPOSITION AND GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT INAUSTRAL IA.
NATURE, V.243, N.124, P. 37-39.
PRADO JG73M PRAOO J G
1973: MICROSCOPY OF OXIDIZED COALS.
OVIEOO, SPAIN, THESIS.
<MCROSCOPIA DE CARBONES OXIDADOS>
PRAOO JG75G PRADO J G
l9
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1974: REMISSION INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BULGARIAN LIGNITES
AND BROWN COAL.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973: TISSOT 8 £
BIENNER F (EOS. I, V.l, P. 587-588, TECHNIP (PARIS*.
SMITH M 71N SMITH M
1971: NATURAL GRAPHITE.
IN: CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY (ENCYCLOPEDIA), V.2, P. 413-437
GRAPHITE: DEPOSITS, PRODUCTION, GENESIS, COMPOSITION,
PROPERTIES, STRUCTURE
S0K0L0VVA68G SOKOLOV V A I ED.
)
1968: GENESIS OF PETROLEUM ANO NATURAL GAS.
"NAUKA" PRESS IMOSCOW) 230 P.
<GENEZIS NEFTI I GAZA>
S0K0L0VVA69G SOKOLOV V A
GEODEKYAN A A
BUNIAT-ZAOE Z A
1969: THE GENERAL SCHEME OF PETROLEUM ANO GAS FORMATION,
ALTERATION AND MIGRATION IN THE EARTH'S CRUST.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1968: SCHENK P A
£ HAVENAAR I IEDS.), P. 279-288, PERGAMON PRESS (OXFORD)
S0K0L0VVA71G SOKOLOV V A
1971: THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF NATURAL GASES.
"NEORA" (MOSCOW), 336 P.
<GEOKHIMIYA PRIROONYKH GAZOV>
SOKOLOVVA72C SOKOLOV V A TICHOMOLOVA T V CHEREMISINOV A
1972: THE COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF GASEOUS
HYDROCARBONS IN DEPENDENCE OF DEPTH, AS THE CONSEQUENCE OF
THEIR GENERATION ANO MIGRATION.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1971, INT. SER.
MONOGR. EARTH SCI., V.33, P. 479-486.
USPENSKIY V ASOK0LVANT72P SOKOLOVA N T MOTORINA Z M
UMNOVA E G KREMNEVA M A
1972: TRANSFORMATION OF OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER UNOER THE
ACTION OF CONTACT METAMORPHISM AND URANIUM-BEARING
HYOROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS.
GEOKHIM. (AKAD. NAUK SSSR), 1972, N.l, P. 110-123.
<PREOBRAZOVANIYE RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA
POO VOZDEYSTVIYEM PROTSSESSOV KONTAKTOVOGO METAMORFIZMA I
URANONOSNYKH GEDROTERMAL' NYKH RASTVOROY>
SOMERS Y 75C SOMERS Y LFPLAT P NOEL R
1975: NATURAL MATURATION AND PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN ANO COAL
COMPARED BY USE OF OPTICAL CRITERIA. »OISC /SPORINITE VS
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/TIME/
IN: PETROGRAPHIE DE LA MATIERE ORGANIdUE DCS SEDIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVEC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE POTENTIEL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN B I ED. I , P. 243-252, CENTRE
NATIONAL OE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIOUE (PARIS).
<COMPARAIS0N OE L' EVOLUTION GEOLOGIQUE ET OE INVOLUTION
PAR PYROLYSE DES PROPRIETES OPTIOUES DE ROCHES A KEROGENES
ET DE CHARBONS>
SOOS L 63S SOOS L
1963: ON THE SO CALLED OARK RESIN OF TERTIARY COALS, IN
PARTICULAR THOSE OF HUNGARY.
ANN. UNIV. SCI. BUDAPEST. ROLANDO EOTVOS NOM., GEOL. SEC,
V.6, P. 129-161.
<UBER OAS SOGENANNTE OUNKLE HARZ DER TERTIAREN KOHLEN.1NSBES0N0ERE UNGARNS)
SPACKANW 66C SPACKMAN W
BARGHOORN E S
1966: COALIFICATION OF WOOOY TISSUE AS OEDUCEO FROM A
PETROGRAPHIC STUDY OF BRANDON LIGNITE.
















SPIRQ N S FEDINA 1 P
1969: HUMIC ACIDS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
NAUCHNO-I SSLEO. INST. GEOL. ARKTIKI, UCH. ZA
N.16, P. 128-134.




1952: BROWN COAL MICROSCOPY.
IN: HAND8UCH DER MIKROSKOPIE IN DER TECHNIK: FREUND H




1968: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COAL PETROLOGY: MACERALS,
MICROLI THOTYPES ANO SOME EFFECTS OF COALIFICATION.
IN: COAL ANO COAL BEARING STRATA: INTER-UNIVERSITY GEOL.
CONGR., 135TH, 1965, OLIVER £ BOYO PUBL. (EDINBURGH).
STACH E
1969: ADVANCES IN INCIDENT FLUORESCENT MICROSCOPY IN COAL
PETROGRAPHY.
FREIBERG. FORSCHUNGSH., REIHE C, V.242, P. 35-56.
<FORTSCHRITTE DER AUFL I CHT-FLUORESZENZ-MI KR OSKOP IE IN OER
KOHLENPETROGRAPHIE>
STACH E MACKOWSKY H-TH TEICHHULLER M
TAYLOR G H CHANDRA D TEICHHULLER R
(TRANS. AND ENGLISH REVISION: HURCHISON D G TAYLOR G H ZIERKE F.)
1975: STACH'S TEXTBOOK OF COAL PETROLOGY, SECOND COMPLETELY REVISED
EDITION.
GEBRUDER BORNTRAEGER (BERLIN, STUTTGART), 428 P.
STAOLER G TEICHHULLER M
1971: COAL ALTERATION AND CLAYSTONE AND SANOSTONE
DIAGENESIS IN BOREHOLE 150 IN THE IBBENBUREN COAL MINE.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.18, P. 125-146.
<D1E UMWANOLUNG DER KOHLEN UNO DIE DIAGENESE DER TON- UND
SANDSTEINE IN DER UNTERT AGEBOHRUNG 150 DER STEINKOHLEN-
BERGWERKE IBBENBUREN>
STADLER G TEICHMULLER R
1971: SUMMARY SURVEY ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRAMSCHE
MASSIF AND THE LOWER-SAXONY TECTOGENE.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.18, P. 547-564.
<ZUSAMMENFASSENDER UBERBLICK UBER DIE ENTWICKLUNG OES
BRAMSCHER MASSIVS UND DES NEI OERSACHS I SCHEN TEKTOGENS>
COALIFICATIONi IGNEOUS METAMORPHISM
STAHL M
1966: METHODS OF C-12/C-13 ISOTOPE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GAS.
TAGUNG DER DEUTSCHEN GESELLSCHAFT FUR MINERALOLWI SSEN-
SCHAFTEN UND KOHLENCHEMIE (MUNICHI.
<ZUR METHODIK DER C-12/C-13 I SOTOPENUNTERSUCHUNGEN AN
ERDGASEN>
STAHL W
1968: CARBON ISOTOPE ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE ORIGIN OF
GAS IN NORTHWEST GERMANY.
TECHN. HOCHSCHULE, CLAUSTHAL, DISS.. 98 P.
<K0HLENSTOFF-I SOTOPENANALYSEN ZUR KLARUNG DER HERKUNFT
NORDWESTDEUTSCHER ERDGASE>
STAHL W TANG C H
1971: CARBON ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS OF METHANE, HIGHER
HYDROCARBONS, AND CARBON DIOXIDE OF NATURAL GASES FROM
NORTHWESTERN TAIWAN. /DISPERSED ORGANICS/ GAS FROM
COALIFICATION/
PETROL. GEOL. TAIWAN, N.8, P. 77-91.
STAHL W
1974: CARBON ISOTOPE FRACTIONATIONS IN NATURAL GASES.
NATURE, V.251, N.5471, P. 134-135.
STAHL W
1975: CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS OF NATURAL GAS - A PARAMETER OF
MATURITY OF THE SOURCE ORGANIC MATTER. /VS REFLECTANCE
/TERRESTRIAL VS SAPROPELIC FACIES/
ERDOL KOHLE/BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.28, N.4, P. 188-191.
<KOHLENSTOFF-ISOTOPENVERHALTNISSE VON ERDGASEN - REIFEKENN-
ZEICHEN IHRER MUTTERSUBSTANZEN>
STAPLIN F L
1969: SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC MATTER, ORGANIC METAMORPHISM, AND
OIL AND GAS OCCURRENCE.






BAILEY N POCOCK S A JSTAPLIN F L
EVANS C R
1973: OIAGENESIS AND METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC
MATTER. /SAPROPEL/KEROGEN COLOR/ THERMAL INDEX/HYDROCARBON
GENERAT ION/
REVISED IN PRESS VERSION OF PREPRINT TEXT OF TALK GIVEN AT
AMER. ASSOC. PETROL. GEOL. MTG., ANAHEIM, CALIF., 1973.
STAPLIN F L EVANS C R
1973: METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC MATTER. =ABSTR.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.57, N.4, P. 806.
STAUBLE A J MILIUS G
1970: GEOLOGY OF GRONINGEN GAS FIELD, NETHERLANDS.
IN: GEOLOGY OF GIANT PETROLEUM FIELDS, AMER. ASSOC. PETROL.
GEOL., MEM., N.14, P. 359-369.
STEPANOV Y V
1969: METAMORPHISM OF COAL INCLUSIONS AS AN INDICATOR
OF PALEOGEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, DOKL., V.184, N.6, P. 1395-1397.
<STEPEN' METAMORFIZHA UGOL'NYKH VKLYUCHENIY KAK
POKAZATEL 1 PALEOGEOGRAFICHESKIKH USLOVIY>
STREIB D L
1972: ANALYSIS OF BENZENE AND CHLOROFORM SOLUBLE ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS OF COAL AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO STRATIGRAPHY
AND PALEOENVIRONMENTS.
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV., PH.D. THESIS, 167 P.








su8b0ta m i khodzhakul iev ya a romanyuk a f
1974: the relation between organic matter dispersed in rocks
and dissolved in pore solutions. /hydrocarbons/
catagenesis/
in: organicheskoye veshchestvo sovremennykh i iskopayemykh
osadkov i metody yego izucheniya, p. 209-212, akad nauk
sssr, oto. geol. geofiz. geokhim, kom. osad. porodam,
"nauka" press (moscow).
<svyaz' rastvorennogo v plastovykh vodakh i rasseyannogo v
porodakh organicheskogo veshchestva>
SUESS E
1971: DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER IN BALTIC SEA SEDIMENTS.
=ABSTR.
INT. IAS SEOIMENTOLOGICAL CONGR., 8TH, HEIDELBERG (GERMANY),
PROGRAM, P. 91.
SUGGATE R P ELPHICK J
1964: COAL RANKS AND GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS IN HIGH VOLATILE
BITUMINOUS COALFIELDS.
NATURE, V.203, N.4970, P. 72-73.
SUGGATE R P
1967: METAMORPHIC RANK IN TAIWAN COALS.
TAIWAN, GEOL. SURV., BULL., N.19, P. 15-24.
SUGGATE R P
1972: COAL RANKS IN THE HARTON BOREHOLE.
YORKSHIRE GEOL. SOC, PROC, V.39, PT.2, N.9, P. 175-177.
SUGGATE R P
1974: COAL RANKS IN RELATION TO DEPTH AND TEMPERATURE IN
AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND OIL AND GAS WELLS.
N.Z. J. GEOL. GEOPHYS., V.17, N.l, P. 149-167.
SWAN SON V E
PALACAS J G
1965: HUMATE IN COASTAL SANDS OF NORTHWEST FLORIOA.
U.S. GEOL. SURV., BULL. 1214-8.
SYROVA G M BELETSKAYA S N
1973: COMPARISON OF CHLOROFORM EXTRACTS FROM CRUSHEO ANO
WHOLE ROCKS (N. CAUCASIA, OAGISTAN). /CATAGENESIS/
DETAILED BITUMEN ANALYSIS/
IN: PRIRODA 0RGAN1CHESK0GU VESHCHESTVA SOVREMENNYKH I ISKO-
PAYEMYKH OSADKOV, P. 174-185, AKAD NAUK SSSR, OTD. GEOL.
GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM, NAUKA PRESS (MOSCOW!.
<SRAVNITEL'NOYE IZUCHENIYE KHLOROFORMNYKH EKSTRAKTOV IZ
NEDROBLENYKH I DR08LENYKH POROD SEVERNOGO KAVKAZA I
OAGESTANA>
SZADECZKY-KARDOSS E
1969: COALIFICATION RELATIONSHIPS UNDER VARYING PRESSURE
CONDITIONS.
FREIBERG. FORSCHUNGSH., REIHE C, N.235, P. 35-43.
<INKOHLUNGSVERHAELTNISSE UNTER VERSCHI EOENEN DRUCK-
BEDINGUNGEN>
TAKAHASHI R
1958: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE AND
COALIFICATION IN THE SHIKUHO COAL BASIN, JAPAN.
KYUSHU UNIV., FAC. SCI., MEM., SER.O, GEOL., V.8,
N.l, P. 1-18.
<DIE BEZIEHUNG ZWISCHEN DER GEOLOGISCHEN STRUKTUR UND
DER INKOHLUNG IM CHI KUHO-KOHLENBECKEN, JAPAN>
TAKAHASHI R
1959: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COALIFICATION AND GEOLOGIC
STRUCTURE IN THE KARATSU COAL BASIN, SAGA PREFECTURE,
JAPAN.
KYUSHU UNIV., FAC. SCI., MEM., SER.D, GEOL., V.9, N.l,
P. 1-15.
<OIE BEZIEHUNG ZWISCHEN OER INKOHLUNG UND DER
GEOLOGISCHEN STRUKTUR IM KARATSU-KOHLENBECKEN, SAGA
PRAF., JAPAN>
TAKAHASHI R
1967: ON THE COALIFICATION OF THE AMAKUSA COALS WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE NIGGER-HEAD IN THE YONSHAKU COAL SEAM.
ENG ABSTR.
PROF. YASUO SASA MEMORIAL VOLUME, P. 477-493.
<JAPANESE>
TAKAHASHI R
1969: TECTONIC MOVEMENT AND COALIFICATION OEGREE IN THE
AMAKUSA BASIN.
J. FUEL. SOC. JAPAN, V.48, N.512, P. 861-868.
TAYLOR G H
1966: THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF VITRINITES. DISC.
IN: COAL SCIENCE: AMER. CHEM. SOC, ADVAN. CHEM. SER., N.55,
P. 274-283.
TEICHMULLER H TEICHMULLER R
1949: C0AL1F ICATI IN PROBLEMS IN THE RUHR CARBONIFEROUS.
OEUT. GEOL. GES., Z., V.99, P. 40-77.
<INKOHLUNGSFRAGEN IM RUHRKARBON>
TEICHMULLER M TEICHMULLER R
1950: THE COALIFICATION PICTURE OF THE LOWER SAXONY WEALOON
BASIN.
DEUT. GEOL. GES.. Z., V.IOO, P. 498-517.
<OAS INKOHLUNGSBILD OES NI EDERSACHSI SCHEN WEALDEN-BECKENS>
TEICHERM 52F TEICHMULLER M TEICHMULLER R
1952: THE FACIFS ANO METAMORPHISM OF "COALS" FROM THE
DEVONIAN SYSTEM OF THE RHEINISCHES SCHIEFERGEB1RGE .
/REGIONAL MAPS/EFFECT OF DEFORMATION/SPORE COLOR/
DEUT. GEOL. GES., Z., V.103, P. 219-232.
<ZUR FAZIES UNO METAMORPHOSE DER "KOHLEN" IM DEVON DES
RHEINISCHEN SCHIEFERGEBIRGES>
TEICHERM 54S TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1954: THE CHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL.
GEOL. RUNDSCH., V.42, P. 265-296.










TEICHERM 581 TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1958: COALIFICATION STUDIES ANO IHEIR UTILIZATION.
CEOL. MIJNBOUW, N.S., V.20, N.2, P. 41-66.
<1NK0HLUNGSUNTFRSUCHUNGEN UNO IHRE NUTZANWENDUNO
TEICHERM 58M TEICHMULLER M
1958: COAL METAMORPHISM ANO PETROLEUM PROSPECTING.
REV. INO. MINER., NUMERO SPECIAL, P. 99-113.
<METAMORPHISM DU CHARBON ET PROSPECTION OU PETROLE>




1960: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN BITUMINOUS SHALES
DURING METAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM TOARCIAN POSIDONIA
SHALES IN LOWFR SAXONY.
INST. FR. PETROLE, R^v., V.15, N.ll, P. 1567-1574.
TRANSFORMATION OE LA MATIERE ORGANIOUE OES SCHISTES
BITUMINEUX PAR METAMORPHISME. EXEMPLE OES SCHISTES
A POSIOONOMIES OU TOARCIEN DE LA BASSE-SAXE>
TEICHERM 62G TEICHMULLER M
1962: THE GENESIS OF COAL.
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF.,
1958, COMPTE PENOU, V.3, P. 699-722.
<DIE GENESE DER KOHLE>
4TH, HEERLEN
TEICHERM 63K TEICHMULLER »
1963: COAL SEAMS OF THE MUNSTERLANO 1 WELL I COALIFICATION,
PETROGRAPHY, COKING PROPERTIES I.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.ll, P. 129-178.
<0I£ KOHLENFLOZF DER ROHRUNG MUNSTERLANO 1 IINKOHLUNG,
PETROGRAPH1E, VERKOKUNGSVERHALTENI>
TEICHERM 66D TE1CHMULLEP M
TEICHMULLER R
1966: INVESTIGATIONS OF COALIFICATION IN APPL1EO GEOLOGY.
FREIBERG. FORSCHUNGSH.
, REIHE C, N.210, P. 155-195.
<INKOHLUNGSUNTERSUCHUNGEN IM OIENST DER ANGEWANDTEN
GEOLOGIE)
TEICHERM 66G TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1966: GEOLOGICAL CAUSES OF COALIFICATION.
IN: COAL SCIENCE: AMER. CHEM. SOC, ADVAN. CHEM. SER., N.55,
P. 133-155.
TEICHERM 661 TEICHMULLFR M
TEICHMULLER R
1966: COALIFICATION IN THE SAAR CARBONIFEROUS, COMPARED
WITH THAT IN THE RUHR DISTRICT.
DEUT. GEOL. GES., Z., V.U7, PT.l, P. 243-279.
<DIE INKOHLUNG IM SAAR-LOTHRINGISCHEN KARBON, VERGLICHEN
MIT DER IM RUHRKARRON>
TEICHERM 670 TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1967: OIAGENESIS OF COAL I COALIFICATION I.
IN: OIAGENESIS IN SEDIMENTS IOEVELOPMENTS IN
SEDIMENTOLOGY 81: LAR SEN G £ CHILINGAR G V IEOS.I,
P. 391-415, ELSEVIER.
TEICHERM 671 TEICHMULLER M
1967: COALIFICATION STUDIES ON COAL-8EARING STRATA IN THETERTIARY OF THE LOWER RHINE GRABEN NORTH OF WORMS.08ERRHEIN. GEOL. A8H., V.16, N.l/2, P. 11-15.
<INKOHLUNGSUNTERSUCHUNGEN AN KOHLEFUHRENOEN *SE DI MENT ENOES TERTIARS AUS DEM OBERRHE IN-GRA8EN NORDLICH WORMS:)
TEICHERM 68G TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1968: GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COAL METAMORPHISM.
IN: COAL ANO COAL BEARING STRATA: INTER-UNIVERSITY GEOL.CONGR., 135TH, 1965, P. 233-267, OLIVER C BOYD PUBL.(EDINBURGH).
TEICHERM 701 TEICHMULLER M
1970: DETERMINATION OF THE RANK OF COAL INCLUSIONS INSEOIMENTS OF THE UPPER RHINE GRABEN — AN AID TO
CLARIFICATION OF GEOTHERMAL PROBLEMS. «-ENG SUM.
IN: GRABEN PROBLEMS: INTERNATIONAL UPPER MANTLE PROJECTSCIENTIFIC REPORT N.27: [LLIES J H C MUELLER S (EOSI,
P. 124-142, SCHWEIZERBART'SCHE VERL AGSBUCHHArfOLUNG(STUTTGART).
<8ESTIMMUNG DES I NKOHLUNGSGRADE S VON KOHL I GEN E1N-
SCHLUSSEN IN SEDIMENTEN DES OBERRHEINGRABENS — EIN
HILFSMITTEL BEI DER KLARUNG GEOTHERMISCHER FRAGEN>
TEICHERM 71A TFICHMULLER M
1971: APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPH I C AL METHODS IN OILANO GAS FXPLORATION.
ERDOL KOHLF/BRENNSTOFF-CHEMIE, V.24, N.2, P.69-76
<ANWENDUNG KOHL ENP ETROGRAPHI SCHER METHOOEN BEI DER
ERDOL- UND FR0GASPROSPEKTION>
TEICHERM 711 TEICHMULLER M
1971: A COALIFICATION PROFILE OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS
COAL MEASURES IN THE ISSELBURG 3 BOREHOLE NORTHWEST
OF WESEL. UNO SUM.
GEOL. MITT. (AACHENI, V.ll, N.l/2, P. 181-184.
<OAS INKOHLUNGSPROFIL OES FLOZFUHRENOEN OBERKARBONS
DER BOHRUNG ISSELBURG 3 NORDWESTLICH VON WESEL>
TEICHERM 71K TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS OEPOSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL
REPUBLIC. III. UPPFR CARBONIFEROUS ISILESIANI. A.THE PARALIC REGION: 1. THE RHINE-RUHR COAL OISTRICT:
0. METAMORPHISM OF COAL.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLANO WESTFALEN, V.19, P.47-56
IGER.I, P. 53-62 IFNGL.), P. 53-62 (FRI.
<DIE KARBON-ABLAGERUNGEN IN DfcR BUNDESREPUBL I K DEUTSCH-
(Contlnued next ooluan.
)
TEICHERM 71K LAND. III. OBERKARBON (SILESIUMI: A, DER PARALISCHE(Continued fro. RAUM; I, DAS R HE IN-RUHR-RE V I ER : D, INKOHLUNO
left column.
)
TEICHERM 71L TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS OEPOSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL
REPUBLIC. III. UPPER CARBONIFEROUS ISILESIANI. A. THE
PARALIC REGION: 2. THE COAL DISTRICT OF AACHEN-ERKE-
LENZ: B. METAMORPHISM OF COAL.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.19, P. 69-72(GER.), P. 74-77 (ENGL. I, P. 74-78 IFR.I.
<DIE KARBON-ABLAGERUNGEN IN DER BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCH-
LANO; III. OBERKARBON (SILESIUMIi A, DER PARALfSCHE
RAUMj 2, DAS REVIER VON AACHEN-ERKEL ENZ; B, INKOHLUNG:>
TEICHERM 710 TEICHMULLER M
TEICHMULLER R
1971: COALIFICATION PATTERN IN THE AREA OF 0SNA8RUCK.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLANO WESTFALEN, V.19, P. 83-86
<DIE INKOHLUNG IM OSNABRUCKER RAUM>
TEICHERM 73P TEICHMULLER M
1973: PETROLOGY ANO GENESIS OF NATURAL COKES IN THE SEAM
PRASIDENT/HELENE, MINE FRIEORICH HEINRICH KAMP-LINFORT(LOWER RHINE DISTRICT).
GEOL. MITT. IAACHEN), V.12, P. 219-254.
<ZUR PETROGPAPHIE UND GENESE VON NATURKOKSEN IM FLOZ
PRASIDENT/HELENE DER ZECHE FRIEORICH HEINRICH BEI KAMP-
LINFORT (LINKER NIEDERRHEIN)>
TEICHERM 74E TEICHMULLER M
1974: ORIGIN AND ALTERATION OF BITUMINOUS MATTER IN COALS
ANO THE RELATIONSHIP TO ORIGIN AND MATURATION OF
PETROLEUM. »ENG ABSTR.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLAND WESTFALEN, V.24, P. 65-112.
<ENTSTEHUNG UNO VERANDERUNG BITUMINOSER SUBSTANZEN IN KOHLEN
IN BEZIEHUNG ZUR ENTSTEHUNG UNO UMWANDLUNG DES ERDOLS>
TEICHERM 74G TEICHMULLER M
1974: GENERATION OF PETROLEUM-LIKE SUBSTANCES IN COAL SEAMS
AS SEEN UNDER THE MICROSCOPE.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973, CONGR. int.
GEOCHIM. ORGAN., 6TH, RUE I L-MALMA I SON, 1973, ACTES,
V.l, P. 379-407.
TEICHERM 74M TEICHMULLER M
1974: NEW MACERALS OF THE LIPTINITE GROUP ANO THE ORIGIN OF
MICRINITE. »ENG ABSTR.
FORTSCHR. GEOL. RHEINLANO WESTFALEN, V.24, P. 37-64.
<UBER NEUE MACERALE DER L I PT I N I T-GRUPP E UND DIE ENTSTEHUNG
VON MICRINIO
TEICHERR 70K TEICHMULLER R TEICHMULLER M COLOMBO UGAZZARRINI F GONFIANTINI R KNEUPER G
1970: THE CARBON ISOTOPE RATIO IN METHANE FROM MINE GAS
AND COAL SEAM GAS AND ITS RELATION TO GEOLOGIC
CONDITIONS.
GEOL. MITT. (AACHENI, V.9, P. 181-206.
<DAS KOHLENSTOFF-ISOTOPEN-VERHALTNIS IM METHAN VON
GRU8ENGAS UND FLOZGAS UND SEINE ABHANGIGKEIT VON
DEN GEOLOGISCHEN VERHALTNI SSEN>
TEICHERR 73P TEICHMULLER R
1973: THE PALAEOGEOGRAPHIC-FACIAL AND TECTONIC DEVELOPMENT
OF A COAL BASIN — DEMONSTRATED BY THE RUHR CARBONIFEROUS.
DEUT. GEOL. GES., Z., V.124, P. 149-165.
<OIE PALA0GE0GRAPH1SCH-FAZIELLE UNO TEKTONISCHE ENTWICKLUNG
EINES KOHLENBECKENS AM BEISPIEL OES RUHRKARBONS)
UPPER CARBONIFEROUS GEOTHERMAL > OEG. C/100M IN RUHR
THOM WT34P THOM W T, JR.
1934: PRESENT STATUS OF THE CARBON RATIO THEORY.
IN: PROBLEMS OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGY: WRATHER W E f. LAHEE
F H (EDS. I, P. 69-95, AMER. ASSOC. PETROL. GEOL.
THOMAS R070U THOMAS R D
LORENZ P B
1970: USE OF CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATION TO INVESTIGATE HOW
KEROGEN IS BOUND TO THE MINERALS IN OIL SHALE.
U.S. BUR. MINES, REPT. INVES. 7378, 14 P.
TIM0FEVPP71N TIMOFEYEV P P
1971: ORIGIN OF COAL DEPOSITS.
IN: PROBLEMY GEOLOGI I NA XXIII SESStl MEZHOUNAROONOGO
GEOLOGICHESKOGO KONGRESSA, P. 143-149, AKAD. NAUK SSSR,
NATS. KOM. GEOL. SOV. SOYUZA (MOSCOWI.
<NEKOTORYYE VOPROSY OBRAZOVANIYA UGLENOSNYKH FORMATSIY>
TIN0FEVPP710 TIMOFEYEV P P BOGOLYUBOVA L I
1971: ORGANIC MATTER ANO ITS ALTERATION DURING THE PROCESS
OF FORMATION OF COAL.
IN: OSADKONAKOPLENIYE I GENEZIS UGLEY KAR80NA SSSR, P. 185-
211, AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OTO. NAUK ZEMLE, KOM. OSAD. POROD.(MOSCOW).
<ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO I YEGO IZMENENIYE V PROTSESSE
UGLE0BRAZOVANIYA>
TIM0FEVPP71P TIMOFEYEV P P BOGOLYUBOVA L I
1971: POST- SEDIMENTATION ALTERATION OF ORGANIC MATERIAL
ACCOROING TO LITHOLOGIC ROCK TYPE AND DEPOSITIONAL FACIES.
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH 1 ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSADKOV, P. 169-190, AKAO. NAUK SSSR, OTD. NAUK ZEMLE, KOM.
OSAD. POROO. (MOSCOWI.
<POSTSE0IMENTATSIONNYYE IZMENENIYA ORGAN ICHESKOGO
VESHCHESTVA V ZAVISIMOSTI OT LI TOLOGICHESKIKH TIPOV POROO
I FATSIAL'NYKH USLOVIY IKH NAKOPLENIYA>
TIM0FEVPP71R TIMOFEYEV P P
BOG0LYU8OVA L I
1971: THE ROLE OF FACIES ANO ENVIRONMENTS OF SEDIMENTATION
IN THE HISTORY OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF CONCENTRATED
AND DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER.
CONGR. INT. STRATIGR. GEOL. CARBONIF., 6TH, SHEFFIELD,






TI MOFE YEV P P
1972: SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS ON COAL -
PETROGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE ANO COAL PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
(BELGIUM, 19701.
LITHOL. MINER. «ESOUR., V.6 (19711, N.4, P. 517-520.
TIMOFEYEV P P BOGOLYUBOVA L I SEMENOVA M G
1973: ROLE OF MINERALS IN TRANSFORMATION OF PLANT MATTER
DURING EARLY DIAGENESIS IN SEOIMENTS OF DIFFERENT FACIES.
IN: PRIRODA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMFNNYKH I ISKO-
PAYEMYKH OSADKOV, P. 245-256, AKAD NAUK SSSR, OTD. GEOL.
GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM, NAUKA PRESS (MOSCOW!.
<ROL' NINERAL'NOGO VESHCHESTVA RAZLICHNYKH FATSIAL'NYKH
TIPOV OSADKOV V PREOBRAZOVANI I R ASTI TEL' NOGO MATERIALA V
RANNEM LITOGENEZE>
TIMOFEYEV P P BOGOLYUBOVA L I
1974: DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCE IN PEAT-BOGS OF THE
RIONI INTFRMONTANE DEPRESSION ( TRANSCAUCASI AN)
.
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973, CONGR. INT.
GECKHIM. ORGAN., 6TH, RUE I L- MALMA I SON , 1973, ACTES,
V.l, P. 571-585.
TIMOFEYEV P P BOGOLYUBOVA L I
1975: RELATION OF CHANGES OF ORGANIC AND CLAY SUBSTANCES IN
DEPOSITS OF THE RECENT PEAT ACCUMULATION AREAS. /CLAY AND
ORGANIC FACIES/CHEMISTRY OF PLANT MATTER/
IN: PETROGRAPHIE DE LA MATIERE ORGANIOUE DES SEDIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVEC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE POTENT IEL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN B (ED. I, P. 153-172, CENTRE
NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIOUE (PARISI.
TING FT75F TING FTC LO H B
1975: FLUORESCENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMO-ALTEREO
EXINITES (SPORINITES).
FUEL, (SUBMITTED L ACCEPTED, 19751.
TING
" 1975: REFLECTIVITY OF DISSEMINATED VITRINITES IN THE GULF
COAST REGION. =ABSTR +OISC.
IN: PETROGRAPHIE DE LA MATIERE ORGANIOUE DES SEOIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVFC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE P0TENT1EL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN B IED.1, P. 275, CENTRE
NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIOUE (PARIS).
1969: INITIAL DATA QN MECHANISMS ANO KINETICS OF PETROLEUM
FORMATION IN SEOIMENTS AND SIMULATION OF A REACTION
SCHEME ON A COMPUTER.
INST. FR. PETROLE, REV., V.24, N.4, P. 470-501.
<PRFMIERES DONNFES SUR LES MECANISMES ET LA CINETIOUE DE
LA FORMATION DU PETROLE DANS LES SEDIMENTS: SIMULATION
D'UN SCHEMA RFACTIONNEL SUR ORDINATEUR>
TISSOT B 700 TISSOT B
1970: FORMATION OF HYDROCARBONS DURING THERMAL BREAKDOWN
OF ORGANIC MATTER. EXPERIMENT AT MATHEMATICAL MODELING
OF THE PROCESS WITH HELP OF A COMPUTER.
AKAO. NAUK SSSR, IZV., SER. GEOL., 1970, N.5, P. 80-88.
<OBRAZOVANIE UGLEVODORODOV PRI TERMICHESKOM RASPADE
ORGANICHESKOVO VESHCHESTVA. OPYT MATEMAT ICHESKOVO
MODEL IROVANIYA PROTSESSA S POMOSHCH'YU EVM>
TISSOT B 710 TISSOT B CAL
I
FET-OEBYSER Y DEROO G
OUOIN J L
1971: ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF HYDROCARBONS IN EARLY TOARCIAN
SHALES.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.55, N.12, P. 2177-2193.
HYDROCARBONS FROM KEROGEN; TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE
USPENIYVA69G USPFNSKIY V A
....._,..
1969: THE BASIS OF GENETIC CLASSIFICATIONS OF VARIOUS
FOSSIL ORGANIC SUBSTANCES.
Z. ANGEW. GEOL., V.15, N.U, P. 575-577.
<GRUNDLAGEN DER GENETISCHEN KL ASSI FIKAT IONEN F0SS1LER
0RGAN1SCHER SUBSTAN2EN VERSCHI EOENER ART>
USPENIYVA74E USPENSKIY V A RADCHENKO A
1974: THE CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
OF VARIOUS KINDS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER (IN RELATION
TO PETROLEUM GENESIS).
IN: AOVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973: TISSOT B C
BIENNER F (EOS.), V.l, P. 481-488, TECHNIP (PARIS).
<SUR LES ELEMENTS PR1NCIPAUX OF LA STRUCTURE CH1MIQUE DES
SUBSTANCES ORGANIOUES F0SSIL1SEES OE TYPE DIVERS I SOUS

















1973: TOWARD A QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE PETROLEUM
FORMED IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS.
ASS. FR. TECH. PETROLE, REV., N.222, P. 27-31.
<FRENCH>
OUR AND B ESPITALIE JTISSOT B
COMBAZ A
1974: INFLUENCE OF NATURE AND DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER
IN FORMATION OF PETROLEUM.
AMER. ASS. PETROL. GEOL., BULL., V.58, N.3, P .,499-506.
TISSOT B ESPITALIE J OEROO G
1974: ORIGIN AND MIGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE EASTERN
SAHARA (ALGERIA).
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973, CONGR. INT.
GEOCHIM. ORGAN., 6TH, RUE I L-MALMA I SON , 1973, ACTES,
V.l, P. 315-334.
<ORIGINE ET MIGRATION DES HYOROCARBONS DANS LE SAHARA
ORIENTAL (ALGERIEI)
TOKARSKA K
1973: APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHY METHODS IN PROSPECTING
FOR OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS. +ENG t. RUS SUM.
PRZEGL. GEOL., V.21, N.3, P. 142-145.
<ZASTOSOWANIE METOO PETROGRAFII WEGLA W PROGNOZOWANIU
POSZUKIWAN ZLOZ ROPY I GAZU>
TOMKEIEFF S I
1954: COAL ANO BITUMENS ANO RELATEO FOSSIL CARBONACEOUS
SUBSTANCES: NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION.
PERGAMON PRESS (LONDON), 122 P.
TSCHAMLER H OE RUITER E
1966: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EXINITE, VITRINITE, AND
MICRINITE. *DISC.
IN: COAL SCIENCE: AMER. CHEM. SOC, ADVAN. CHEM. SER., N.55,
P. 332-343.
USPENIYVA58R INOENBOM F 8 CHERNYSHEVA A SUSPENSKIY V A
SENNIKOVA V N
1958: DESIGN OF A GENETIC CLASSIFICATION OF DISPERSEO
ORGANIC MATTER.
VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLED. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST., TR.,
VYP.128.
<K RAZRABOTKE GENET I CHESKO I KL ASSIF IKATS I I RAS-SEYANNOVO
ORGANICHESKOVO VESHCHESTVA>
(EOS)










1966: THE FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY OF MICROFOSSILS BY MEANS
OF THE BEREK MICROSCOPE PHOTOMETER.
LEITZ MITT. WISS. TECH., V.3, N.7, P. 206-214.
IN ENGLISH).
<OIE FLUORESZENZ-PHOTOMETRIE VON MIKROFOSS ILIEN MIT DEM
ZWEISTRAHL-MIKROSKOPPHOTOMETER NACH BEREK>
VAN GIJZEL P
1967: AUTO FLUORESCENCE OF FOSSIL POLLEN AND SPORES WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGE DETERMINATION AND COALIF ICATI ON.
LEIDSE GEOL. MEDEDEL., V.40, P. 264-317.
VAN GIJZEL P
1971: REVIEW OF THE UV-FLUORESCENCE OF FRESH ANO FOSSIL
EXINES ANO EXOSPORIA.
LEIDSE GEOL. MEOED., V.40, P. 264-317.
GIJZEL P, t SHAW G (EDS.), P. 659-685, ACADEMIC PRESS
(LONDON).
VAN GIJZEL P
1973: TOPICS OF UV-FLUORESCENCE MI CROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY, PT.
2. POLYCHROMATIC UV-FLUORESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF FRESH
AND FOSSIL PLANT SUBSTANCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATERIAL
IN ROCKS.
INT. COMM. COAL PETROL., 1973 MTG. , PARIS, PREPRINT.
VAN GIJZEL P
1975: POLYCHROMATIC UV - FLUORESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF
FRESH ANO FOSSIL PLANT SUBSTANCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE LOCATION ANO IDENTIFICATION OF OISPERSED ORGANIC
MATERIAL IN ROCKS.
IN: PETROGRAPHIE DE LA MATIERE ORGANIOUE OES SEDIMENTS,
RELATIONS AVEC LA PALEOTEMPERATURE ET LE P0TENT1EL
PETROLIER, PARIS, 1973: ALPERN 8 (ED.), P. 67-91, CENTRE
NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIOUE (PARIS).
VAN HEEK K H JUNTGEN H LUFT K F ET AL.
1971: FORMATION OF GAS IN EARLY STAGES OF COAL IF ICATION:
EVIOENCE FROM PYROLYSIS TESTS. *ENG SUM.
ERDOL KOHLE, V.24, N.9, P. 566-572.
<AUSSAGEN ZUR GASBILDUNG IN FRUHREN INKOHLUNGSSTADI EN AUF
GRUND VON PYROLYSEVERSUCHEN>
VAN KREVELEN W
1961: COAL: TYPOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, CONSTITUTION.
/0XI0ATI0N/CLASSIF1CATI0N/MACERALS/ANALYSIS/CAR8ONIZATION
/OPTICAL PROPFRTIES/X-RAY/
ELSEVIER PU8L. CO. (AMSTERDAM), 514 P.
KORCHAGINA YU I LOPATIN N VVASSOYEVICH N 8
CHERNYSHEV V V
1969: THE MAIN PHASE OF OIL FORMATION.
MOSCOW, UNIV., VESTN., SER. GEOL., V.24, N.6, P. 3-27.
<GLAVNAYA FAZA NEFTFOBRAZOVANI YA>
ENG TRANSL: INT. GEOL. REV., V.12, N.U, P. 1276-1296.
VASSOYEVICH N B KORCHAGINA YU I LOPATIN N V
CHERNYSHEV V V CHERNIKOV K A
1969: THE MAIN PHASE OF OIL FORMATION.
Z. ANGEW. GEOL., V.15, N.12, P. 611-621.
<OIE HAUPTPHASE OER ERDOLBI LDUNG>
VASSOYEVICH N B
1971: TERMS CONNECTED WITH INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIC MATERIAL
IN SEOIMENTS AND SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSADKOV, AKAO. NAUK SSSR, OTD. NAUK ZEMLE, KOM OSAD.
POROD., MOSCOW, P. 218-238.
<0 NEKOTORYKH TERMINAKH SVYAZANNYKH S 1ZUCHENIYEM ORGAN-
ICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA OSADKOV I OSADOCHNYKH GORNYKH POROD>
VASSOYEVICH N 8
1971: ORGANIC MATTER OF RECENT ANO FOSSIL SEOIMENTS.
NAUKA (MOSCOW), 242 P.
<ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSAOKOV (ED.1>
VASSOYEVICH N B
1971: SIGNIFICANCE OF INVESTIGATING ORGANIC MATERIAL IN
MODERN AND FOSSIL SEDIMENTS.
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSADKOV, AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OTD. NAUK ZEMLE, KOM OSAD.
POROD. (MOSCOW) P.5-U.
<ZNACHENIYE IZUCHENIYA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMEN-
NYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH OSADKAKH>
VASSOYEVICH N 8 PRYAKHINA Y A
1972: THIRO SEHINAR ON ORGANIC MATTER OF RECENT AND
ANCIENT SEDIMENTS, 25-27 MAY, 1972.
MOSCOW, UNIV., VESTN., SER. GEOL., V.27, N.5, P. 121-122.
<TRET1Y SEMINAR PO ORG ANI CHESKOMU VESHCHESTVU
SOVRENENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH OSAOKOV, 25-27 MAYA 1972>
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VASSOCHN873C VASSOYEVICH N 8 KORCHAGINA YU I GERBER H I
MITVUSHIN N V ORLOVA V S FAOEYEVA N P
1973: CATAGENESIS OF OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN CLAY ROCKS
LACKING RESERVOIR INTER8EDS.
AKAO. NAUK SSSRt IZV., SER. GEOL., 1973, N.4, P. 116-124.
<0S08ENNOSTI KATAGENEZA RASSYEANNOGO ORGAN I CHESKOGO VESHCH-
ESTVA V BEONYKH KOLLEKTORAMI GLINISTYKH TOLSHCHAKH>
VASSOCHNB730 VASSOYEVICH N 8
1973: CHARACTERIZATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT AND
FOSSIL SEDIMENTS. /CLARKS: TOTAL ORGANICS, 8ITUM0IDS.
HYDROCARBONS/RELATIONS TO GRAIN SIZE. CARBONATES/
IN: PRIRODA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMENNYKH I ISKO-
PAYEMYKH OSAOKOV, P. 11-59, AKAD NAUK SSSR, OTD. GEOL.
GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAO. PORODAM, NAUKA PRESS (MOSCOWI.
<OSNOVNYYE ZAKONOMERNOST I , KHARAKT ER IZUYUSHCH1 YE ORGANICH-
ESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH OSADKOV>
VASSOCHNB73P VASSOYEVICH N 8 GUSEVA A N TARANENKO YE I
1973: PROBLEM OF OIL AND GAS IN PRECAMBRIAN DEPOSITS.
IN: PRIRODA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA SOVREMENNYKH I ISKO-
PAYEMYKH OSADKOV, P. 150-157, AKAO NAUK SSSR, OTO. GEOL.
GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM, NAUKA PRESS (MOSCOW).
<K PROBLEME NEFTEGAZOOBRAZOVANIYA V DOKEMBR IYSKIKH
OTLOZHENKYAKH>
VASS0CHNB74P VASSOYEVICH N B AKRAMKHODZHAEV A M
GEODEKYAN A A
197*: PRINCIPAL ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. /CATAGENESIS/VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/
IN: ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY, 1973: TISSOT B £
BIENNER F (EDS. I, V.l, P. 309-31*, TECHNIP (PARIS).
VASS0CHNB74R VASSOYEVICH N B KORCHAGINA YU I BARTASHEVICH V1974: DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN THE MAIN ZONE OF OIL
FORMATION. /CATAGENESIS/
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKH
OSADKOV I METODY YEGO IZUCHEN1YA, P. 213-218, AKAO NAUK
SSSR, OTD. GEOL. GEOFIZ. GEOKHIM, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM,
-NAUKA" PRESS (MOSCOW).
<RASSEYANNOYE ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO V GLAVNOY ZONE
NEFTEOBRAZOVANIYA>
VELEV V 70V VELEV V
1970: INFLUENCE OF TYPE OF ORGANIC MATTER UPON CONSTITUTION
OF MICRO- OIL AND MACRO-OIL.
BULG. AKAO. NAUK., OOKL., V.23, N.7, P.831-B34.
<VLIANIE SOSTAVA ISKHODNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVA
NA SOSTAV MICRO- AND HACRONEFTI)
VELEV V 71R VELEV V SHIMANOV Y OACHEVA Z
1971: DISTRIBUTION, COMPOSITION AND STATE OF THE DISPERSEO
ORGANIC MATTER OF THE CARBONATE - TERRIGENOUS COMPLEX IN
THE LOWER CRETACEOUS IN THE CENTRAL PART OF NORTH
BULGARIA.
BULG. GEOL. DRUZH. , SPIS. V.32, PT.l, P. 45-54.
<RASPREDELENIE, SASTAV I SASTOYANIE NA DISPERSNOTO ORGANICH-
NO VESHTESTVO OT C ARBONATNO-T ERI GENN I A COMPLEX NA DOLNATA
CREDA V TCENTRALNATA CHAST NA SEVERNA BULGARIA>
VELEV V 73V VELEV V
SHIMANOV Y
1973: ON THE GENESIS AND MIGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE
MESOZOIC ROCKS OF CENTRAL PARTS OF MISIAN PLATFORM IN
BULGARIA.
IN: CARPATHO-BALKAN GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, 9TH, CONGRESS,
8U0APEST, 1969, BULLETIN, VOLUME 4: SZ ADECZK Y-KARDOSS E
C PECSI-DONATH E (EOS. I, P. 261-269, AKADEMIAI KIAOO
( BUDAPEST)
.
<K VOPROSSU GENESISSEI MIGRATSIY UGLEVOOORODOV V
OTLOZHENIAKH MESOZOYA TSC ENTR AL • NOY CHASTI M1SIYSK0Y
PLATFORMY N.R. 80LGARIY>
VENEVA R 69M VENEVA R
DACHEVA Z
1969: MORPHOLOGY OF ORGANIC MATERIAL IN UPPER TRIASS1C
ROCKS, OOLNI DUBNIK. *ENG C RUS SUM..
BULG. AKAD. NAUK., GEOL. INST., IZV., SER. NEFT.
VUGLISHTNA GEOL., V.18, P. 55-62.
<MORFOLOGIYA NA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVO V SKALITE
NA GORNIYA TRIAS OT DOLNODUBNISHKATA STRUKTURA)
VIE G 66R VIE G
1966." RELATIONS BETWEEN COALS, PETROLEUM, BITUMINOUS
SCHISTS AND PETROLEUM RESEARCH.
TECHN. PETROLE, V.21, P. 240
DELATIONS ENTRE CHARBONS, PETROLES, SCHISTES
BITUMINEUX ET RECHERCHE PETROLIERE>
VIKTOROVA N S RODIONOVA K F CHETVERIKOVA P1970: METHODS OF DETERMINING FACIES TYPE OF OISPERSED
ORGANIC MATTER.
NEFTEGAZOV. GEOL. GEOFIZ., 1970, N.ll, P. 31-33.
<METODY USTANOVLYENIYA FATSIAL'NOVO TIPA R ASSYEYANNOVO
ORGANICHESKOVO VESHEHESTVA>
VLOOARSKAYA V P NOSOV G I
1974: CLAY MINERALS OF PETROLEUM ANO GAS SOURCE ROCKS AS
CATALYSTS OF PETROLEUM AND GAS FORMATION.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, DOKL.. V.218, N.3, P. 653-656.
<GLINISTYYE M1NERALY NtFTEGAZOMATER INSK IKH POROD KAK KATALI-
ZATORY NEFTEGAZOOBRAZOVANIYA)
VOLOGOIN A G
1970: ORGANIC REMAINS FROM SHUNGITES OF THE PRECAMBRIAN
OF KARELIA.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.193, N.5, P. 1163-1166.
<OSTATKI ORGANIZMOV IZ SHUNGITOV OOKEMBRIYA KARELII>
VON GAERTNER H R SCHMITZ H H
1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN POSIOONIA SHALES AS AN INDICATION OF
RESIDUAL OIL OEPOSIT. »OISC /DTA OF WOOD, COAL, SHALES,
OIL, ASPHALTS/
IN: SIXTH WORLD PETROLEUM CONGRESS, FRANKFURT, 1963, PROC.
SEC.l, P. 355-363.
V0R0N0VYS73N VORONKOV YU S KARNYUSHINA E E GORSHKOV V I1973: NEW DATA ON EVALUATION OF PREDICTEO CONTENT IN GASAND OIL FROM CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF S.W. KAMCHATKA
GEOL. GEOFIZ. (AKAO. NAUK SSSR, SIB. OTD.l, 1973. N IP.
P. 128-130. •"'
<RUSSIAN>
SHALE DENSITY: VITRINITE REFLECTANCE: 8ITUMIN0SITV TOMEASURE CATAGENESIS: CRUDE GENERAL OATA ONLY
VOSKRYAMF74P VOSKRESENSKAYA M F
1974: DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS USED IN LABORATORYSTUDIES OF CATAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER. /ORGANIC FACIES/VSES. NEFT. NAUCH.-ISSLEO. GEOLOGORAZVED. INST.. TR .VYP.353, P. 65-81.
<PRIMENENIYE DTA V OPYTAKH PO LABORATORNOMY MODEL IROVANI YUPREVRASHCHENIYA ORGANICHESKOGO VESHESTVA>
V0YTSYAAG71C VOYTSEKHOVSK AYA A G
1971: CHARACTERISTICS OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER OFVARIOUS SUBTYPES.
IN: NOVYYE METODY 1 SSL EDOVAN IY A OSAOOCHNYKH POROO S TSEL'YUPOISKOV BLAGOPRIYATNYKH DLYA NEFTE- I GAZOOBRAZOVANI YASULOVIY, P. 33-36, INST. GEOL. ARKTIKI (LENINGRAD).
<KHARAKTERISTIKA S APROPELE VOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVARAZLICHNYKH PODTIPOV>
V0YTSYAAG71S VOYTSEKHOVSKAYA A G
1971: STUDY OF THE ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS BYPETROGRAPHIC AND HIM I NE SCENC E-PETROGRAPHIC METHODS.
IN: NOVYYE METODY ISSL EOUV AN I Y A OSADOCHNYKH POROO S TSEL'YUPOISKOV BLAGOPRIYATNYKH DLYA NEFTE- I GAZOOBRAZOVANI YAUSLOVIY, P. 21-32, INST. GEOL. ARKTIKI (LENINGRAD).
<IZUCHENIYE RASSEYANNOGO ORGANICHESKOGO VESHCHESTVAOSADOCHNYKH POROD NA OSNOVE PETROGRAF ICHESK IKH I
LYUMINESTSENTOO-PETROGRAFICHESKIKH METODOv I SSLEOOVANI YA>
V0YTSYAAG74V VOYTSEKHOVSKAYA A G SPIRO N S1974: ORGANIC MATTER FAVORABLE AS A SOURCE OF OIL ANO GASSAPROPEL/ALGAE/
IN: ORGANICHESKOYE VESHCHESTVO SOVREMENNYKH I ISKOPAYEMYKHOSADKOV I METODY YEGO IZUCHENIYA. P. 230-234, AKAO NAUKSSSR, OTO. GEOL. GEOFIZ. GEOKHIH, KOM. OSAD. PORODAM.
"NAUKA" PRESS (MOSCOW).
<K VOPROSU OB ISKHOONOM ORGANICHESKOM MATER IALE, BLAGOPRI-YATNOM OLYA NEFT EGAZ008R AZOV AN IYA>
VYSHEMIRSKIY V S
1958: USE OF THE CARBON RATIO METHOD FOR PREDICTING
PETROLEUM PROSPECTS.
GEOL. NEFTI I GAZA, 1958, N.6.
<PRIMENENIE METOOA UGLERODNOVO KOEFF ITSIENTA PR!
PROGNOZAKH NEFTENOSNOSTI>
VYSHEIYVS63G VYSHEMIRSKIY V S
1963: GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS OF COAL AND OIL METAMORPHI SM.
1 SARATOV ) .
<GEOLOGICHESKIE USLOVIYA METAMORFIZMA UGLEI I NEFTEI>
VYSHEIYVS58P
VYSHEIYVS73I VYSHEMIRSKIY V S DOIL'NITSYN YE F PERTSEVA A P1973: CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF AUTOCHTHONOUS ANDALLOCHTHONOUS BITUMENS.
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, OOKL., V.210, N.2, P. 411-414.
<ISOTOPNYY SOSTAV UGLERODA AVTOKHTONNYKH I ALL OKHTONNYKH
6 I TUMO I DQV>














F ST4BLE C4R90N ISOTOPES DURING CATAGENESIS
AKAD. NAUK SSSR, DOKL., v.218, N.2, P. 449-451.
<POVEDENIYE STABIL'NYKH IZOTOPOV UGLERODA UGLEY V PROTSESSEKATAGENEZA>
WAKSMANSA36H WAKSMAN S A
1936: HUMUS: ORIGIN, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE
IN NATURE. /SOIL/PEAT/COAL/
WILLIAMS C WILKINS CO. (BALTIMORE), 494 P.
WEGE E
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HE REFLECTANCE OF BITUMINOUS COAL: II. REFLECTION
=ABSTR. 1974: INCIPIENT METAMORPHISM, STRUCTURAL
1974: HEAT FLOW
MENTS. 1974:
1966: PHYSICAL VARIATIONS IN HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED
1974: KEROGEN RECYCLING IN THE ROSS SEA,
GANIC MATTER IN SOME SEOIMENTARY ROCKS IN WESTERN
66: COAL METAMORPHISM AND IGNEOUS ASSOCIATIONS IN
PALYNOMORPHS FROM THE WEST ICE SHELF AREA, EAST
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" ANO - VERY LOW STAGE " METAMORPHISM. 1. 1974:
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GE " METAMORPHISM. 1. 1974: ANTHRACITE AND META-
1967: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
1951: ATLAS FOR APPLIED BITUMINOUS. COAL ANO
1959: FROM CELLULOSE TO PETROLEUM ANO
. »ENG £ RUS SUM. 1972: REFLECTIVITY OF
1952: NEW COAL PETROGRAPHIC RESULTS FROM
RIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF REFLECTANCE OF COALS AND
BELGIAN COALS. A. THE LOW VOLATILE BITUMINOUS AND
1966: CARBONIZATION OF SEMI-
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1963: ON THE ORIGIN OF
TURAl ANOMALIES, ANO OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL IN THE
ISHED COAL SECTIONS, OF THE REFLECTANCE MEASURING
N. 1965: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF AN
EMENTS OF SPORINITES IN REFLECTED LIGHT AND THEIR
ANCE MEASUREMENT WITH THE PHOTOMULT IPL IER AND ITS
TECHNIQUES IN COAL PETROLOGY ANO THEIR POSSIBLE
ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS.
PHISM TO GENERATION OF PETROLEUM.
ON.
GAS DEPOSITS. »ENG S RUS SUM.
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IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. 1969: THE POSSIBILITY OF
ALTERATION AND PARAGENETIC RELATIONS OF THE FOSSIL FUELS.
ALTERATION DURING THE PROCESS OF FORMATION OF COAL.
ALTERATION EXPERIMENTS ON ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT MARINE SEDIMENTS
ALTERATION OF BITUMINOUS MATTER IN COALS ANO THE RELATIONSHIP TO OR
ALTERATION OF BLUE-GREEN AL3AE AND BLUE-GREEN ALGAL CHLOROPHYLL.
ALTERATION OF CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES ( PHYTOCLASTS ) AS AN INDIC
ALTERATION OF CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTACT
ALTERATION OF COAL SEAMS IN THE VICINITY OF IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS, ANO
ALTERATION OF COAL TYPE SUBSTANCES WITHIN CERTAIN LOWER CARBONIFERO
ALTERATION OF CRUDE OIL BY WATERS AND BACTERIA: EVIDENCE FROM GEOCH
ALTERATION OF CRUDE OILS IN RESERVOIRS IN THE WESTERN CANADA BASIN.
ALTERATION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1972: DEVELOP
ALTERATION OF ORGANIC MATERIAL ACCORDING TO LITHOLOGIC ROCK TYPE AN
ALTERATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN COAL INCLUSIONS IN OIL-BEARING STRA
ALTERATION OF PETROLEUM IN WESTERN CANADA.
ALTERATION OF SEOIMENTARY ROCKS AND PARAGENETIC RELATIONS OF COMBUS
ALTERATION OF SYNGENETIC BITUMINOIDS OF DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER
ALTERATION OF THE ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTS.
ALTERATION PROCESSES OF ORGANIC MATTER AND PETROLEUM IN THE DISTRIB
ALTERATION.
ALTERATIONS IN ROCKS OF COAL-BEARING FORMATIONS.
ALTERATIONS OF THE ENCLOSING ROCK I BY EXAMPLE OF MES3Z0IC DEPOSITS
ALTERATIONS OF THE SPORES OF LYCOPOOIUM CLAVATUM AS RELATEO TO DIA
ALTERED COAL FROM THE PURGATOIRE RIVER VALLEY OF COLORADO.
AMAKUSA BASIN. 1969:
AMAKUSA COALS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE NIGGER-HEAD IN THE YONS




AHINES, AMINO ACIDS, ANO FATS AS FACIES INDICATORS IN LOWER RHENISH
AMINO ACIDS IN BITUMINOUS SEDIMENTS AND ITS IMPORTANCE FOR COAL AND
AMINO ACIDS, AND FATS AS FACIES INDICATORS IN LOWE* RHENISH BROWN C
AMM0S0V1. 1972: TEMPERATURE OF COAL RAN
AMORPHOUS SUBSTANCES OF COALS.
ANALYSES METHODS t TECHNIQUES MEASUREMENT
ANALYSES.
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ANALYSIS AND MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF BITUMINOUS SCHISTS. *ENG ABSTR.
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ANALYSIS ANO THERMOGRAVIMETRI C ANALYSIS. 1973: ANALYSIS OF THE INS
ANALYSIS OURING THE STUDY OF BITUMENS.
ANALYSIS IN THE SAAR COAL DISTRICT. 1966: COALI
F
ICATION PARAMETERS
ANALYSIS OF A CONTACT METAMORPHOSED COAL.
ANALYSIS OF BENZENE AND CHLOROFORM SOLUBLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF COA
ANALYSIS OF CARBON DIOXIDE ANO METHANE RELEASED DURING PYROLYSIS.
ANALYSIS OF COAL.
ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GAS.
ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC MATTER OF ROCKS TO ESTABLISH THEIR CATAGENESIS
ANALYSIS OF SOME NATIVE BITUMENS, ASPHALTS ANO RELATED SUBSTANCES.
ANALYSIS OF THE INSOLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER (KEROGEN) IN THE TOARCIAN
ANALYSIS TO OETERMINE RANK AND PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUTION OF BROWN C
ANALYSIS TO OETERMINE THE ORIGIN OF GAS IN NORTHWEST GERMANY.
ANALYSIS USED IN LABORATORY STUDIES OF CATAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTE
ANALYSIS.
ANALYSIS. 1974: COAL PETROGRAPHY AND ITS APPL
ANALYSIS. 1973: ANALYSIS OF THE INSOLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER (KEROGEN)
ANALYSIS. *ENG C SPAN SUN. 1972: STUDY OF THE INSOLUBLE ORGANIC MA
ANALYSIS/ /MOBILE PRODUCTS/ 1974: DIAGENETIC AND CATAGENETIC CHANGE
ANALYSIS/ REFLECTANCE OECREASE IF OXIDIZED/ 1974: DETECTION OF OXI
ANALYSIS/ 1973: COMPARISON 3F CHLOROFORM EXTRACTS FROM CRUSHEO AND
ANALYSIS/ 1974: LABORATORY SIMULATION OF CATAGENETIC CHANGES IN SAP
ANALYSIS/CARBONIZATION /OPTICAL PROPERTIES/X-RAY/ 1961: COAL: TYPOL
ANALYSIS/CATAGENESIS/ 1974: COMPOSITION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER
ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION. 1960: AMINES, AMINO ACIOS, AND FATS AS
ANATOLIA, TURKEY: DESCRIPTION AND ORIGIN OF THESE KERABI TUMENS. 1
ANATOMY ANO PETROGRAPHY OF SUBERINITE ANO PARENCHYMA INGREDIENTS IN
ANCHIMETAMORPHISM « ANO " VERY LOW STAGE * METAMORPHISM. 1. 1974:
ANCHIMETAMORPHISM, AND PETROLEUM OCCURRENCE IN THE ALGERIAN SAHARA.
ANGOLA). 1958: A FEW ASPECTS OF
ANISOTROPY OF VITRINITES IN SOME COAL SCARES FROH THE COAL MEASURES
ANISOTROPY OF VITRINITES. 1654: CHEMICAL - PHYSICAL ANO PETROGRAP
ANISOTROPY. 1968: T
ANOMALIES, ANO OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL IN THE APPALACHIAN BASIN DETER
ANOMALY ASSOCIATED WITH DIKE INTRUSION, 1.
ANOXIC DIAGENESIS ANO BACTERIAL METHANE PRODUCTION IN DEEP SEA SEDI
ANTARCTIC COALS.
ANTARCTICA.
ANTARCTICA. 1972: GEOCHEMISTRY OF DISPERSED OR
ANTARCTICA. *DISC. 19
ANTARCTICA, AND THEIR POSSIBLE GEOLOGICAL AND PALAEOCLIMATOLOGICAL
ANTHRACITE PERANTHRAC ITE
ANTHRACITE ANO META- ANTHRACITE COAL RANKS ASSOCIATED WITH • ANCHI
M
ANTHRACITE AND OF METHANE OF COAL DRIGIN IN NORTHWESTERN GERMANY.
ANTHRACITE COAL RANKS ASSOCIATED WITH " ANCHIMETAMORPHISM " ANO " V
ANTHRACITE COALS AT HIGH PRESSURES ANO TEMPERATURES.
ANTHRACITE PETROLOGY. »ENG C FR CAPT.
ANTHRACITE: PART XI. EXPERIMENTAL CONTRIBUTION.
ANTHRACITES FROM THE OOLZHANSKAYA- ROVENKY AREA OF THE DONETS BASIN
ANTHRACITES.
ANTHRACITES.
ANTHRACITIC COALS. 1964: THE
ANTHRACITIC VITRINITE BY AN ANALCINE BASANITE SILL.
ANTHRACITIC VITRINITES.
ANTHRAXOLITE AND IMPSONITE.
APPALACHIAN BASIN DETERMINED FROM C0N0D3NT COLOR. =ABSTR.
APPARATUS AND OF ITS STANDARDIZATION. 1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF BI
APPARATUS FOR PHOTOELECTRIC MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTION AND ABSORPTIO
APPLICABILITY FOR COAL IFICAT ION STUDIES. »DISC. 1975: SPECTRAL FLU
APPLICATION IN COAL RESEARCH. 1960: MICROSCOPIC REFLECT
APPLICATION IN ORE MINERALOGY. 1964: REFLECTANC
APPLICATION OF A METHOO OF COAL PETROGRAPHY FOR STUDY DF DISPERSED
APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHIC METHODS IN RELATING LEVEL OF ORGAN
APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHI CAL METHODS IN OIL AND GAS EXPLORATI
APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHY METHODS IN PROSPECTING FOR OIL ANO
APPLICATION OF FULLER'S CARBON RATIO THEORY IN NORTH TEXAS.
APPLICATION OF LABORATORY STUDIES TO THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF GAS FORMAT

























































































































ERIZATION OF KEROGEN IN SEDIMENTARY ROCK. 1970:
SUM. 1971=
1962: THE CARBON COEFFICIENT AND ITS
POLLENIN AND OTHER COMPARABLE ORGANIC SUBSTANCES:
1972: METHOOS IN PEAT PFTROLOGY AND THEIR
ISM: ITS RELATIONSHIP TO PETROLEUM GENERATION AND
ION PARAMETERS - THEIR STATISTICAL EVALUATION AND
SEDIMENTS. 1965: ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE - ITS
EASUREMENTS OF POLLEN GRAINS AND SPORES AND THEIR
197*: COAL PETROGRAPHY AND ITS




COALS. 1955: A FEW PRACTICAL
1975: MICROSCOPICAL STUOY OF ORGANIC MATTER —
1951: ATLAS FOR
PREPARATION/ 1952: METHOOS AND RESULTS OF
1966: INVESTIGATIONS OF COAL IF ICAT ION IN
CE OF HYDROCARBONS AND HYOROGEN SULFIDE IN THE SW
NESIS. I. THERMAL EVOLUTION OF ASPHALTS FROM THE
TOPE STUOY OF THE HYDROCARBONS AND KEROGEN IN THE
1971: ORGANIC MATTER IN
HYDROCARBONS OF THE OIL-BEARING SEDIMENTS IN THE
ASINS OF THE USSR. /ORGANIC CARBON VS GRAIN SIZE,
PLE OF THE HUMIC VARIETIES OF ORGANIC HATTER FROM
FOSSIL RESPONSE TO LOW-GRADE METAMORPHISM IN THE
1957:
TICAL CONSTANTS OF BITUMINOUS COAL; ESTIMATION OF
1973: OXIDIZED VITRINITES — THEIR
F TWO SPOROPOLLENINS. /GAS HYDROCARBON GENERATION/
ON LYCOPODIUM CLAVATUM SPORES. /COLOR/PYROL YSI S/
1962: PROBLEMS AND RESULTS OF
1962:
RICH. 1961: THE
YIELO CAPACITY OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC MATERIALS.
THE CELLULOSIC AND LIGNITIC COMPONENTS OF WOOD IN
ON GENERATION /L IGNI TE/KEROGEN/ 197*: NATURAL ANO
E INVESTIGATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF NATURALLY AND
32: FORMATION OF BITUMINOUS COAL, MINERAL OIL AND
1972: SELECTEO ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
OF NATURAL SOLID BITUMENS. /OZOKER
I
TE/GILSONITE/
REGIONAL CATAGENESIS/PARAMAGNETISM OF KEROGEN AND
1967: PETROLOGY OF ASPHALTITES AND
1972:
ROBLEMS. 1969: CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF THE
1967: PETROLOGY OF
1960:
TOGRAPHY IN THE ANALYSIS OF SOME NATIVE BITUMENS,
AND NATURAL DIAGENESIS. 1. THERMAL EVOLUTION OF
L DEPOSIT. »DISC /DTA OF WOOD, COAL, SHALES, OIL,
1966: COAL METAMORPHISM AND IGNEOUS
1959: REFLECTANCE OF COAL - TAR PITCHES AND
OROCARBON POTENTIAL IN THE UPPER PALEOZOIC OF THE
FR CAPT. 1951:
1960:
ETAMORPHIC GRADE IN THE MOUNT LOFTY RANGES, SOUTH
MORPHISM IN THE SOUTHERN BOWEN BASIN, QUEENSLAND,
UDE OIL COMPOSITION AND GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN
LITE TONSTEIN IN HIGH RANK COALS FROM OUEENSLANO,
OAL RANKS IN RELATION TO DEPTH AND TEMPERATURE IN
1973: THE GENERATION OF OIL AND GAS IN SOME
NIC MAfTER AND OCCURRENCE OF HYDROCARBONS IN SOME
OF BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND
ETROLEUM GENERATION AND APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF
OF BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND
OF BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND
E TO AGE DETERMINATION ANO COAL I F ICAT ION. 1967:
1973: CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF
ETERMINATION OF PROPORTIONS OF COAL COMPONENTS BY
1969: A MICROSCOPE SYSTEM USING
1969:
C MATTER FROM SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1972: A SEMI-
1961:
ROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BOGHEAD-SHALES OF
N URANIUM ANO THORIUM BEARING BOGHEAD SHALES FROM
7*: DETERMINATION OF AGE OF GAS AND CONDENSATE IN
1973: ALTERATION OF CRUDE OIL BY WATERS AND
197*: ANOXIC DIAGENESIS ANO
1973: SOLID BITUMENS IN OIL DEPOSITS OF THE
1971: DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
ERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN PALEOZOIC DEPOSITS IN THE
1967: THE COAL CARBON TRANSFORMATION:
OME EFFECTS OF COAL I
F
ICAT ION. 1968:
1961: RECENT INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE
TIGRAPHIC POSITION OF THE BITUMINOUS COALS OF THE
1964: THE " RANK. " OF
PHIC NOMENCLATURE AND COAL PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS I
IGRAPHY AND PALEOENVIRONMENTS. 1972: ANALYSIS OF
IVITY FACTOR OF REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE
SCENCE PHOTOMETRY OF MICROFOSSILS BY MEANS OF THE
1972: OPTICALLY
ING TO COAL, 1882-1970. 1972:
DA, TO 1970. 1972: SELECTEO ANNOTATEO
1975: OIL SHALE (A
STUDY OF CERTAIN COALS FROM THE BOKARO COALFIELD,
METAMORPHOSED COALS IN PARTS OF JHAR1A COALFIELD,
ION ON A FEW COAL SEAMS OF THE JHARIA COAL FIELD,
OEGRAOATION
1970: NEW INVESTIGATIONS ON THE PROBLEM OF
1971: SOME CHEHICAL AND
1973: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF
1970: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF CARBON IN
MICROCOMPONENTS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATERIALS IN
1972:
HYSICO-CHEMICALLY THE DIAGENESIS OF ROCKS RICH IN
LIO B1TUMFNS IN MESOZOIC SEDIMENTARY ROCKS OF THE
* SOLUBLE EXTRACTABLE BITUMOID »
S IN. CAUCASIA, DAGISTANI. /CATAGENESIS/ DETAILED
: STUDIES ON BITUMEN: PART 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF
C MATTER DURING SUBSIDENCE OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. /
1972: STUDIES ON BITUMEN: PART 2. CHANGES IN
: REFLECTANCE OF COAL - TAR PITCHES AND ATHABASCA
CS OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ORGANIC MATTER TO
1973: " HUMIC MATTER IN
LATIONSHIP OF POOLS OF OIL, GAS, AND DISSEMINATED
APPLICATION OF PYROLYSIS ANO GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO GEOCHEMICAL CHAR GIRAUD A 70A
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF REMISSION I NVEST IGAT I 3N OF COAL. *ENG SISKOV GD71A
APPLICATION TO EVALUATING PETROLEUM PROSPECTS ON SAKHALIN. MAVRIIIYS62U
APPLICATION TO HYDROCARBON RESEARCH. 1971: DIAGENESIS OF SPORO CORREIAM 710
APPLICATION TO RECONSTRUCTION OF PALEOENVIRONMENTS. COHEN A072M
APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. 1974: ORGANIC META HOOD A 740
APPLICATION TO TECTONIC ANALYSIS IN THE SAAR COAL DISTRICT. 1966: DAMBEERHH66I
APPLICATION TO THE STUOY OF THERMAL AND NATURAL HISTORIES OF ORGANI BINDER CR65E
APPLICATION. 1966: CARBONIZATION M GUTJAHRCC66C
APPLICATION. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON REFLECTANCE ANALYSIS. JUCKES LM74C
APPLICATIONS AND REPERCUSSIONS OF THE THEORY OF A. DUPARQUE. ALPERN B 69P
APPLICATIONS OF COAL REFLECTANCE. ALPERN B 69G
APPLICATIONS OF COAL REFLECTANCE. ALPERN B 670
APPLICATIONS OF COAL REFLECTANCE. ALPERN B 69U
APPLICATIONS OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF CONSTITUTIVE VEGETABLE ELEMENTS OF NOEL R 55F
APPLICATIONS TO PETROLEUM EXPLORATION. *ENG ABSTR. CORREIAM 75E
APPLIEO BITUMINOUS COAL AND ANTHRACITE PETROLOGY. »ENG C FR CAPT. ABRAHKIC 51A
APPLIED COKE MICROSCOPY. /PETROGRAPHY/LABORATORY TECHNIQUE/SAMPLE ABRAMKIC 52M
APPLIED GEOLOGY. TEICHERM 66D
AQUITAINE BASIN IFRANCE). 1974: DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER AND LETRAN K 74D
AQUITAINE BASIN I SW FRANCE). 1972: LABORATORY SIMULATION ANO NATUR CONNAN J 72L
AOUITAINE BASIN, SW FRANCE. 1972: CARBON ISO SACKETTWM72C
ARCHEAN ROCKS. BROOKS JD710
ARCTIC. 1972: SIGNIFICANCE OF MICROCOMPONENTS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC DANYUYAAI72S
AREAL DISTRIBUTION/ 1973: ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN MODERN GORSHVAT173U
ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS OF THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS COAL MEASURES IN THE AGEYEVANA71R
ARKOMA BASIN. 1 9S 1 : PALYNQLOGI CAL WILSON LR61P
AROMATICITY ANO COLOUR OF COAL. FRIE0ELRA57A
AROMATICITY. 1959: REFLECTIVITY SPECTRUM ANO OP FRIEDELRA59R
AROMATICITY, OPTICAL PROPERTIES AND POSSIBLE DETECTION. GOODAZIF 730
ARTIFICIAL CATAGENESIS/ 1974: PYROLYSIS STUDY OF SOME POSSIBLE KER MARCHNDA 74E
ARTIFICIAL CATAGENESIS/ 1974: THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ANO PRESS SENGUTAS 74E
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION LABORATORY SIMULATION CARBONIZATION AAAAARTICOAL
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION IN THE RANGE OF BITUMINOUS COALS. HUCK G 62P
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION OF BITUMINOUS COALS. JUNTGENH 62K
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION OF WOOD SAMPLES OF TAXDDIUH DISTICHUM (L) DAVIS A 61A
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION TESTS WITH ROCKS FROM THE CARBONIFEROUS AN WEHNER H 68G
ARTIFICIAL COALIFICATION. 1964: THE ROLE OF DAVIS A 64R
ARTIFICIAL DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER THAT IS MAINLY LAND PLANTS. CONNAN J 74D
ARTIFICIALLY METAMORPHOSED KEROGEN. 1974: ELECTRON MICROSCOP OBERLINA 74E
ASPHALT. 19 BERL E 32B
ASPHALT-BEARING ROCKS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, TO 1970. MULLENSMC72S
ASPHALT/WURTZILITE/ALBERTITE /I MPSONI TE/GRAHAMITE/ 1975: MICROSCOPI JACOB H 75M
ASPHALTENES/ ALKANES/PETROLEUM GEOCHEMISTRY/ 1974: ORGANIC GEOCHEHI K0NT0CHAE74O
ASPHALTIC PYROBITUMENS. JACOB H 67P
ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES IN SOUTHEASTERN TURKEY. LEBKUERRF72A
ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES IN SOUTHEASTERN TURKEY, THEIR DEGREES OF METAH ORHUN F 69C
ASPHALTITES AND ASPHALTIC PYROBITUMENS. JACOB H 67P
ASPHALTS AND ALLIED SUBSTANCES. ABRAHAMH 60A
ASPHALTS AND RELATED SUBSTANCES. / ALBEIT I TE/GILSOY ITE /WURTZEL ITE/F D0UGLASAG74F
ASPHALTS FROM THE AOUITAINE BASIN ISW FRANCEI. 19T2: LABORATORY SI CONNAN J 72L
ASPHALTS/ 1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN POSIOONIA SHALES AS AN INDICATION V0NGEERHR630
ASSOCIATIONS IN ANTARCTICA. tOISC. SCHOPF JM66C
ATHABASCA BITUMEN FRACTIONS. KING LH59R
ATLANTIC PROVINCES, CANADA. 1970: COAL METAMORPHISM AND HY HAC0URDPA70C
ATLAS FOR APPLIED BITUMINOUS COAL ANO ANTHRACITE PETROLOGY. *ENG € ABRAMKIC 51A
ATLAS OF COALS OF THE DNEPR' BASIN. AGULOV AP60A
AUSTRALIA. 1973: RELATION BETWEEN GRAPHITE RANK AND M DIESSELCK73R
AUSTRALIA. 1968: COAL RANK AND LOWEST GRADE REGIONAL META KISCH HJ68C
AUSTRALIA. 1973: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATIO OF PRISTINE TO PHYT POWELL TG73R
AUSTRALIA: NOTES ON REGIONAL EPIGENETIC GRADE AND COAL RANK. 1966: KISCH HJ66C
AUSTRALIAN ANO NEW ZEALAND OIL AND GAS WELLS. 1974: C SUGGATERPT4C
AUSTRALIAN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. BROOKS JD73G
AUSTRALIAN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. 1973: OIAGENESIS OF ORGA SHIBAKAM 730
AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. 1974: INTERPRETATION OF VITUNITE REFLECTANC CASTANOJR74I
AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. 1974: ORGANIC METAMORPHISM: ITS RELATIONSHIP HOOD A 7*0
AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. =ABSTR. 1970: INTERPRETATION OF VITRINITE RE CASTAN0JR70I
AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. »OISC /CATAGENESIS/ 1975: COMPARATIVE STUDY CASTAN0JR75C
AUTO FLUORESCENCE OF FOSSIL POLLEN AND SPORES WITH SPECIAL REFERENC VANGIELP 67A
AUTOCHTHONOUS AND ALLOCHTHONOUS BITUMENS. VYSHEIYVS73I
AUTOMATED MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE SCANNING. 1971: D MCCAREYJTT1D
AUTOMATED REFLECTANCE SCANNING TO STUOY COAL COMPONENTS. MCCAREYJT69M
AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION OF THE RANK OF ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. LETRAN K 69D
AUTOMATIC METHOO OF STUDYING REFLECTANCE OF NON- EXTRACTABLE ORGANI LEMOSSAMJ72S
AUTOMATION OF STATISTICAL RrFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS ON COAL. KOTTER K 61A
AUTUN ISAONE-ET-LOIRE, FRANCEI. tENG GER C RUS ABSTR. 1966: PET WOLF M 660
AUTUN, WITH FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY. 1967: PETROGRAPHIC OBSERVATI WOLF M 67P
AZERBAIDZHAN FROM GEOCHEMICAL DATA. 19 GASZH0VAS740
BACTERIA: EVIDENCE FROM GEOCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPE STUDIES. BAILEY NJ73A
BACTERIAL METHANE PRODUCTION IN DEEP SEA SEDIMENTS. CLAYP0LGE74A
BALTIC SEA REGION AS AN INDEX OF OIL MIGRATION STAGES. GOLOBRGIS73S
BALTIC SEA SEDIMENTS. =A8STR. SEUSS E 710
BALTIC. 1974: CONSTITUENT AND CHEMICAL CONTENT OF DISP PARPAVAGM740
BASIC MECHANISMS. BERKOTZN 67C
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COAL PETROLOGY: MACERALS, MICROL ITHOTYPES ANO S STACH E 68B
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF COAL. MACK0KYMT61N
BELGIAN COAL BASIN; ITS IMPORTANCE FOR THE DILATOMETRIC BEHAVIOR OF NOEL R 69R
BELGIAN COALS. A. THE LOW VOLATILE BITUMINOUS AND ANTHRACITIC COALS NOEL R 64R
BELGIUM, 19701. 1972: SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS ON TIMOFEVPP72S
BENZENE AND CHLOROFORM SOLUBLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF COAL ANO THEIR STREIB DL72A
BEREK MICROPHOTOMETER. 1960: THE ACCURACY ANO THE SUBJECT MURCH0NDG60A
BEREK MICROSCOPE PHOTOMETER. 1966: THE FLUORE VANGIELP 66F
BIAXIAL ANTHRACITIC VITRINITES. COOK AC720
BIBLIOGRAPHY ANO INDEX OF U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS REIAT AVERITTP 72B




BIHAR. 1964: A REFLECTANCE CASSHAPSM64R
BIHAR. 1968: REFLECTANCE DF THERMALLY CHATTEECN68R
BIHAR, INOIA. 1969: ON THE EFFECTS OF IGNEOUS INTRUS CHAKRTIAK69E
BIOCHEMICAL ALTERATION * WEATHERING MICROBIOLOGICAL AAAAOEGRBIOC
BIOCHEMICAL CARB0NIF1CAT10N. *ENG SUM. JACOB H 70N
BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF THE ACCUMULATION OF PEAT IN SOUTHERN FLORIDA IMBALN0JF71S
BIOGENIC CARBON AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES. G0ROK0VSS73E
BIOGENIC METHANE. LEBEDEVVS70I
BIOGEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES FORMING HYDROCARBONS OF THE OIL-BEARING SE DANYUYAAI72S
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF COAL. DISC. GIVEN PH72B
"BIOLOGICALLY HOMOGENEOUS" 3RGANIC MATTER. 1969: EXPERIMENT TO CHA MARCHNDA 69E
BIRA BASIN OF LESSER KHINGAN. 1963: SO GARBUVAVF63T
BITUMEN AAAASOLUEXTR
BITUMEN ANALYSIS/ 1973: COMPARISON OF CHLOROFORM EXTRACTS FROM CRUS SYROVA GM73S
BITUMEN BY USE OF PHYSICAL METHODS. 1972 HAYES MH72S
BITUMEN COEFICIENT VS. DEPTH/ 1974: POST- OIAGENETIC CHANGES IN DIS PR0SH0VBK74P
BITUMEN DURING WEATHERING. HAYES MH72T
BITUMEN FRACTIONS. 1959 KING LH59R
BITUMEN IN OIL SHALE. 1924: THE CHEMICAL DYNAMI MAIER CG24C
BITUMEN OF ANCIENT SEDIMENTS: VARIATIONS THROUGH GEOLOGIC TIME. JACKSONTA73H
BITUMEN WITH MESOZOIC SEDIMENTS OF THE KAGAN REGION. 1965: CHARACT KARIM0VAK65C
38
SAPROPELIC! DISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER. /ELEMENTAL,
HODS. 1972: STUDIES ON
1972: STUDIES ON
RGANIC MATTER IN TERMS OF THE INFRARED SPECTRA OF
PTIC DISTINCTION BETWEEN GELINITE - COLLINITE AND
D ORIGIN OF THESE KERABITUMENS. 1972: SPECIFIED
NO CLASSIFICATION. 1954: COAL AND
1963: NATIVE
1964: EXPERIENCE IN THE STUDY OF SOLID
R. 1974: MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS AND REFLECTANCE OF
1974: DETERMINING GENETIC TYPES OF DISPERSED
1972: SPECIFIED BITUMENS ANO RELATED DISPLACED
DROCARBON ANALYSES/ 1974: METAMORPHIC CHANGES OF
KHINGAN. 1963: SOL 10
L MIGRATION STAGES. 1973: SOLID
RESULTS OF STUDY OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND
C DISTRIBUTION OF DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER AND
RATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRUCTURES OF SOLID
1974: SIGNIFICANCE OF RESERVOIR
1950: PETROGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE
OF X-RAY OIFFRACTION ANALYSIS DURING THE STUDY OF
OMPOSITION OF SOLID HYOROCARBONS OF PETROLEUM AND
PE COMPOSITION OF AUTOCHTHONOUS AND ALLOCHTHONOUS
TE/ 1975: MICROSCOPIC PHOTOMETRY OF NATURAL SOLID
BITUMEN, IRON STATE ANALYSIS/ /MOBILE PROOJCTS/ 1974: DIAGENETIC A
BITUMEN: PART 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF BITUMEN BY USE OF PHYSICAL MET
BITUMEN: PART 2. CHANGES IN BITUMEN DURING WEATHERING.
BITUMENOIOS. 1970: CLASSI F ICAT 1 3N OF DISPERSEO
BITUMENS - KEROGENS. 1971:
BITUMENS AND RELATED DISPLACED BITUMENS IN FIVE KEROGENOUS SERIES I
BITUMENS AND RELATED FOSSIL CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES: NOMENCLATURE A
BITUMENS ASSOCIATED WITH OIL SHALES.
BITUMENS BY THE PETROGRAPHIC METHOD.
BITUMENS DISPERSEO IN ROCKS - PALEOGEOTHERMOMETRY AND HYDROCARBON G
BITUMENS IN CARBONATE ROCKS WITH ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPY.
BITUMENS IN FIVE KEROGENOUS SERIES IN ANATOLIA, TURKEY: DESCRIPTION
BITUMENS IN HUMIC COALS OF VARIOUS REDUCTION TYPES. /MACERAL, ELEME
BITUMENS IN MES020IC SEDIMENTARY ROCKS OF THE BIRA BASIN OF LESSER
BITUMENS IN OIL DEPOSITS OF THE BALTIC SEA REGION AS AN INDEX OF 01
BITUMENS IN ROCKS DF THE WEST-SIBERIAN SHELF. 1965:
BITUMENS IN THE MESOZOIC OF THE BUKHARO - KHIVA REGION. 1965: SYS
BITUMENS ON THE BASIS OF INFRARED SPECTRA. 1970: COMPA






MULATION/ CATAGENESIS/ REGIONAL MAPS/PYRITIC IRON/ BITJMENS/ 1971: GEOCHEMISTRY OF MESOZOIC OEPOSITS CONTAINING OIL AN
ONTAINING OIL AND GAS IN SIBERIA. /TOTAL ORGANICS/ B I TUMENS/ REG I ONAL CATAGENES I S/P ARAN AGNET ISM OF KEROGEN AND ASPHALTE
1970: USE
1964: ON THE C
1973: CARBON ISOTO
/OZOKERITE/GILSONITE/ASPHALT/WURTZILITE/ALBERTITE /IMPSO
TION IN THE LABORATORY. /UV-SPECTR A/ CHEM ISTRY OF
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE ANALYSIS OF SOME NATIVE
1966: COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE
974: STANDARDS FOR INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF
1971: INFRARED SPECTRA OF
DIES. 1971: CATAGENETIC ALTERATION OF SYNGENETIC
LANDS FROM DATA OF LUMINESCENT MICROSCOPE. 1973:
HE " RANK " OF BELGIAN COALS. A. THE LOW VOLATILE
1974: ETCHING OF
1968: THE RATIO OF THE STABLE CARBON ISOTOPES OF
1951: ATLAS FOR APPLIEO
1963: OCCURRENCE OF RESINITE IN
9: REFLECTIVITY SPECTRUM ANO OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF
Y STUDIES TO THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF GAS FORMATION IN
1932: FORMATION OF
F ITS STANDARDIZATION. 1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF
1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF
1968: THt RFFLECTANCE OF
L RANKS ANO GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS IN HIGH VOLATILE
INETIC INVESTIGATIONS OF HYDROCARBON RELEASE FROM
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CARBONIFEROUS AND CRETACEOUS
69: REFLECTANCE ANO STR AT I GRAPHIC POSITION OF THE
1962: ARTIFICIAL COAL IFICATION OF
1966: ZEOLITE FACIES ANO REGIONAL RANK OF
1969: PROPERTIES OF TECTONICALLY OISTURBED
1964: RESINITE IN
SULTS OF ARTIFICIAL COAL IF ICAT ION IN THE RANGE OF
1971: METHODS UF DETERMINING THE GENETIC TYPE OF
1974: DIAGNOSTICS OF SYNGENETIC AND EPIGENETIC
LEUM. tENG ABSTS. 1974: ORIGIN AND ALTERATION OF
S. 1974: X-RAY STRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE NON
1966: RELATIONS BETWEEN COALS, PETROLEUM,
YSICO- CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF
OGY. 1960: THE DISTRIBUTION OF AMINO ACIDS IN
CRDPHOTOMf TRIC REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF COALS,
AXONY. I960: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
LOWER SAXONY. 1960: CHANGE IN ORGANIC MATTER IN
1974: ALKANES FROM THE PYROLYTIC DEGRADATION OF
SOLUBLE * EXTRACTABLE *
1974: IDENTIFICATION OF
EN CONTENT OF SYNGENETIC CHLOROFORM - EXTRACTABLE
HE IRKUTSK REGION. 1974: FORMATION OF GASES AND
NT ANO FOSSIL SEDIMENTS. /CLARKS: TOTAL ORGANICS,
SPECTROSCOPIC AND PALEOGEOGRAPHI C METHODS. 1974:
3: COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
1972: HYDROCARBON GASES OF BOTTOM OEPOSITS OF THE
FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN TWO
1974: THERMAL ALTERATION OF
1974: THERMAL ALTERATION OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE AND
1949: ON HILT'S RULE IN THE
ALGAL
C RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRECAMBRIAN THUCHOLITE AND
APHIC OBSERVATIONS ON URANIUM AND THORIUM BEARING
S IN SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER USING THE OLENEKSK
STR. 1966: PETROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS ON THE
M OF PALYNOMORPHS SUGGESTS WET - GAS POTENTIAL IN
64: A REFLECTANCE STUDY OF CERTAIN COALS FROM THE
FLECTANCE AND THE PROGNOSIS OF OIL ANO GAS IN THE
RAGE VALUE OF MAXIMUM REFLECTANCE OF COALS IN THE
E DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE MUNSTERL AND-
1
WELL *
ER CARBONIFEROUS COAL MEASURES IN THE ISSELBURG 3
ERATION ANO CLAYSTONE AND SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS IN
1972: COAL RANKS IN THE HARTON
PETROLOGY AND RANK OF COALS FROM THE SPILMERSFORD
ELTAIC SUCCESSION IN THE GULF-MOBIL PARSONS F-09
1975: GEOCHEMICAC STUDIES OF EXTREMELY OEEP
E AND REFLECTANCE DATA FROM THREE MACKENZIE DELTA
1972: HYDROCARBON GASES OF
1971: ORGANIC MATTER IN SUSPENSION AND IN
THERMAL GRADIENTS IN NORTHERN WEST VIRGINIA USING
1971: THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME
OWEST GRADE REGIONAL METAMORPHISM IN THE SOUTHERN
1971: SUMMARY SURVEY 3N THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE ROOF OF THE
DY TISSUE AS DEDUCED FROM A PETROGRAPHIC STUDY OF
1973: GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS IN THE
1970: FORMATION OF HYDROCARBONS OURING THERMAL
WITHIN CERTAIN LOWER CARBONIFEROUS STRATA OF THE
ASPECTS OF " SCLEROTINITE " IN A CENTRAL AFRICAN
: EARTH WAXES, PEAT, MONTAN WAX AND OTHER ORGANIC
1952:
F THE MACERALS RESINITE ANO SCLEROTINITE. 1970:
SION INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BULGARIAN LIGNITES ANO
S, ANO FATS AS FACIES INDICATORS IN LOWER RHENISH
DETERMINE RANK AND PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUTION OF
1970: C-12/C-13 STUDIES ON CONSTITUENTS OF
1963: ORIGIN OF THE ALBERT MINES OIL SHALE (NEW
Rr.ANir MATTFR AND BITUMENS IN THE MESOZOIC OF THE
BITUMENS/SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 1974: MODELING OF THE MAIN PHASE OF 01
BITUMENS, ASPHALTS ANO RELATED SUBSTANCES. /ALBERTI TE/G ILSONITE/WU
BITUMINIZATION PROCESS IN SEDIMENTS.
BITUMINOIDS FOR MEASURING RANK OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND COAL
BITUMINOIOS IN DISPERSED 0R3ANIC MATTER OF ROCKS.
BITUMINOIDS OF DISSEMINATEO ORGANIC MATTER, BASED ON PHYSICAL AND C
BITUMINOSITY OF PALEOZOIC ROCKS IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF WESTERN SIB
BITUMINOUS AND ANTHRACITIC COALS. 1964: T
BITUMINOUS COAL — A FRUITFUL TECHNIQUE IN COAL PETROGRAPHY. »DISC.
BITUMINOUS COAL AND ANTHRACITE AND OF METHANE OF COAL ORIGIN IN NOR
BITUMINOUS COAL ANO ANTHRACITE PETROLOGY. »ENG t FR CAPT.
BITUMINOUS COAL.
BITUMINOUS COAL: ESTIMATION OF AROMATICITY. 195
BITUMINOUS COAL; THE INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN ON GAS FORMATION. 1969: A
BITUMINOUS COAL, MINERAL OIL ANO ASPHALT.
BITUMINOUS COAL: I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATION OF POLISHED COAL
BITUMINOUS COAL: II. REFLECTION ANISOTROPY.
BITUMINOUS COAL: III. THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE.
BITUMINOUS COALFIELDS. 1964: COA
BITUMINOUS COALS AT SLOWLY INCREASING TEMPERATURES. 1967: REACTIO
BITUMINOUS COALS OF SIMILAR RANK. 1974: BEHAVIOUR





BITUMINOUS COALS. 1962: PROBLEMS AND RE
BITUMINOUS MATERIAL.
BITUMINOUS MATTER BY MEANS 3F LUMINESCENCE TECHNIQUES.
BITUMINOUS MATTER IN COALS ANO THE RELATIONSHIP TO ORIGIN ANO MATUR
BITUHINOUS PART OF THE DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCK
BITUMINOUS SCHISTS ANO PETROLEUM RESEARCH.
BITUMINOUS SCHISTS. »ENG ABSTR. 1974: PH
BITUMINOUS SEDIMENTS AND ITS IMPORTANCE FOR COAL AVD PETROLEUM GEOL
BITUMINOUS SHALES AND COAL-BEARING ROCKS. 1971: COMPARATIVE STUOI
BITUMINOUS SHALES DURING METAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM TOARCIAN POS
BITUMINOUS SHALES RESULTING FROM METAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE
BITUMINOUS V1TRINITES AND SPORINITES.
BITUMOIO BITUMEN
BITUMOID GENETIC TYPES.
BITUMOIDS ANO GENETIC TYPE ANO METAMORPHIC RANK OF DISPERSED ORGANI
BITUMOIDS BY CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN LOWER CAMBR
BITUMOIDS, HYDROCARBONS/RELATIONS TO GRAIN SIZE, CARBONATES/ 1973:
BLACK INCLUSIONS IN LOWER CAMBRIAN CARBONATES STUDIED BY PETROGRAPH
BLACK SEA SEDIMENTS. 197
BLACK SEA SOUTHEASTERN SHELF.
SLACK SOILS. 1974: MICROSCOPIC PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SOI
BLUE-GREEN ALGAE AND BLUE-GREEN ALGAL CHLOROPHYLL.
BLUE-GREEN ALGAL CHLOROPHYLL.
BOCHUM SYNCLINE OF THE RUHR CARBONIFEROUS.
BOGHEAD
BOGHEAD COAL. 1969: CRITICAL REMARKS ON A POSTULATED GENETI
BOGHEAO SHALES FROM AUTUN, WITH FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY. 1967: PE
BOGHEAO. /UV-ABSORPTION/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS/ 1974: LABORATORY SIMULA
BOGHEAD-SHALES OF AUTUN I SA3NE-ET-L0IRE , FRANCE1. *ENG GER C RUS AB
BOJOCIAN AND YOUNGER STRATA OF SIDI KACEM REGION, MOROCCO. 1974: D
BOKARO COALFIELD, BIHAR. 19
BOL'SHESYNIN BASIN OF THE PRE- URAL DOWNWARP. 1972: CATAGENESIS ME
BOREHOLE LOOS-5. 1964: THE AVE
BOREHOLE IRUHR DISTRICT). 1964: NON- VOLATILE HYDROCARBONS IN 1 AM
BOREHOLE DRILLHOLE
BOREHOLE NORTHWEST OF WESEL. »ENG SUM. 1971: A COAL IF I CAT I ON PROF
BOREHOLE 150 IN THE IB8ENBJREN COAL MINE. 1971: COAL ALT
BOREHOLE.
BOREHOLE, EAST LOTHIAN, SCOTLAND. 1974:
BOREHOLE, N.W.T.. 1974: LI THOSTRAT IGRAPHY AND COAL REFLECTANCE OF
BOREHOLES.
BOREHOLES. =ABSTR. 1974: TRANSMITTANC
BOTTOM DEPOSITS OF THE BLACK SEA SOUTHEASTERN SHELF.
BOTTOM SEOIMENTS OF SEAS AND OCEANS.
BOTTOM-HOLE TEMPERATURES FROM ELECTRIC LOGS. 1974: APPROXIMATION
BOWEN BASIN VITRINITES:
BOWEN BASIN, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA. 1968: COAL RANK ANO L
BRAMSCHE MASSIF AND THE LOWER-SAXONY TECTOGENE.
BRAMSCHE MASSIF. 1971: TR




BREAKDOWN OF ORGANIC MATTER. EXPERIMENT AT MATHEMATICAL MODELING
BRITISH ISLES. 1954: THE THEORY OF GENESIS OF OIL THROUGH HYDROTH
BROWN COAL (ANGOLA). 1958: A FEW
BROWN COAL * LIGNITE
BROWN COAL CONSTITUENTS. 1969
BROWN COAL MICROSCOPY.
BROWN COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION OF RESINS: ON THE G
BROWN COAL. 1974: REMIS
BROWN COALS AND THEIR ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION. 1960: AMINES, AMI
BROWN COALS OF BULGARIA. tENG SUM. 1966: USE OF DIFFERENTIAL THERM
BROWN COALS.
BRUNSWICK) AND ITS ASSOCIATED ALBERTITE.






















































































































DISPERSED IN SEDIMENTS FROM NORTHEASTERN PART OF
ZOIC ROCKS OF CENTRAL PARTS OF MIS IAN PLATFORM IN
THE LOWER CRETACEOUS IN THE CENTRAL PART OF NORTH
K AND PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUTION OF BROWN COALS OF
197*: PETROLOGY OF UPPER CARBONIFEROUS COAL IN
197*: REMISSION INVESTIGATIONS ON THE
INFRARED SPECTRA OF COAL HACERALS SEPARATED FROM
VE INDICES AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF COAL IN
1961: COALIFICAT ION IN RELATION TO DEPTH OF
DISC /CATAGENESIS/ 1975: COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
REMENTS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS AND DETERMINATION OF
REMENTS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS AND DETERMINATION OF
1969: COAL RANK AND
ES I PHYTOCLASTS I AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTACT AND
ORGANIC PARTICLES AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTACT AND
1973: EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER DURING
R THE MAIN PHASE OF GAS FORMATION WITH INCREASING
OF KEROGEN DIAGENESIS WITH CLAY COMPACTION OURING





1966! METHODS OF C-12/
1970: C-12/
1970: C-12/
ATION ANO IN THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COALS WITH
OF COAL GRAPHITIZATION BY A VOLCANIC INTRUSION AT
NESIS OF MIOCENE SILICEOUS SHALES, TEMBLOR RANGE.
BLAGE AND GREAT VALLEY SEOUENCE IUPPER MESOZOICI,
AND GREAT VALLEY SEOUENCE UPPER MESOZOIC STRATA,
S. /IRON t SULFUR VALENCE, TOTAL ORGANIC ANALYSES/
CATAGENESIS OF OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN LOWER
GRAPHIC METHODS. 197*: BLACK INCLUSIONS IN LOWER
F DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER (PRECAMBRIAN ANO LOWER
DROCARBONS IN A THICK SEDIMENTARY SERIES IDOUALA,
IED COALS OF THE COAL BASINS OF LIEGE, HERVE, AND
R BITUMENS TO THERMAL MATURATION STUDIES, WESTERN
RATION OF CRUDE OILS IN RESERVOIRS IN THE WESTERN
EVOLUTION AND ALTERATION OF PETROLEUM IN WESTERN
IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS AND INNER FOOTHILLS BELT
IN THE UPPER PALEOZOIC OF THE ATLANTIC PROVINCES,
ON ASPHALT-BEARING ROCKS OF THE UNITED STATES AND
C-12 +
1975: RELATIONSHIP OF PALYNOMORPH TRANSLUCENCY TO
1966: DETERMINATION OF THE ABUNDANCE DF
: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF BIOGENIC
1973: ROLE OF
CARBON RATIO
PECTS ON SAKHALIN. 1962: THE
N MATURATION BY REFLECTANCE, ESR, AND ANALYSIS OF
MEASUREMENTS OF METHANE, HIGHER HYDROCARBONS, ANO
ISOTOPES IN PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. /HYDROCARBONS/ GAS/
1972: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF ELEMENTAL
1970: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF
1972: DISTRIBUTION OF
197*:
1970: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF
HYDROCARBON GASES AND ORGANIC
1958: ORGANIC
197*: OCCURRENCE OF PYROLYTIC
1968:









ISPERSEO ORGANICS/ GAS FROM COAL IF ICATION/ 1971:
ITS RELATION TO GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS. 1970: THE
1973: ORGANIC
ECTANCE /TERRESTRIAL VS SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 1975:
F OIL ANO GAS FORMATION IN THE EARTH'S CRUST FROM





197*: BEHAVIOR OF STABLE
THE BEHAVIOUR OF STABLE
1973:
THE RATIO OF THE STABLE
1968:
1958: USE OF THE
MISSISSIPPI EMBAYMENT/ CINCINNATI ARCH/ 1971: THE
1958: APPLICATION OF FULLER'S
1927: THE PROOFS OF THE
193*: PRESENT STATUS OF THE






1919: RELATION OF OIL TO
1967: THE COAL
TS IN SIXTEEN MARINE BASINS OF THE USSR. /ORGANIC
1971: GRAPHITIZATION OF DISPERSED
OTHER AREAS. 197*:
KEROGEN, PETROLEUM MATUR ATI ON/LAUMONTITE/ 197*:
SS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF THE REFLECTANCE OF SOLID
1975: CLASSIFICATION OF
ORIGIN ANO CLASSIFICATION OF NATURALLY OCCURRING
195*: COAL ANO BITUMENS ANO RELATED FOSSIL
ANO STATE OF THE OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER OF THE
ETERMINING GENETIC TYPES OF DISPERSED BITUMENS IN
AOIOELEHENTS IN DIAGENETICAL STUDIES OF SHALE AND
1973: THE ISOTOPE COMPOSITION OF GRAPHITE ANO
ETHOOS. 197*: BLACK INCLUSIONS IN LOWER CAMBRIAN
BITUMOIDS, HYDROCARBONS/RELATIONS TO GRAIN SIZE,
OSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPER
OSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPER
OSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPER
197*: BEHAVIOUR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
RTIFICIAL COALIFICATION TESTS WITH ROCKS FROM THE
ORGANIC MATERIALS IN ROCKS AND COALS OF THE SAAR
ENT OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF PER ANTHRAC ITE FROM THE
197*: PETROLOGY OF UPPER
SUM. 1971: A COALIFICATION PROFILE OF THE UPPER
GANIC MATTER FROM ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS OF THE LOWER
OGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN REGIONS CONTAINING
IBUTION OF HEAVY N-PARAFFINS AND COALIFICATION IN
1920: CARBON RATIOS OF
BULGARIA (RELATED TO THE PROBLEM OF OIL ANO GAS CONTENT). 1972: C
BULGARIA. 1973: ON THE GENESIS AND MIGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN T
BULGARIA. 1971: DISTRIBUTION, COMPOSITION ANO STATE OF THE OISPERS
BULGARIA. +ENG SUM. 1966: USE OF DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS TO
BULGARIA'S OOBROUOJA BASIN.
BULGARIAN LIGNITES AND BROWN COAL.
BULGARIAN LIGNITES. 197*:
BULK MEASURED IN THE RANGE 6,000 TO 9,000 ANGSTROMS BY A POLARIZED
BURIAL CATAGENESIS PRESSURE SUBSIDENCE * DEPTH
BURIAL ANO GEOTHERMIC GRADIENT.
BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE ANO AUT-MGENIC MINERALS.
BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND AUTHIGENIC MINERALS.
BURIAL HISTORY USING VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND AUTHIGENIC MINERALS.
BURIAL METAMORPHIC MINERAL FACIES.
BURIAL METAMORPHISM IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1970: THERMAL ALTERATION
BURIAL METAMORPHISM IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1971: THERMAL ALTERATION
BURIAL OF SEOIMENTS.
BURIAL OF SEDIMENTS. /CATAGENESIS/HYDROCARBONS/ 197*: THE PLACE AN
BURIAL. /REFLECTANCE/PYR0LYS1S/PYR0CHR0MAT0GRAPHY /OIL POTENTIAL/ 1
BURIEO ORGANIC MATTER. 196*: PROBABLE OUANTITIE
C-12 CARBON ISOTOPE
C-12/C-13 ISOTOPE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GAS.
C-12/C-13 RATIO OF COALS AND METHANE OF COAL ORIGIN.
C-12/C-13 STUOIES ON CONSTITUENTS OF BROWN COALS.
C-13 ISOTOPE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GAS.
C-13 RATIO OF COALS AND METHANE OF COAL ORIGIN.
C-13 STUDIES ON CONSTITUENTS OF BROWN COALS.
CALCAREOUS MIXTURES. 1968: DIFFERENCES IN THE DEGREES OF COALIFIC
CALI (COLUMBIA). 1967: A NEW CASE
CALIFORNIA. 197*: OIAGE
CALIFORNIA. 197*: PHYTOCLASTS AS INDICATORS OF THERMAL NETAMORPHIS
CALIFORNIA. =ABSTR. 1970: CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES (PHYTOCLASTS )
CAMBRIAN t PRECAMBRIAN SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 197*: CALCULATION OF CATA
CAMBRIAN AND PRECAMBRIAN DEPOSITS OF THE IRKUTSK REGION. 197*: FO
CAMBRIAN CARBONATES STUDIED BY PETROGRAPHIC, LUMI NESCEN:E , SPECTROS
CAMBRIAN, SOUTHERN SIBERIAN PLATFORM). /ELEMENTAL ANALYSI S/CATAGEN
CAMEROUNS). 1969: DIAGENESIS OF SATURATED HY
CAMPINE. 1956: SPECIAL ASPECTS OF THE PETROGRAPHIC CONSTITUENTS OF
CANADA BASIN. 197*: SIGNIFICANCE OF RESERVOI
CANADA BASIN. 1972: AN EXPLANATORY AND PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR THE A
CANAOA. 1971:
CANADA. 197*: RANK STUDIES OF COALS
CANADA. 1970: COAL METAMORPHISM ANO HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL
CANADA, TO 1970. 1972: SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
CARBON t ISOTOPE
CARBON AND HYDROCARBONS IN CLASTIC SEOIMENTS. DISC.
CARBON ANO NITROGEN ISOTOPES IN DUTCH C3ALS AND NATURAL GAS.
CARBON AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES. 1973
CARBON BEARING LAYERS IN THE FORMATION OF GAS DEPOSITS IN SAKHALIN.
CARBON COEFFICIENT ISOCARBS RANK
CARBON COEFFICIENT AND ITS APPLICATION TO EVALUATING PETROLEUM PROS
CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE RELEASED DURING PYROLYSIS. 197*: STUDY
CARBON DIOXIDE OF NATURAL GASES FROM NORTHWESTERN TAIWAN. /DISPERSE
CARBON OIOXIOE/ORGANIC MATTER/ 1973: CARBON
CARBON FROM PRECAMBRIAN METAMORPHIC ROCKS.
CARBON IN BIOGENIC METHANE.
CARBON IN CRUST OF EARTH.
CARBON IN METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF THE PATOM HIGHLANDS.
CARBON IN NATURAL GASES IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE WEST SIBERIAN P
CARBON IN PROTEROZOIC FORMATIONS OF THE KOLA PENINSULA.
CARBON IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS I IN RELATION TO THE PRESENCE OF PETROLE
CARBON IN SOME COALS. +SPAN ABSTR
CARBON ISOTOPE ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE ORIGIN OF GAS IN NORTHWEST
CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION DF AUTOCHTHONOUS AND ALLOCHTHONOUS BITUM
CARBON ISOTOPE COMPOSITION DF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS IN PETROLEUM AND
CARBON ISOTOPE FRACTIONATIONS IN NATURAL GASES.
CARBON ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS OF METHANE, HIGHER HYOROCARBONS , ANO CA
CARBON ISOTOPE RATIO IN METHANE FROM MINE GAS ANO COAL SEAM GAS ANO
CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS IN QUATERNARY CORES FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO.
CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS OF NATURAL GAS - A PARAMETER OF MATURITY OF T
CARBON ISOTOPE STUDIES. 197*: ZONALITY
CARBON ISOTOPE STUDY OF THE HYDROCARBONS ANO KEROGEN IN THE AOUITAI
CARBON ISOTOPES OURING CATAGENESIS OF COAL.
CARBON ISOTOPES OURING COALIFICATION. »RUS t. ENG SUM.
CARBON ISOTOPES IN PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. /HYDROCARBONS/ GAS/CARBON DID
CARBON ISOTOPES OF BITUMINOUS COAL AND ANTHRACITE ANO OF METHANE OF
CARBON ISOTOPIC STUDY ON METHANE FROM GERMAN COAL DEPOSITS.
CARBON RATIO CARBON COEFFICIENT ISOCARBS RANK
CARBON RATIO METHOO FOR PREDICTING PETROLEUM PROSPECTS.
CARBON RATIO RULE AND PETROLEUM POTENTIAL IN NPC REGION 9. /ILLINOI
CARBON RATIO THEORY IN NORTH TEXAS.
CARBON RATIO THEORY.
CARBON RATIO THEORY.
CARBON RATIO THEORY. 1962: STUOY OF COALIFIED PLANT REMAINS FROM T
CARBON RATIO THEORY, GEOTHERMAL INTERVAL ANO NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS I
CARBON RATIOS AND PETROLEUM IN ILLINOIS.
CARBON RATIOS OF CARBONIFEROUS COALS OF OKLAHOMA AND THEIR RELATION
CARBON RATIOS OF PENNSYLVANI AN COALS IN NORTH TEXAS.
CARBON TRANSFORMATION: BASIC MECHANISMS.
CARBON VS GRAIN SIZE, AREAL DISTRIBUTION/ 1973: AlCUMULATION OF OR
CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL IN METAMORPHIC ROCKS.
CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL IN SOME METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF NEW ENGLAND ANO
CARBONACEOUS MATERIALS AS INDICATORS OF METAMORPHISM. /DISPERSED
CARBONACEOUS PARTICLES DISSEMINATED IN ROCKS. *ENG SUM 6 OISC. 19
CARBONACEOUS ROCKS ANO ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES. 1963:
CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES: NOMENCLATURE ANO CLASSIFICATION.
CARBONATE - TERRIGENOUS COMPLEX IN THE LOWER CRETACEOUS IN THE CENT
CARBONATE ROCKS WITH ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPY. 197*: D
CARBONATE SEOIMENTS. /CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 1975: THE USE OF R
CARBONATES FROM THE ZAVALYEV DEPOSITS.
CARBONATES STUDIED BY PETROGRAPHIC, LUMINESCENCE, SPECTROSCOPIC ANO
CARBONATES/ 1973: CHARACTERIZATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT ANO
CARBONIFEROUS (SILESIAN). A. THE PARALIC REGION: 1. THE RHINE-RUHR
CARBONIFEROUS (SILESIAN). A. THE PARALIC REGION; *. THE UPPER CARBO
CARBONIFEROUS (SILESIAN). A. THE PARALIC REGION: 2. THE COAL OISTRI
CARBONIFEROUS AND CRETACEOUS BITUMINOUS COALS OF SIMILAR RANK.
CARBONIFEROUS ANO OEVONIAN OF THE SAAR BASIN. 1968: GAS-YIELD CAP
CARBONIFEROUS ANO DEVONIAN. 1969: INVESTIGATION OF THE POTENTIAL G
CARBONIFEROUS BASIN OF 00UR3, SAO PEDRO DA COVA MINE, GONDOMAR, NOR
CARBONIFEROUS COAL IN BULGARIA'S DOBROUDJA BASIN.
CARBONIFEROUS COAL MEASURES IN THE ISSELBURG 3 BOREHOLE NORTHWEST
CARBONIFEROUS COAL MEASURES IN THE SUB-MOSCOW BASINI. 1971: THE R
CARBONIFEROUS COAL, PETROLEUM AND GAS. »DISC. 197*: PALEOGE
CARBONIFEROUS COALS FROM THE SAAR DISTRICT, GERMANY. 1969: RELATIO






















































































































1973: FrNDS OF THE CORK-LIKE TISSUE IN MIDDLE
1973: FINDS OF THE CORK-LIKE TISSUE IN MIDDLE
N-ERKE- LENZ: B. METAMORPHISM OF COAL. 1971: THE
OAL OISTRICT: D. METAMORPHISM OF COAL. 1971: THE
METAMORPHISM OF COAL AND NATURAL GAS. 1971: THE
GEOCHEMISTRY OF CERTAIN SAMPLES FROM THE SCOTTISH
STUDIES IN NORTH ANO WEST GERMANYI. 196*: UPPER
RMAL CONSIDERATIONS FROM THE EXAMPLE OF THE UPPER
S ISILESIAN). A. THE PARALIC REGION; 4. THE UPPER
ARSONS IN DIAMOND DRILL CORES OF THE DEVONIAN ANO
SIGNIFICANCE OF COALIFICAT ION IN THE OEVONIAN AND
: METAMORPHISM OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN THE
TIDN OF COAL TYPE SUBSTANCES WITHIN CERTAIN LOWER
1949: COAL IF ICATION PROBLEMS IN THE RUHR
1964: COAL IFICATION PATTERN OF THE SAAR
ON HILT'S RULE IN THE BOCHUM SYNCLINE OF THE RUHR
PMENT OF A COAL BASIN — DEMONSTRATED BY THE RUHR
1966: COALIFICAT ION IN THE SAAR
NEW INVESTIGATIONS ON THE PROBLEM OF BIOCHEMICAL
TIONS. /FUSINITE/ LABORATORY COAL I F I CAT ION/ 1974:
THE OPTICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERS OF SOME COALS
1965: REFLECTANCE OF COALS
RTIFICIAL COALIFICATION LABORATORY SIMULATION
CARBONIFEROUS COALS OF THE DONETS BASIN.
CARBONIFEROUS COALS OF THE DONETS BASIN.
CARBONIFEROUS DEPOSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL
CARBONIFEROUS OEPOSITS IN TIE GERMAN FEDERAL






CARBONIFEROUS GASES, THEIR CHEMISTRY AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO COACARBONIFEROUS IN THE ERZGEBIRGE BASIN, WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
CARBONIFEROUS IN THE SUB- SURFACE OF NORTHWEST GERMANY AND THE ADJOCARBONIFEROUS OF THE MUNSTERL ANO- 1 BOREHOLE 1 RUHR DISTRICT). 1964:
CARBONIFEROUS OF THE NORTHERN RHEINISCHE SCHI EFERGEBIRGE
. 1973: TH
CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS OF THE GREATER DONETS BASIN. 1964




CARBONIFEROUS. 1973: THE PALAEOGEOGRAPH I C-FACI AL ANO TECTONIC DEV
CARBONIFEROUS, COMPARED WITH THAT IN THE RUHR DISTRICT.
CARBONIFICATION. +ENG SUM. 1970-
CARBONISATION TEMPERATURES, MEASURED BY REFLECTANCE, OF FOSSILIZED*
CARBONISED IN THE LABORATORY. 1968: A STUOY ON
CARBONISED UNDER PRESSURE.
CARBONIZATION
1925: PROGRESSIVE REGIONAL CARBONIZATION OF COALS.
TINITE. 1970: BROWN COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACERALS RESINITE ANE s,lL - 1966: CARBONIZATION OF SEMI- ANTHRACITIC VITRINITE BY AN ANALCIMF BASANIT
""„??
c
E 13C/12C-RATI0 OF METHANE FORMED OURING CARBONIZATION ON THE BASIS OF PYROL YSI S EXPERIMENTS. »E NG ABSTR
CARBONIZATION/ 1971: SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ANCHI METAMORPH I SM, AND PE
CAR80NIZE0 COALS.
CARBONIZED OR THERMALLY METAMORPHOSED COALS. 1965




CARBOXYLIC ACIOS OERIVED FRDH TASMANIAN TASMANITE BY EXTRACTIONS ANCARIACO TRENCH. 1913: CHARACTERIZATION
CARPATHIANS. 1968: ON THE PROBLEM OF THE NATCATAGENESIS MATURATION » TRANSFORMATION EVOLUTION COALIFICATI
CATAGENESIS PRESSURE * SUBSIDENCE DEPTH
LGERIAN SAHARA. /KEROGEN CATAGENESIS /PALYNOMORPH
1956: THE REFLECTANCE OF
: USE OF REFLECTANCE IN EVALUATING TEMPERATURE OF
1972: OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
1971: DISPERSION OF THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
1972: OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
1972: OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
D KEROGEN OXIDATIONS. 1973:
OF THE ORGANIC MATTER IN A SITE 147 CORE FROM THE
URE OF KEROGEN IN THE MENILITOVAYA SCHISTS IN THE
ORPHISM » HYPOGENEStS ALTERATION DIAGENESIS
BURIAL
/KEROGEN/CAT AGENESIS/ 1974: NATURAL EVOLUTION I CATAGENESIS I RELATED TO CARBONIZATION IAS STUDIED BY HIGH RESOLUTIEUM OCCURRENCE IN THE ALGERIAN SAHARA. /KEROGEN CATAGENESIS /PALYNOMORPH CAIBONIZ AT ON/ 1 971 • SPATI AL AND TEMpSraI1974: PRINCIPAL ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. / CATAGENESIS /VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/
I PORAL






1974: BEHAVIOR OF STABLE CARBON ISOTOPES OURING CATAGENESIS OF COAL.
NATURAL GAS. 1971: CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND THE FORMATION OF OIL AN1970: CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND THE GENERATION OF OIL A
1973: CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN CLAY ROCKS LACKING RESER









: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE ZONE OF
1973: THE GEOLOGIC FACTORS IN COAL
RGANIC MATTER IN THE MAIN ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. /
ANO PETROLEUM ORIGIN. /ALGINITE /KEROGEN/ORGANIC
SIONS - PROBABLE SOURCE OF SEVERAL GAS DEPOSITS. /
L STUDIES OF SHALE AND CARBONATE SEDIMENTS. /CLAY
MIC SUBSTANCES AND KEROGEN: A REVIEW. /DIAGENESIS/ CATAGENESES/
INITE REFLECTANCE AND AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. *DISC / CATAGENESIS/
HETEROCHRONOUS ROCKS. /TIME VS TEMPERATURE/CLAY CATAGENESIS/
POLLENINS. /GAS HYDROCARBON GENERATION/ARTIFICIAL CATAGENESIS/
IUM CLAVATUM SPORES. / COLOR/PYROL YS I S/ ART IF IC I AL CATAGENESIS/











DAGISTAN). / CATAGENESIS/ DETAILED BITUMEN ANALYSIS/ 1973: COMPARISON OF CHLOROFAS IN SIBERIA. /OIL C GAS PROGNOS I S/ ACCUMULAT ION/ CATAGENESIS/ REGIONAL MAPS/PYRITIC IRON/BITUMENS/ 1971: GEOCHENISTR/ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS/ CATAGENESIS/ 1974: COMPOSITION OF DISPERSED ORGAN!: MATTER 1PRECAMB
1974: OISPERSEO
1974: ALGAL MATERIAL
1974: COAL SEAMS AND COALY INCLU
1975: THE USE OF RAOIOELEMENTS IN OIAGENETICA
1974: RECENT ADVANCES IN ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF HU
1975: COMPARATIVE STUOY OF BURIAL HISTORY USING VITR
1973: EXPRESSION CONDITIONS OF MAIN PHASE OF OIL FORM
1974: PYROLYSIS STUOY OF SOME POSSIBLE KEROGEN PRECUR
1974: THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ANO PRESSURE ON LYCO
























































































0PMENI °F ™ E ELEMENT » L COMPOSITION AND CATAGENETIC ALTERATION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS
AN.TYSl's? /MObTl ^Z^r^l: S^":T »"»! "TAGENETIC ALTERATION OF SYNGENET.C BITUNINOIoI Of'Si SsTm.N.TED OR DANYUYAM71CPRODUCTS/ 1974: D1AGENE IC AND CATAGENETIC CHANGES ANO A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF PLANCTONIC ISAPROPE NERUCEVSG74N
1910: THE ORIGIN OF COAL AND
ION OF SATURATED HIGHER FATTY ACIDS ISOLATED FROM
1970: METAMORPHISM OF
1928: THE BEHAVIOR OF
IGIN OF COAL. II. THE COALIFICATION OF LIGNIN ANO
RIGIN OF COAL. V. THE COALIFICATION OF LIGNIN AND
BUTION. i,5,. FR0M
,0N
- 1964: THE ROLE OF THE
RGANIC MATTER IFROM THE EXAMPLE OF THE MESOZOIC -
IN PERMIAN, TRIASSIC AND JURASSIC DEPOSITS OF THE
INERALS IN OIL SHALE. 1970: USE OF
USED IN THE STUDY OF LIGNITES; EXAMPLES FROM THE
DIMENT. 1971: ON THE QUESTION OF
PHOSIS AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS. 1969:
CAUSTOBIOLITHS IN GENERAL.
CAUSTOBIOLITHS OF DIVERSE AGE BY MEANS OF ION EXCHANGE RESINS. 197
CAUSTOBIOLITHS OF THE KARA3AN0A BASIN.
CELLULOSE DURING HEATING UNDER PRESSURE WITH WATER.
CELLULOSE IN A NEUTRAL MEDIUM. 1932: THE OR
CELLULOSE IN ALKALI MEDIUM. 1932: THE
CELLULOSE TO PETROLEUM ANO ANTHRACITE: PART XI. EXPERIMENTAL CONTRI
CELLULOSIC ANO LIGNITIC COMPONENTS OF WOOD IN ARTIFICIAL COALIFICAT
CENOZOIC OEPOSITS OF THE WESTERN CISCASPIAN REGION). 1964: EFFECTS
CENTRAL-VILYUI TERRAIN IN YAKUTIA. 1971: THE COMPOSITION AND NETAM
CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATION TO INVESTIGATE HOW KEROGEN IS BOUND TO THE M
CETIC BASIN (ROMANIA). »ENG £ FR SUM. 1972: NOMENCLATURE
CHARACTERISING THE LOSS OF ORGANIC MATTER DURING DIAGENESIS OF A SE
1974- 1JSF OF THF THFBM
CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES IN SOUTHEASTE1974. USE E ER AL AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE FOR DETERMINING THE FACIES ANO TYPE OF
I960: CHARACTERISTICS OF I SOMET AMORPHIC COAL SUBSTANCE.
1970: COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF METHANE GASES OF THE DONETS COAL BASIN AND THE D
1971: CHARACTERISTICS OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER OF VARIOUS SUBTYPES.

























RBONS/RELATIONS TO GRAIN SIZE. CARBONATES/ 1973:
ROLYSIS. 1970:
CARIACO TRENCH. 1973:
1970: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
HOMOGENEOUS" ORGANIC MATTER. 1949: EXPERIMENT TO
1968: A STUDY ON THE OPTICAL AND CHEMICAL
1929: THOUGHTS ON THE ORIGIN OF FOSSIL
1962: KEROGEN IN THE
EMAINS FROM THE DZHUGURTIN- GILYANS REGION OF THE
1973: A NEW
THE REFLECTION ANISOTROPY OF VITRINITES. 165*:
INSOLUBLE FRACTION OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER. /
ABSTR. 1974: PHYSICO-
ATTER USING THE OLENEKSK BOGHEAD. /UV-ABSORPT ION/
THERN FLORIDA. 1971: SOME
195*: THE
1951:
1968: A STUDY ON THE OPTICAL AND
ER (IN RELATION TO PETROLEUM GENESISI. 197*: THE
R. 197*:
TIES IN THE CATAGENETIC ZONE. 1973: VARIATION IN
1973: RESEARCH CONCERNING THE ORIGIN AND
1936: HUMUS: ORIGIN,
1973:
IN THE BALTIC. 197*: CONSTITUENT AND
TUMEN IN OIL SHALE. 192*: THE
IS STUDY OF SOME POSSIBLE KEROGEN PRECURSORS. 1.
HISTORY OF SEDIMENTS. DISC. 1975: OPTICAL AND
197*:
1973: PHYSICAL AND
MATERIAL AND A SUBSURFACE" TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED
1972: A COMPARATIVE INVESTIGATION ON THE
ROM INFRARED SPECTROMETRY. 1969: FEATURES OF THE
ISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER, BASED ON PHYSICAL AND
HE KUZNETSK BASIN. 197*: STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL,
1971:
GERMANYI. 196*: UPPER CARBONIFEROUS GASES, THEIR
OF OIL FORMATION IN THE LABORATORY. /UV-SPECTRA/
1966:
D YIELD OF HUMIC ACIDS. 1957:
PEAT ACCUMULATION AREAS. /CLAY AND ORGANIC FAC1ES/
AMORPHISM OF COAL FROM THE STANDPOINT OF PHYSICAL
MIC COALS. /REFRACTIVE INDEX/PROXIMATE C ULTIMATE
/OPTICAL PROPERTIES/X-RAY/ 1961: COAL: TYPOLOGY,
1962: ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF
N REGIONAL EPIGENETIC GRAOE ANO COAL RANK. 1966:
OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTENT OF SYNGENETIC
S/ DETAILED BITUMEN ANALYSIS/ 1973: COMPARISON OF
PALEOENVIRONMENTS. 1972: ANALYSIS OF BENZENE AND
TERATION OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE AND BLUE-GREEN ALGAL
/WURTZELITE/FOSSIL RESINS/ 197*: FINGERPRINT GAS
RY ROCK. 1970: APPLICATION OF PYROLYSIS ANO GAS
REGION 9. /ILLINOIS BASIN/MISSISSIPPI EMBAYMENT/
F THE MESOZOIC - CENOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE WESTERN
ION OF OIL IN THE TERRIGENOUS JURASSIC IN EASTERN
NATION OF THE DEGREE OF METAMORPHISM AND GRADE OF
F ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT AND FOSSIL SEDIMENTS. /
I AND HUMINITE I LIGNITES ). 1971:
C SERIES OF THE OONETS COALS IN N.M. KARAVAYEV'S
DIMENTARY ROCKS. 1975:
LECTANCE OF VITRINITE COMPONENT. 1972:
1960: THE COURSE OF COAL I F ICAT ION, RANK AND
SPECTRA OF BITUMENOIOS. 1970:
1958: DESIGN OF A GENETIC
1970: PETROGRAPHIC
72: OCCURRENCE, PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS, AND
1963: ORIGIN AND
97*: DIAGENETIC ANO CATAGENETIC CHANGES AND A NEW
LATION TO PETROLEUM GENESIS). 197*: THE CHEMICAL
OLEUM FORMATION. 1972:
197*: CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
1950: PETROGRAPHIC
TURKEY, THEIR OEGREES OF METAMORPHOSIS AND THEIR
FOSSIL CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES: NOMENCLATURE AND
GY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, CONSTITUTION. /OXIOATION/
1969: THE BASIS OF GENETIC
N SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1970: THERMAL ALTERATION OF
UPPER MESOZOIC STRATA, CALIFORNIA. =A8STR. 1970:
N S60IMENTARY ROCKS. 1971: THERMAL ALTERATION OF
OMORPH TRANSLUCENCY TO CARBON ANO HYDROCARBONS IN
0EP0S1TS OF THE RECENT PEAT ACCUMULATION AREAS. /
ETICAL STUDIES OF SHALE AND CARBONATE SEDIMENTS. /
NS IN HETEROCHRONOUS ROCKS. /TIME VS TEMPERATURE/
F SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER. /CHEMICAL ANALYSES/ /
TIAL/ 1975: COMPARISON OF KEROGEN DIAGENESIS WITH
ENG ABSTR 197*: THE MONTMORI LLONI TE MIXED-LAYER
ROLEUM ANO GAS FORMATION. 197*:
1973: CATAGENESIS OF OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN
MATTER/ 1975: RELATION OF CHANGES OF ORGANIC ANO
UPPER RHINE GRABEN. 197*: OIAGENESIS OF TERTIARY
NSOLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER IKER0GEN1 IN THE TOARCIAN
N COAL MINE. 1971: COAL ALTERATION AND
1967: DIAGENESIS OF
TS OF " SCLEROTINITE " IN A CENTRAL AFRICAN BROWN
GASES, THEIR CHEMISTRY AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO
197*: GENESIS OF
1972: SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS ON
1959: REFLECTANCE OF
197*: ETCHING OF BITUMINOUS
150 IN THE IBBENBUREN COAL MINE. 1971:
1961: STAGES OF
RATIO OF THE STABLE CARBON ISOTOPES OF BITUMINOUS
CLATURE ANO CLASSIFICATION. 195*:
1910: THE ORIGIN OF
135TH, 1965. 1968:
1952: INVESTIGATION OF
OF GEOLOGIC TIME IN PROCESSES OF METAMORPHISM OF
971: REGULAR FEATURES OF REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF
Y AND THE ADJOINING NORTH SEA: B. METAMORPHISM OF
1963: GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS OF
DS IN BITUMINOUS SEDIMENTS ANO ITS IMPORTANCE FOR
1967: OXIDATION ZONES OF
1915: SOME RELATIONS IN ORIGIN BETWEEN
1960: RELATION BETWEEN
ECREASE IF OXIDIZED/ 197*: DETECTION OF OXIOIZED
CHARACTERIZATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT AND FOSSIL SEDIMENTS. VASS0CHNB730
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INSOLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER OF SEDIMENTS BY PY GRANSCHJATOC
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ORGANIC MATTER IN A SITE 1*7 CORE FROM THE H0ERINGTC73C
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF HUMUS BY OPTICAL METHODS. *FR i. ROM SUM. NEMES MP70C
CHARACTERIZE PHYSICO-CHEMICALLY THE OIAGENESIS OF ROCKS RICH IN «BI MARCHNOA 69E
CHARACTERS OF SOME COALS CARBONISED IN THE LABORATORY. GHOSH TK68S
CHARCOAL (FUSAINI. BODE H 29W
CHATTANOOGA SHALE. BREGER 1A62K
CHECHEN- INGUSHSK A.S.S.R. BY PETROGRAPHIC METHOD IN LIGHT OF THE CA PARPAVAGM62I
CHEMICAL GEOCHEMICAL AAAACHEMGEOC
CHEMICAL - KINETIC MODEL FOR THE PROCESS OF PETROLEUM FORMATION. GALIMOVEM73N
CHEMICAL - PHYSICAL AND PETROGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS ON COALS, COKES WEGE E 5*C
CHEMICAL ANALYSES/ /CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 197*: LABORATORY SIMULATION KH0TYVALI7*M
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF BITUMINOUS SCHISTS. ENG CORREIAM 7*A
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS/ 197*: LABORATORY SIMULATION OF CATAGENETIC CHANG GLEB0YAYA7*M
CHEMICAL ANO BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF THE ACCUMULATION OF PEAT IN SOU IMBALN0JF71S
CHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL. TEICHERM 5*S
CHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIP OF L1GNIN TO HUMIC SUBSTANCES. BREGER IA51C
CHEMICAL CHARACTERS OF SOME COALS CARBONISED IN THE LABORATORY. GHOSH TK68S
CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF USPENIYVA7*E
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANO CLASSIFICATION OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTE RADCHK00A7*K
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HUMUS ORGANIC MATERIAL, AND ITS PARAMAGNETI KONTOCHAE73I
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE TRANSYL VANI AN DEPRESSION GAS FIELDS. FILIPCUMN73R
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE IN NATURE. /SOIL/PEAT/COAL/ WAKSMANSA36H
CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION OF COALS AND PETROLEUM. OELERT HH73C
CHEMICAL CONTENT OF DISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER IN PALEOZOIC DEPOSITS PARPAVAGM7*0
CHEMICAL DYNAMICS OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ORGANIC MATTER TO BI HAIER CG2*C
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF TWO SPOROPOLLENINS. /GAS HY0ROCAR8ON GENERATI MARCHNDA 7*E
CHEMICAL INDICATORS OF MATURATION, PETROLEUM POTENTIAL ANO THERMAL OURAND B 751
CHEMICAL MICROSCOPY. COCKS GC7*C
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES ANO PETROGRAPHY OF HAND-PICKED EXINITES. ALPERN B 73P
CHEMICAL REACTION MECHANISM. 1969: ESSENTIALS OF THE PETROLEUM FO PHILIPIGT69E
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF PETROLEUM ANO COAL BY OPTICAL METHOOS. DISC. OELERT HH72C
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF THE INSOLUBLE PART OF THE DISPERSED ORGANIC M FAYZUNAEM690
CHEMICAL STUDIES. 1971: CATAGENETIC ALTERATION OF SYNGENETIC 8ITUM DANYUYAAI71C
CHEMICAL, ANO TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED COAL N0VITIYNV7*!
CHEMICALLY SIGNIFICANT PROCESSES IN THE DIAGENESIS OF PEAT. RAK0VIYVY71C
CHEMISTRY AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO COAL IRESULTS OF STUDIES IN NO GEDENK R 5*0
CHEMISTRY OF BITUMENS/ SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 197*: MODELING OF THE MAI GLEB0YAYA7*G
CHEMISTRY OF HUMIC SUBSTANCES IN RELATION TO COAL IF ICAT ION. FLAIG W 66C
CHEMISTRY OF PEAT-FORMING MATERIALS. I. CONDITIONS OF HYDROLYSIS AN BATURO VA57K
CHEMISTRY OF PLANT MATTER/ 1975: RELATION OF CHANGES OF ORGANIC ANO TIM0FEVPP75R
CHEMISTRY. 1956: THE MET KARWEILJ 56M
CHEMISTRY/ 197*: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON OPTICAL PARPAVAGM7*V
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, CONSTITUTION. /OX1DATION/CLASSIFICATI0N/MACERA VANKREN0W61C
CHEROKEE GROUP IN SOUTHEASTERN KANSAS ANO NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA. BAKER DR620
CHLORITE-ILLITE TONSTEIN IN HIGH RANK COALS FROM QUEENSLAND, AUSTRA KISCH HJ66C
CHLOROFORM - EXTRACTABLE BITUMOIDS ANO GENETIC TYPE AND METAMORPHIC ZELICK0IA71I
CHLOROFORM EXTRACTS FROM CRUSHED AND WHOLE ROCKS IN. CAUCASIA, DAGI SYROVA GM73S
CHLOROFORM SOLUBLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF COAL AND T1EIR RELATIONSHIP STREI8 DL72A
CHLOROPHYLL. 197*: THERMAL AL OEHLER JH7*T
CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE ANALYSIS OF SOME NATIVE BITUMENS, ASPHALTS AN D0UGLASAG7*F
CHROMATOGRAPHY TO GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF KEROGEN IN SEDIME GIRAUD A 70A
CINCINNATI ARCH/ 1971: THE CARBON RATIO RULE ANO PETROLEUM POTENTIA B0ST1CKNH71C
CISCASPIAN REGION). 196*: EFFECTS OF STRATAL TEMPERATURES AND PRES LARSKYAYS6*V
CISCAUCASIS. 1969: OPTIMUM DEPTHS FOR THE FORMAT K0NYU0VAI690
CLARAIN COALS PETROGRAPHI CALLY FROM THIN POLISHED SECTIONS. 1956: B0G0LVALI560
CLARKS: TOTAL ORGANICS, BITUMOIDS, HYDROCARBONS/RELATIONS TO GRAIN VASS0CHNB730
CLASSIFICATION AND CORRELATION OF CONSTITUENTS OF VITRINITE ( COALS ALPERN B 71C
CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM. 1972: METAMORPHI 8EL0KN'VG72M
CLASSIFICATION OF CARBONACEOUS ROCKS AND ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS OF SE COMBAZ A 75E
CLASSIFICATION OF COALS ACCOROING TO DEGREE OF COALI
F
ICATION BY REF MCCAREYJT72C
CLASSIFICATION OF COALS ON THE BASIS OF VITRAIN ANALYSES. PATTEKYK 601
CLASSIFICATION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN TERMS OF THE INFRARED GLEB0YAYA70P
CLASSIFICATION OF OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. USPENIYVA58R
CLASSIFICATION OF FOSSIL ORJANIC CONSTITUENTS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. ALPERN B 70C
CLASSIFICATION OF FOSSIL ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN SEDIMENTS. *ENG ABS ALPERN B 72L
CLASSIFICATION OF NATURALLY OCCURRING CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES. BREGER IA630
CLASSIFICATION OF PLANCTONi: (SAPROPELIC) 01 SPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER. NERUCEVSG7*N
CLASSIFICATION OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF DISPERSE USPENIYVA7*E
CLASSIFICATION OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER IN CONNECTION WITH PETR RA0CHK00A720
CLASSIFICATION OF SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER. RA0CHK00A7*K
CLASSIFICATION OF THE BITUMENS. POTONIER 50P
CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS. 1969: CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF THE A ORHUN F 69C
CLASSIFICATION. 195*: COAL AND BITUMENS AND RELATED T0MKEFFSI5*C
CLASSIFICATION/MACERALS/ANALYSIS/CARBONIZATION /OPTICAL PROPERTIES/ VANKKENRW61C
CLASSIFICATIONS OF VARIOUS FOSSIL ORGANIC SUBSTANCES. USPENIYVA69G
CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES I PHYTOCLASTS I AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTAC B0STICKNH70T
CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES (PHYTOCLASTS ) AS INDICATORS OF THERMAL M 80STICKNH70C
CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTACT AND BURIAL MET B0STICKNH71T
CLASTIC SEDIMENTS. DISC. 1975: RELATIONSHIP OF PALYN GRAYSONJF75R
CLAY AND ORGANIC FACI ES/CHEMI STRY OF PLANT MATTER/ 1975: RELATION TIM0FEVPP75R
CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 1975: THE USE OF RADI OELEMENTS IN DIAGEN HASSAN M 75U
CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 1973: EXPRESSION CONDITIONS OF IAIN PHASE OF OIL RAABEN VF73U
CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 197*: LABORATORY SIMULATION OF CATAGENESIS OF THE KH0TYVALI7*M
CLAY COMPACTION OURING BURIAL. /REFLECTANCE/PYROLYSI S/PYROCHROMATOG LEPLAT P 75C
CLAY MINERAL TRANSITION ZONE AND ITS RELATION TO COAL IFI CAT ION IN S HELING D T*G
CLAY MINERALS OF PETROLEUM ANO GAS SOURCE ROCKS AS CATALYSTS OF PET VL0DAYAVP7*G
CLAY ROCKS LACKING RESERVOIR INTERBEOS. VASS0CHNB73C
CLAY SUBSTANCES IN DEPOSITS OF THE RECENT PEAT ACCUMULATION AREAS. TIM0FEVPP75R
CLAYEY SEDIMENTS AND INCLUDED DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN RELATIONS OOEBL F 7*D
CLAYS IN THE PARIS BASIN. PT.2. INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY, DIFFERENTIAL ESPITIEJ 73A
CLAYSTONE AND SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS IN BOREHOLE 150 IN THE IBBENBURE STADLERG 71U
COAL ( COALIFICATION ». TEICHERM 670
COAL (ANGOLAI. 1958: A FEW ASPEC NOEL R 58F
COAL (RESULTS OF STUDIES IN NORTH AND WEST GERMANYI. 196*: UPPER C GEDENK R 6*0
COAL - GRAPHITIC ROCKS IN METAMORPHIC SERIES IN THE SOUTHERN URALS. KRYL0VAGI7*G
COAL - PETROGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE ANO COAL PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS IBE TIM0FEVPP72S
COAL - TAR PITCHES ANO ATHABASCA BITUMEN FRACTIONS. KING LH59R
COAL — A FRUITFUL TECHNIQUE IN COAL PETROGRAPHY. DISC. MACKOKYMTT*A
COAL ALTERATION ANO CLAYSTONE ANO SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS IN BOREHOLE STAOLERG 71U
COAL ALTERATION ANO PARAGENETIC RELATIONS OF THE FOSSIL FUELS. AMM0S0VII61A
COAL AND ANTHRACITE ANO OF METHANE OF COAL ORIGIN IN NORTHWESTERN G COLOMBOU 68V
COAL AND BITUMENS AND RELATED FOSSIL CARBONACEOUS SUBSTANCES: NOMEN T0MKEFFSI5*C
COAL ANO CAUSTOBIOLITHS IN GENERAL. POTONIEH 10E
COAL AND COAL-BEARING STRATA: INTER-UNIVERSITY GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS, MURCH0NDG68C
COAL ANO COKE UNDER REFLECTED LIGHT. MACK0KYMT52U
COAL ANO OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1972: THE ROLE NERUCEVSG720
COAL ANO EPIGENESIS OF THE COUNTRY ROCKS. 1 GRECHINVV71Z
COAL ANO NATURAL GAS. 1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS DEPOSITS IN THE GERM BOIGK H 710
COAL ANO OIL METAMORPHISM. VYSHEIYVS63G
COAL ANO PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. I960: THE DISTRIBUTION OF AMINO ACI DEGENS ET60V
COAL AND PETROLEUM. ANMOSOVI I67Z
COAL AND PETROLEUM. WHITE CD15S
COAL ANO PETROLEUM. JACOB H 60U
COAL AND THE EFFECT OF OXIDATION ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES. / GRAY RJ7*0
42
NZENE and CHLI1RHF0RM SOLUBLE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF
1964: GAS PRODUCTION NEAR HARD
1930:
EOGEOGRAPHIC-FACIAL ANO TECTONIC DEVELOPMENT OF A
VE CHARACTERISTICS OF METHANE GASES OF THE DONETS
E BETWEEN THE GELSENK IRCHEN ANTICLINE OF THE RUHR
I960: REGIONAL RANK CHANGES IN THE SILESIAN
1935: NATURAL GAS IN EASTERN INTERIOR
REMENTS ON VITRAIN FROM THE ROCKS OF THE DOBRUDZA
C POSITION OF THE BITUMINOUS COALS OF THE BELGIAN
OLOGIC STRUCTURE AND COALIF ICAT I ON IN THE SHIKUHO
ALIFICATION AND GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE IN THE KARATSU
962: REGIONAL COALIF ICATION OF THE RHINE ANO RUHR
1961: OURATION AND FACTORS OF COAL I F ICATION IN
TITUENTS OF CERTAIN HIGHLY COALIFIED COALS OF THE
1974: COALIFICATION PATTERNS OF PENNSYLVAN I AN
ERSED IN SEDIMENTS IN THE NORTH ANO PAS-DE-CALAIS
OF THE THICKNESS OF ZONES OF METAMORPHISM IN THE
N METHANE CONTENT OF COALS, ACCOROING TO DEPTH OF
ON AND DISTRIBUTION OF HEAVY HYDROCARBON GASES IN




1973: THE GEOLOGIC FACTORS IN
: NATURAL MATURATION AND PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN AND
1971: DETERMINATION OF PROPORTIONS OF
TEM USING AUTOMATED REFLECTANCE SCANNING TO STUDY
H WAXES, PEAT, MONTAN WAX ANO OTHER ORGANIC BROWN
OF NOMENCLATURE FOR THE MICROSTRUCTURAL TYPES OF
1969: HEAVY HYDROCARBONS FROM THE
1971: ORIGIN OF
968: CARBON ISOTOPIC STUDY ON METHANE FROM GERMAN
ERMANENT CHARACTER OF EVIDENCE OF METAMORPHISM IN
IFEROUS (SILESIAN). A. THE PARALIC REGION: 2. THE
ANO APPLICATION TO TECTONIC ANALYSIS IN THE SAAR
ESIANI. A. THE PARALIC REGION: 1. THE RHINE-RUHR
NEOUS INTRUSION ON A FEW COAL SEAMS OF THE JHARI
A
UENTS. 1966: FUNDAMENTALS OF PETROGENESIS OURING
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MACERAL GROUPS OF THE
971: GROUPS OF MACERALS IN THE COMPOSITION OF THE
1972: REFLECTIVITY AND METAMORPHISM OF
1968: A PETROLOGIC STUDY OF A THERMALLY ALTERED
1956: THE METAMORPHISM OF
1969: PROBLEMS OF
1967: A NEW CASE OF
1970: THE NATURE OF
1974: PETROLOGY OF UPPER CARBONIFEROUS
REFRACTIVE INDICES AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF
UENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON COALIFICATION OF TERTIARY
1972: VERTICAL METAHORPHIC ZONING OF
1972: PARAMETERS OF THE METAMORPHIC ZONES OF
1972: NEW DATA ON THE METAMORPHISM OF
1963: THE METAMORPHISM OF
1969: METAMORPHISM OF
1966: ALTERATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
1972: GEOCHEMISTRY OF




1974: INFRAREO SPECTRA OF
1972: METAMORPHISM OF
COALIFICATION PROFILE OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS
OPMENT OF PORCELLANOUS ROCKS ANO REDDENING OF THE
ROM ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS OF THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS
OTROPY OF VITRINITES IN SOME COAL SCARES FROM THE
1972: FORMATION OF GAS DEPOSITS BY CATAGENESIS OF
1974:




OAL-BEARING ROCKS. 1971: COMPARATIVE STUOIES OF
1970: MODELING OF
1968: GEOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
- PRESSURE EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON
1965: OIL AND GAS FROM
1968: REFLECTANCE OF
1952: BROWN
1975: DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TECHNIOUES OF
TONE DIAGENESIS IN 80REH0LE 150 IN THE IBBENBUREN
ALIFICATION IN THE MINING FIELD OF THE IBBENBUREN
FLECTANCE STUOIES OF THE GENOTYPES IN THE LIGNITE
K LITHIFICATION. 1968:
BITUMINOUS COAL AND ANTHRACITE ANO OF METHANE OF
1970: C-12/C-13 RATIO OF COALS ANO,METHANE OF
MMISSIONS ON COAL - PETROGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE ANO
TION OF PETROLEUM. =ABSTR. 1973: APPLICATION OF
1952: NEW
1971: APPLICATION OF
1965: INTERNATIONAL HANOBOOK OF
1963: INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF
REFLECTANCE ANALYSIS. 1974:
1971: APPLICATION OF A METHOD OF
ENG C RUS SUM. 1973: APPLICATION OF
1974: STABLE REFLECTANCE STANDARDS FOR
1967: PROGRESS IN
9: ADVANCES IN INCIDENT FLUORESCENT MICROSCOPY IN
ING OF BITUMINOUS COAL — A FRUITFUL TECHNIQUE IN
1972: INTERNATIONAL HANOBOOK OF
1964: REFLECTANCE TECHNIOUES IN
1969: SOME RECENT ADVANCES IN
1955:
1960: FUNDAMENTALS OF
1975: STACH'S TEXTBOOK OF
FICATION. 1968: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
1969:
WEN BASIN, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA. 196B:
SSIBILITIES OF USING VARIOUS SCALES FOR MEASURING
OIMENTARY ROCKS: AN INTRODUCTION. «-OISC. 1975:
1972: TEMPERATURE OF
1975: RELATIONSHIPS OF
1971: 1LLITE CRYSTALLINITY, MINERAL FACIES AND
AUSTRALIA: NOTES ON REGIONAL EPIGENETIC GRADE ANO
LFIELDS. 1964:
RPHISM. 1. 1974: ANTHRACITE AND META- ANTHRACITE
COAL AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO STRATIGRAPHY ANO PALEOENVIRONMENTS.
COAL AREAS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
COAL AS A RECORDER OF INCIPIENT ROCK METAMORPHISM.
COAL BASIN — DEMONSTRATED BY THE RUHR CARBONIFEROUS. 1973: THE P
COAL BASIN ANO THE DNIEPER-DONE TS BASIN. 1970: COMPARATI








1956: SPECIAL ASPECTS OF
BULG SUM. 1971: INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS ANO R
ITS IMPORTANCE FOR THE DILATOMETRIC BEHAVIOR OF THE COA
JAPAN. 1958: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GE
SAGA PREFECTURE, JAPAN. 1959: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEE
SHOWN ON THE BASIS OF THE SONNENSCHEIN SEAM. 1
COAL BASINS OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
COAL BASINS OF LIEGE, HERVE, ANO CAMPINE.
COAL BASINS OF THE USA.
COAL BASINS. tOISC. 1975: COMPARISON OF REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE
COAL BEOS OF THE DONETS BASIN. 1970: DETERMINATION
COAL BEDS. 1972: VARIATION I
COAL BEDS. 1971: CONDITIONS OF FORMATI
COAL BY OPTICAL METHODS. DISC. 1972: A COMPARATIVE tNVESTI
COAL BY PERIDOTITE DIKES IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
COAL BY ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE ABSORPTION.
COAL CARBON TRANSFORMATION: BASIC MECHANISMS.
COAL CATAGENESIS. /TIME/ TEMPERATURE/
COAL COMPARED BY USE OF OPTICAL CRITERIA. *DI SC /SPORINITE VS VITRI
COAL COMPONENTS BY AUTOMATED MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE SCANNING.
COAL COMPONENTS. 1969: A MICROSCOPE SYS
COAL CONSTITUENTS. 1969: EART
COAL CONSTITUENTS. 1966: FUNDAMENTALS OF PETROGENESIS DURING COAL
COAL DEPOSITS IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE DNIEPER - DONETS BASIN.
COAL DEPOSITS.
COAL DEPOSITS. 1
COAL DEPOSITS. 1976: THE P
COAL OISTRICT OF AACHEN-ERKE- LENZ: B. METAMORPHISM OF COAL. 1971:
COAL DISTRICT. 1966: COALIFICATION PARAMETERS - THEIR STATISTICAL
COAL DISTRICT: D. METAMORPHISM OF COAL. 1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS DE
COAL FIELD, BIHAR, INDIA. 1969: ON THE EFFECTS OF IG
COAL FORMATION: CONCEPTS OF NOMENCLATURE FOR THE MICROSTRUCTURAL TY
COAL FROM THE OOBRUOJA BASIN. 1972: STUOY
COAL FROM THE DOBRUDZA BASIN. *GER SUN. 1
COAL FROM THE L'VOV- VOLYN BASIN. »ENG £ RUS SUM.
COAL FROM THE PURGATOIRE RIVER VALLEY OF COLORADO.
COAL FROM THE STANDPOINT OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
COAL GEOCHEMISTRY.
COAL GRAPHITIZATION BY A VOLCANIC INTRUSION AT CALI (COLUMBIA).
COAL HYPOGENESIS.
COAL IN BULGARIA'S OOBROUDJA BASIN.
COAL IN BULK MEASURED IN THE RANGE 6,000 TO 9,000 ANGSTROMS BY A PO
COAL IN JAPAN. =ABSTR. 1974: INFL
COAL IN THE DONBASS.
COAL IN THE DONETS BASIN.
COAL IN THE L'VOV- VOLYN BASIN. *ENG £ RUS SUM.
COAL IN THE MUNSTERLANO WELL, BASED ON THE REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE
COAL INCLUSIONS AS AN INDICATOR OF PALEOGEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT.
COAL INCLUSIONS IN OIL-BEARING STRATA.
COAL INCLUSIONS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
COAL INCLUSIONS IN SEDIMENTS OF THE UPPER RHINE GRABEN — AN AID TO
COAL INVESTIGATIONS USING LASER IRRADIATION.
COAL LUMINESCENCE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE.
COAL MACERALS AT DIFFERENT LIGHT WAVELENGTHS. DISC.
COAL MACERALS SEPARATED FROM BULGARIAN LIGNITES.
COAL MACERALS.
COAL MEASURES IN THE ISSELBURG 3 BOREHOLE NORTHWEST OF WESEL. »ENG
COAL MEASURES IN THE SOUTH DERBYSHIRE, LEICESTERSHIRE ANO WARWICKSH
COAL MEASURES IN THE SUB-MOSCOW BASIN). 1971: THE ROLE OF DIAGENE
COAL MEASURES OF NORTHUMBERLAND. 1973: REFLECTIVITY AND ANIS
COAL MEASURES.
COAL METAMORPHISM — A MANY-SIDED NATURAL PROCESS.
COAL METAMORPHISM ANO HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL IN THE UPPER PALEOZOIC
COAL METAMORPHISM AND IGNEOUS ASSOCIATIONS IN ANTARCTICA. »OISC.
COAL METAMORPHISM ANO IGNEOUS INTRUSIVES IN COLORADO.
COAL METAMORPHISM ANO PETROLEUM PROSPECTING.
COAL -METAMORPHISM WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO MICROPHOTOMETRIC REF
COAL METAMORPHISM.
COAL METAMORPHISM.
COAL METAMORPHISM. 1954: HIGH
COAL METAN0RPHISM7 »DISC.
COAL MICROCOMPONENTS IN RELATION TO THE METAMORPHIC SERIES.
COAL MICROSCOPY.
COAL MICROSCOPY.
COAL MINE. 1971: COAL ALTERATION AND CLAYSTONE AND SANDS
COAL MINING CO. 1971: THE REGIONAL CHANGE OF CO
COAL OF THE MARITSA EAST BASIN. 1971: RE
COAL ORGANIC MATTER AS A PARAMETER OF THE DEGREE OF SEDIMENTARY ROC
COAL ORIGIN IN NORTHWESTERN GERMANY. 1968: THE RATIO OF THE STABLE
COAL ORIGIN.
COAL PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS (BELGIUM, 1970). 1972: SESSION OF THE I
COAL PETROGRAPHIC METHODS IN RELATING LEVEL OF ORGANIC METAMORPHISM
COAL PETROGRAPHIC RESULTS FROM ANTHRACITES.
COAL PETROGRAPHICAL METHODS IN OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION.
COAL PETROGRAPHY (2ND ED. I.
COAL PETROGRAPHY (2ND ED.).
COAL PETROGRAPHY AND ITS APPLICATION. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON
COAL PETROGRAPHY FOR STUOY OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS.




COAL PETROGRAPHY. *DISC. 1974: ETCH
COAL PETROGRAPHY: SUPPLEMENT TO THE 2ND EDITION.





COAL PETROLOGY: MACERALS, MICROLI THOTYPES AND SOME EFFECTS OF COALI
COAL RANK ANO BURIAL METAMORPHIC MINERAL FACIES.
COAL RANK ANO LOWEST GRAOE REGIONAL METAMORPHISM IN THE SOUTHERN BO
COAL RANK ANO SUGGESTED LINES OF DEMARCATION FOR MAIN COALIFICATION
COAL RANK ANO VERY LOW STAGE METAMORPHIC MINERAL FACIES IN ASSOC IAT
COAL RANK CHANGE AT DEPTH (WITH REFERENCE TO WORK OF I.I. AMMOSOV).
COAL RANK TO PALEOTEMPERATURE S IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. *OISC.
COAL RANK. »ENG ABSTR.
COAL RANK. 1966: CHLORI TE-I LL I IE TONSTEIN IN HIGH RANK COALS FROM
COAL RANKS ANO GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS IN HIGH VOLATILE BITUMINOUS COA






























































































































09 BOREHOLE, W 197*: L
I
THOSTRAT IGRAPHY AND
STUDY OF THE SEYLER THEORY OF
1957: VARIATION IN
1965: COMPARISON OF MEASURES OF
1970: PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF
1969: GEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF
SOME GEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF
1969: GEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF
1968: THE QUESTION OF MEASURING
T WITH THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER AND ITS APPLICATION IN
NACERALS RESINITE AND SCLEROT INI TE. 1970: BROUN
CTION BY NITRIC ACID OF PYRITES FROM VITRAINS AND
REFLECTIVITY ANO ANISOTROPY OF VITRINITES IN SOME
CARBON ISOTOPE RATIO IN METHANE FROM MINE GAS ANO
CIAL REFERENCE TO THE NIGGER-HEAD IN THE YONSHAKU
ATION OF VITRINITE REFLECTANCE TO POSITION IN THE
POSITS. /CATAGENESIS/ 1974:
SC. 1975: COMPARISON OF VITRINITE REFLECTANCE IN
1973: THE FORMATION OF METHANE IN
1974: GENERATION OF PETROLEUM-LIKE SUBSTANCES IN
1972: THE RANK OF
OBLEMS. 1935: ALTERATION OF
969: ON THE EFFECTS OF IGNEOUS INTRUSION ON A FEW
COKING PROPERTIES I. 1963:
1973: HYDROGEN IN GASES AND
1956: CHANGES IN RANK IN THE RUHR
1952: THE THERMAL METAMORPHISM OF
1949: HILT'S LAW AND THE VOLATILE CONTENTS OF
ONSIDERATION OF THE REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE FROM
1966: GAS FORMATION AND ACCUMULATION IN
1966: GAS FORMATION ANO ACCUMULATION IN
AL: I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATION OF POLISHED
1960: CHARACTERISTICS OF ISOMETAMDRPHIC
1970: SOME OUESTIONS OF
GENESIS OF OIL THROUGH HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION OF
1960: THE REFLECTIVITY SPECTRA OF
1964: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATURAL GAS AND
1965: STUOY OF THE CONNECTION BETWEEN GAS ANO
1969: ORIGIN OF NITROGEN IN




952: REFLECTANCE AS ONE OF THE MAIN PROPERTIES OF
1969: ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF
1968: THE RATE OF DIAGENESIS OF
1968: REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF
1973: FUNDAMENTALS ON THE ORIGIN OF
1946:
1955: MICROREFLECTIVITY ANALYSIS OF
1958: OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE AND
1963: OCCURRENCE OF RESINITE IN BITUMINOUS
1957: MICROSCOPY OF THE RESIN RODLETS OF ILLINOIS
1954: THE REFLECTANCE OF
1955: REFLECTANCE OF
1954: THE CHEMICAL AND STRUCTURAL METAMORPHISM OF
1962: THE GENESIS OF
9: PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF
FRACTIVE INDEX OF VITRAIN AS A MEASURE OF RANK IN
W TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION OF HYDROCARBON GASES FROM
LOGICAL FACTORS IN THE METAMORPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF
NATION OF STATISTICAL REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
R OF STA8LE CARBON ISOTOPES DURING CATAGENESIS OF
OGY - A NEW TREND IN MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OF
IN THE PROPERTIES OF VITRINITE IN I SOMETAMORPH IC
E ANO MACERAL ANALYSIS OF A CONTACT METAMORPHOSED
NVESTIGATIONS ON THE BULGARIAN LIGNITES AND BROWN
PLANT MATERIALS ANO ITS RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF
ITS ALTERATION DURING THE PROCESS OF FORMATION OF
INTO THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF
ERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF PETROGRAPHIC COMPONENTS OF
, REFLECTANCE VALUES AND INTERNAL SURFACE AREA OF
0NSH1P BETWEEN PRECAMBRIAN THUCHOLITE AND BOGHEAD
OR MEASURING RANK OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER ANO
THE RHINE-RUHR COAL DISTRICT: 0. METAMORPHISM OF
DISTRICT OF AACHEN-ERKE- LENZ: B. METAMORPHISM OF
1972: BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF
ESSING FOR REFLECTANCE PHOTOMETRY OF VITRINITE IN
ATION OF THE METHOD OF REMISSION INVESTIGATION OF
F INTERFORMATIONAL EROSION ON THE REFLECTIVITY OF
OIUM. 1932: THE ORIGIN OF
1932: THE ORIGIN OF
1932: THE ORIGIN OF
VITY SPECTRUM AND OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF BITUMINOUS
THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF GAS FORMATION IN BITUMINOUS
REACTION TIMES. 1970:
COMPOSITION, ANO IMPORTANCE IN NATURE. /SOIL/PEAT/
/DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER/V1TRINITE REFLECTANCE/
1932: FORMATION OF BITUMINOUS
IONSHIPS BETWEEN REGIONS CONTAINING CARBONIFEROUS
IAGENESIS OF PLANT LIPIDS DURING THE FORMATION OF
IAGENESIS OF PLANT LIPIDS DURING THE FORMATION OF
TION OF RFSIDUAL OIL DEPOSIT. DISC /DTA OF WOOO,
F U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO
1952: WAS DECAY IMPORTANT IN ORIGIN OF
ARDI2ATI0N. 1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF BITUMINOUS
1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF BITUMINOUS
1968: THE REFLECTANCE OF BITUMINOUS
1961:
IS/CARBONIZATION /OPTICAL PROPERTIES/ X-RAY/ 1961:
ARTIFICIAL
NESIS * MATURATION TRANSFORMATION EVOLUTION
1967: DIAGENESIS OF COAL (
EFECTURE, JAPAN. 1959: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
S MIXTURES. 1968: DIFFERENCES IN THE DEGREES OF
1972: PRE- AND POST- DEFORMATIONAL
SC. 1975: PRE- ANO POST- DEFORMATIONAL
. *ENG SUM. 1972: RELATIONS BETWEEN
FORMATION OF COAL, PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS: II.
2: CLASSIFICATION OF COALS ACCORDING TO DEGREE OF
EUM EXPLORATION. 1974: A COMPOSITE
1969: TECTONIC MOVEMENT ANO
1966: INVESTIGATIONS OF
COAL RANKS IN RELATION TO DEPTH AND TEMPERATURE IN AUSTRALIAN AND N
COAL RANKS IN THE HARTON BOREHOLE.
COAL REDUCTION STATE IN RELATION TO METHANE CONTENT.









COAL RESEARCH. 1960: MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE MEASUREMEN
COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS
COAL SAMPLES. 1964: THE EXTRA
COAL SCARES FROM THE COAL MEASURES OF NORTHUMBERLAND. 1973:
COAL SEAM GAS AND ITS RELATION TO GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS. 1970: THE
COAL SEAM. *ENG ABSTR. 1967: ON THE COALIF I CATI ON OF THE AMAKUSA
COAL SEAM. =ABSTR. 1973: REL
COAL SEAMS AND COALY INCLUSIONS - PROBABLE SOURCE OF SEVERAL GAS DE
COAL SEAMS ANO IN KEROGEN OF SANDSTONES, SHALES, AND LIMESTONES IN
COAL SEAMS ANO THE ROLE OF WATER IN COALI F ICAT ION.
COAL SEAMS AS SEEN UNDER THE MICROSCOPE.
COAL SEAMS IN THE GALILEE BASIN.
COAL SEAMS IN THE VICINITY OF IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS, AND ASSOCIATED PR
COAL SEAMS OF THE JHARIA COAL FIELD, BIHAR, INDIA. 1
COAL SEAMS OF THE MUNSTERLAND 1 WELL « COALIF ICATION, PETROGRAPHY,
COAL SEAMS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DONETS BASIN.
COAL SEAMS WITH AGE, DEPTH, AND TECTONIC POSITION.
COAL SEAMS.
COAL SEAMS.
COAL SEAMS. 1970: COALIF ICAT ION STUDIES AND GEOTHERMAL CDNSIDERATI
COAL SEAMS: I. GAS FORMATION.
COAL SEAMS: II. GAS ACCUMULATION.
COAL SECTIONS. OF THE REFLECTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS AND OF ITS ST
COAL SUBSTANCE.
COAL THERMAL HETAMORPHI SM.
COAL TYPE SUBSTANCES WITHIN CERTAIN LOWER CARBONIFEROUS STRATA OF T




















































1971: ORGANIC MATTER AND
1961: RECENT INVESTIGATIONS
1959: MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF RATE OF TH
1966: RELATION BETWEEN MOISTURE CONTENT
1969: CRITICAL REMARKS ON A POSTULATED GENETIC RELATI
1974: STANDARDS FOR INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF BITUMINO
1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS DEPOSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPU
1971: THE CARBONIFEROUS OEPOSITS IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPU
COAL. *DISC.
COAL. *ENG C FR ABSTR »OISC. 1974: ELECTRONIC DATA RECORDING AND
COAL. *ENG SUM. 1971: APPLIC
COAL. *RUS f. GER SUM. 1970: EFFECTS
COAL. II. THE COALIFICATION OF LIGN1N AND CELLULOSE IN A NEUTRAL ME
COAL. III. THE COALIFICATION OF RESINS ANO WAXES IN NEUTRAL MEDIUM.
COAL. V. THE COALIFICATION OF LIGNIN AND CELLULOSE IN ALKALI MEOIUM
COAL; ESTIMATION OF AROMATICITY. 1959: REFLECTI
COAL; THE INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN ON GAS FORMATION. 1969: APPLICATION
COAL-LIKE SUBSTANCES FROM LOW - TEMPERATURE PYROLYSIS AT VERY LONG
COAL/ 1936: HUMUS: ORIGIN, CHEMICAL
COAL, KEROGEN, PETROLEUM MATURAT ION/LAUMONTITE/ 1974: CARBONACEOUS
COAL, MINERAL OIL ANO ASPHALT.
COAL, PETROLEUM AND GAS. DISC. 1974: PALEOGEOGRAPHI C RELAT
COAL, PETROLEUM ANO NATURAL GAS — I. CHANGES IN THE N-PARAFFIN HYD
COAL, PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS: II. COALIFICATION AND THE FORMATIO
COAL, SHALES, OIL, ASPHALTS/ 1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN POSIDONIA SHAL







I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATION OF POLISHED COAL SECTIONS,
II. REFLECTION ANISOTROPY.
III. THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE.
ITS FORMATION ANO COMPOSITION, 2ND ED..
TYPOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, CONSTITUTION. /OXIOAT ION/CLASS
COALIFICATION LABORATORY SIMULATION CARBONIZATION
COALIFICATION METAMORPHISM EOMETAMORPHISM HYPOGENESIS ALTER
COALIFICATION I.
COALIFICATION ANO GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE IN THE KARATSU COAL BASIN, SAG
COALIFICATION AND IN THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COALS WITH CALCAREOU
COALIFICATION ANO ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR OIL ANO GAS EXPLORATION.
COALIFICATION AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION. »DI
COALIFICATION AND TECTONICS IN THE NORTHERN RHENISH SCHI EFERGEBI RGE
COALIFICATION ANO THE FORMATION OF OIL ANO GAS IN THE GIPPSLAND BAS
COALIFICATION BY REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE COMPONENT. 197
COALIFICATION CURVE OF THE MARITIME REGION AND ITS VALUE FOR PETROL
COALIFICATION OEGREE IN THE AMAKUSA BASIN.






















































































































ION BETWEEN DISTRIBUTION OF HEAVY N-PARAFFINS UNO COALIFICATION IN CARBONIFEROUS COALS FROM THE SAAR DISTRICT, GERMAN LEYTHERO 69R
1961: DURATION AND FACTORS OF
THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF RENEWEO
THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF RENEWED
T. 1961:
CLAY MINERAL TRANSITION ZONE AND ITS RELATION TO
BIRGE. 1973: THE PALEOGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF
COALIFICATION IN COAL BASINS OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
COALIFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS. 196*:
COALIFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS. 1964:
COALIFICATION IN RELATION TO DEPTH OF BURIAL AND GEOTHERMIC GRADIEN
COALIFICATION IN STRATA OF THE GRAUE SCHI CHTE NFOLGE (OLIGOCENE). *E
COALIFICATION IN THE DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE NORTHERN RHE





HE LING D 74G
PAPROTHE 73P
1962: PROBLEMS AND RESULTS OF ARTIFICIAL
RUHR DISTRICT. 1966:
E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE AND
1962: ARTIFICIAL
1932: THE ORIGIN OF COAL. II. THE
1932: THE ORIGIN OF COAL. V. THE
EXCITATION, A MICROSCOPE METHOD FOR MEASURING THE
1932: THE ORIGIN OF COAL. III. THE
1974: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON
HE YONSHAKU COAL SEAH. ENG ABSTR. 1967: ON THE
D TO THE PROBLEM OF OIL AND GAS CONTENTI. 1972:
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1972: TIME AND
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DEPOSITIONAL FACIES. 1971: POST- SEDIMENTATION ALTERATION OF ORGA
DEPTH
DEPTH (WITH REFERENCE TO WORK OF I.I. AMMOSOV).
DEPTH ACCOROING TO DIAGENETIC LOSS. /IRON S SULFUR VALENCE, TOTAL
DEPTH AND TEMPERATURE IN AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND OIL AND GAS WEL
DEPTH IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. =ABSTR. 1973: INVESTIGATI
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DEPTH OF COAL BEDS. 1972: VA
DEPTH OF COALS ON THEIR METAMORPHISM.
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DEPTH. 1972: ZONING OF METAMORPHISM
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DEPTHS OF OIL ORIGIN AND PRIMARY MIGRATION: A REVIEW ANO CRITIQUE.
DEPTHS. 1974: PHASE
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-LIKE TISSUE IN MIDDLE CARBONIFEROUS COALS OF THE
AL DEPOSITS IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE DNIEPER -
OF ZONES OF METAMORPHISM IN THE COAL BEDS OF THE
MATTER IN THE CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS OF THE GREATER
ACITES FROM THE DOLZHANSKAYA- ROVENKY AREA OF THE
HPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF METHANE GASES OF THE
1972: METAMORPHIC SERIES OF THE
1958:
RATED HYDROCARBONS IN A THICK SEDIMENTARY SERIES I
OF PERANTHRACITE FROM THE CARBONIFEROUS BASIN OF
CTI. 1964: NON- VOLATILE HYDROCARBONS IN DIAMOND
WELL BOREHOLE
AS AN INDICATION OF RESIDUAL OIL DEPOSIT. OISC /
F ORGANIC MATERIAL IN UPPER TRIASSIC ROCKS, OOLNI
PPLICATIONS AND REPERCUSSIONS OF THE THEORY OF A.
AGE » TIME
KIA. 1961:
ST-SIBERIAN LOWLANDI. 1966: THE
THE ABUNOANCE OF CARBON AND NITROGEN ISOTOPES IN
CONTACT INTRUSION METAMORPHISM DIKE »
E OF PONIATI SEAM AFFECTED BY A MICA - PERIDOTITE
OIL SHALE. 1924: THE CHEMICAL
1962: STUDY OF COALIFIED PLANT REMAINS FROM THE
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER (IN RELATION TO PETROLEUM GENESIS1. 1974:
DISPERSED ORGANi: MATTER I MOD I . =ABSTR. 1975: USE OF X-RAY OIFFRA
D1SPERSE0 ORGANIC MATTER (PRECAMBRIAN ANO LOWER CAMBRIAN, SOUTHERN
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER ) IN PETROLEUM EXPLORATION.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND BITUMENS IN ROCKS OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AND CDAL. 1974: STANDAR3S FOR INFRARED A
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER ANO THE FORMATION OF OIL AND NATURAL GAS.
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER ANO THE GENERATION OF OIL AND GAS DURING T
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AT THE STAGE OF SEDIMENT DIAGENESIS.
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER OURING SUBSIDENCE OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. /B
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN CLAY ROCKS LACKING RESERVOIR INTERBEDS.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN LOWER CAMBRIAN ANO PRECAMBRIAN OEPOSITS
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF SOUTHERN MANGYSHLA
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOIC STRATA IN SIBERIA AND THE POSS
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN NATURE. 1974: LABORATORY THERMOLYS
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN PALEOZOIC DEPOSITS IN THE BALTIC.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN RELATIONSHIP TO GEOTHERMICS IN THE UPPE
DISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS BY PETROGRAPHIC METHODS.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1971: APPLICA
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1972: THE ROLE OF GEOLO
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1972: DEVELOPMENT OF THE EL
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1974: X-RAY S
DISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER IN SOME SEDIMENTARY ROCKS IN WESTERN ANTAR
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN TERMS OF THE INFRARED SPECTRA OF 81TUME
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN THE CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS OF THE GREATER
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN THE MAIN ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. /CATAGE
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN THIN SECTIONS.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER OF ROCKS.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER OF THE CARBONATE - TERRIGENOUS COMPLEX IN
DISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER THAT IS HIGHLY HETAMORPHOSED. 1973: CHARA
OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER UNDER THE ACTION OF CONTACT METAMORPHISM A
DISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER WITH OEPTH ACCORDING TO OIAGENETIC LOSS. /
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER.
OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1971: STUOY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1973: MAIN GAS FORMING PHASE AS ONE OF
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1971: THE RELATION BETWEEN EPIGENETIC CH
OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1971: THE ROLE OF FACIES ANO ENVIRONMENT
OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. /ELEMENTAL, BITUMEN, IRON STATE ANALYSIS
OISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER) IN PETROLEUM EXPLORATION.
DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER/VI TRINI TE REFLECTANCE/COAL, KEROGEN, PETRO
DISPERSED ORGANICS DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER KEROGEN « RESIDU
DISPERSED ORGANICS/ GAS FROM COALI E ICAT I ON/ 1971: CARBON ISOTOPE M
DISPERSED SAPROPELIC ORGANIC MATTER DURING DIAGENESIS OF SEDIMENTS.
DISPERSION OF THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED VITRINITES.
DISSEMINATED BITUMEN WITH MESOZOIC SEDIMENTS OF THE KAGAN REGION.
OISSEMINATEO IN ROCKS. «-EN3 SUM £ DISC. 1972: RECENT PROGRESS IN
DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER KEROGEN RESIOUAL * INSOLUBLE
DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER AND BITUMENS IN THE MESOZOIC OF THE BUK
OISSEMINATEO ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY RDCKS. 1965: EFFECT OF
DISSEMINATEO ORGANIC MATTER, BASED ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDIES
DISSEMINATEO VITRINITES IN THE GULF COAST REGION. =ABSTR tOISC.
DISSOLVED IN PORE SOLUTIONS. /HYDROCARBONS/ CATAGENESIS/ 1974: THE
DISTINCTION BETWEEN GELINITE - COLLINITE AND BITUMENS - KEROGENS.
DISTRIBUTION AND TYPES OF ORGANIC MATTER IN A BARRED MARINE BASIN.
DISTRIBUTION IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS; DEEP WELL LOG OATA.
DISTRIBUTION OF AMINO ACIDS IN BITUMINOUS SEDIMENTS AND ITS IMPORTA
DISTRIBUTION OF CARBON IN CRUST OF EARTH.
DISTRIBUTION OF OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER IN MESOZOIC STRATA IN SIBE
DISTRIBUTION OF DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER AND BITUMENS IN THE MES
DISTRIBUTION OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS IN DEPENDENCE OF DEPTH, AS THE
DISTRIBUTION OF HEAVY HYOROCARBON GASES IN COAL BEDS.
DISTRIBUTION OF HEAVY N-PARAFFINS AND COAL I F I CAT ION IN CARBONIFEROU
DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROCARBON DEPOSITS.
DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROCARBONS IN HETEROCHRONOUS ROCKS. /TIME VS TEM
DISTRIBUTION OF OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS IN VARIOUS OIL AND GAS BASINS.
DISTRIBUTION OF OIL AND GAS FIELDS IN WESTERN SIBERIA. 1969: ROLE
DISTRIBUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTS.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MACERAL GROUPS OF THE COAL FROM THE OOBRUDJA BA
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ORGANIC MATERIALS IN THE PALEOGENE - NEOGENE SE
DISTRIBUTION/ 1973: ACCUMULATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN MODERN SEDIM
DISTRIBUTION, COMPOSITION AND STATE OF THE DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTFR
DISTRIBUTIONS AND EQUIVALENT COALI
F
ICATI ON TEMPERATURES IN SOME PER
DISTURBED BITUMINOUS COALS.
DNEPR' BASIN.
DNIEPER - DONETS BASIN. 1969: HEAVY HYDROCARBONS F
ONIEPER-DONETS BASIN. 1970: COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
DOBROUOJA BASIN. 1974: PE
OOBRUDJA BASIN. 1972: STUOY ON THE OISTRI
D08RUDZA BASIN. »GER SUM. 1971: GROUPS OF
DOBRUOZA COAL BASIN. tBULG SUM. 1971: INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC ANALY
DOLERITE INTRUSIONS IN THE NATAL COALFIELDS.
OOLNI DUBNIK. »ENG C RUS SUM.. 1969: MORPHO
DOLZHANSKAYA- ROVENKY AREA OF THE DONETS BASIN. *E^G L RUS SUM.
DON) IN ROCKS ON THE BASIS OF DATA FROM INFRARED SPECTROMETRY. 196
DONBASS.
DONBASS. =ABSTR. 1973: AN EXPERIMENT IN ASCER
OONETS BASIN. 1972: P
DONETS BASIN. 1973: HYD
OONETS BASIN. 1972: TIME
OONETS BASIN. 1973: FINOS OF THE CORK
OONETS BASIN. 1973: FINDS OF THE CORK
DONETS BASIN. 1969: HEAVY HYDROCARBONS FROM THE CO
DONETS BASIN. 1970: DETERMINATION OF THE THICKNESS
DONETS BASIN. 1964: METAMORPHISM OF DISPERSED ORGANIC
OONETS BASIN. *ENG £ RUS SUM. 1972: REFLECTIVITY OF ANTHR
OONETS COAL BASIN AND THE DNIEPER-DONETS BASIN. 1970: CO
OONETS COALS IN N.M. KARAVAYEV'S CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM.
OOPPLERITE — ITS PETROGRAPHY AND GENESIS.
DOUALA, CAMEROUNSI. 1969: DIAGENESIS OF SATU
DOURO, SAO PEORO DA COVA MINE, GONOOMAR, NORTHWEST PORTUGAL. »FR
€
DRILL CORES OF THE DEVONIAN ANO CARBONIFEROUS OF THE MUNSTERL ANO-1
DRILLHOLE
DTA OF WOOD, COAL, SHALES, OIL, ASPHALTS/ 1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN P
DUBNIK. »ENG C RUS SUM.. 1969: MORPHOLOGY
DUPAROUE. 1969: THE REFLECTANCE OF FRENCH COALS, A
DURATION TEMPORAL
DURATION AND FACTORS OF COAL I F I CAT I ON IN COAL BASINS OF CZECHOSLOVA
DURATION OF FORMATION OF PETROLEUM DEPOSITS I BY EXAMPLE FROM THE WE
DUTCH COALS AND NATURAL GAS. 1966: DETERMINATION OF
OYKE
DYKE. 1964: REFLECTANC
DYNAMICS OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ORGANIC MATTER TO BITUMEN IN






















































































































WEST VIRGINIA USING BOTTOM-HOLE TEMPERATURES FROM
ARTIFICIALLY METAMORPHOSEO KEROGEN. 197*:
RT I. STUDY BY ELEMENTARY OPTICAL ANALYSIS AND BY
1966: THE
D TO CARBONIZATION (AS STUDIED BY HIGH RESOLUTION
EROGEN MATURATION. »OISC /SAPROPEL/ 1975:
D NATURAL HISTORIES OF ORGANIC SEDIMENTS. 1965:
1966:
1TRINITE IN COAL. tENG C FR ABSTR *DISC. 197*:
THE ORGANIC MATTER IN OIL SHALES. / PETROGRAPHI C,
197*: ORGANIC
ND LOWER CAMBRIAN, SOUTHERN SIBERIAN PLATFORM). /
1972: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF
IC MATTER IN ROCKS. 1972: DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DITIONS. <-DISC. 1972: STUDIES ON THE EMISSION OF
LANCTONIC (SAPROPELIC! DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. /
HUMIC COALS OF VARIOUS REDUCTION TYPES. /MACERAL,
ATIONS OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF CONSTITUTIVE VEGETABLE
S BETWEEN THE STATE OF PRESERVATION OF STRUCTURAL
CHEMICAL CONDITIONS. *DISC. 1972: STUDIES ON THE
196*: PROBABLE QUANTITIES OF HYOROCARBONS
1965: GEOBOTANICAL DICTIONARY: RUSSIAN,
PALEOENVIRONMENT «•
TO PHYTANE, CRUDE OIL COMPOSITION AND GEOLOGICAL
: HYDROCARBON GASES PRODUCED IN A SIMULATEO SWAMP
OAL INCLUSIONS AS AN INDICATOR OF PALEOGEOGRAPHI
C
SED ORGANIC MATTER. 1971: THE ROLE OF FACIES AND
OALIFICATION OF WOOO IN URANIUM-BEARING SANDSTONE
1AL, DELTAIC, AND LAGOONAL SYSTEMS, WILCOX GROUP I
TION EVOLUTION «• COAL IF ICAT ION METAMORPHISM
1966:
1967:
CULIARITIES OF REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COALS AND
LAR FEATURES OF REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL ANO
197*: SOME ASPECTS OF
197*: DIAGNOSTICS OF SYNGENETIC AND
ERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1971: THE RELATION BETWEEN
ALS FROM QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA: NOTES ON REGIONAL
195*: HIGH - PRESSURE
1975: RELATION BETWEEN N-ALKANE DISTRIBUTIONS AND
1970: EFFFCTS OF INTERFORMAT IONAL
ROM THE EXAMPLE OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS IN THE
ATURITY OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 1973: THE
73: PALEOTEMPERATURES IN THE GULF COAST USING THE
/SAPROPEL/ 1975: ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE (
197*: STUDY OF KEROGEN MATURATION BY REFLECTANCE,
PECTRUM AND OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF BITUMINOUS COAL;
PHY. »DISC. 197*:
GAS METHANE
I ILLUSTRATED 6Y THE PERMIAN GASES OF THE CENTRAL
1973: HOW TO
62: THE CARBON COEFFICIENT AND ITS APPLICATION TO
LS. 1965: USE OF REFLECTANCE IN
1972: USE OF REFLECTANCE IN
966: COALIFICATION PARAMETERS - THEIR STATISTICAL
1962: THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL METHODS FOR
SITS OF S.W. KAMCHATKA. 1973: NEW DATA ON
S OF THE VILYUI SYNECLISE, IN CONNECTION WITH THE
1973: TOWARD A QUANTITATIVE
TION. 1975: PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE ROCK
MICROSCOPY). /KEROGEN/CATAGENESIS/ 197*: NATURAL
SIS CATAGENESIS » MATURATION TRANSFORMATION
1971:
RY SIMULATION AND NATURAL DIAGENESIS. 1. THERMAL




FORMING PHASE AS ONE OF THE STAGES IN CATAGENETIC
HASE AND BY REFLECTANCE. 1972: STUOY OF THE
OF SOME POSSIBLE KEROGEN PRECURSORS. 1. CHEMICAL
HE ORIGIN OF ORGANIC MATTER AND THE DEGREE OF ITS
ROM CAUSTOBIOLITHS OF DIVERSE AGE BY MEANS OF ION
CE MEASUREMENTS OF SPORINITE WITH REFLECTED LIGHT
1956: ON THE METHOO OF SPORE
REVIEW OF THE UV-FLUORESCENCE OF FRESH AND FOSSIL
1966: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
5: FLUORESCENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THERMO-ALTEREO
HEMICAL PROPERTIES ANO PETROGRAPHY OF HAND-PICKED
HE UV-FLUORESCENCE OF FRESH ANO FOSSIL EXINES AND
SONS DURING THERMAL BREAKDOWN OF ORGANIC MATTER.
N DONBASS. =ABSTR. 1973: AN
"BIOLOGICALLY HOMOGENEOUS" ORGANIC MATTER. 1969:
ELATED TO DIAGENESIS. 1975:
M CELLULOSE TO PETROLEUM ANO ANTHRACITE: PART XI.
LID ORGANIC SUBSTANCES. 1969:
1972: EFFECT OF
195*: HIGH - PRESSURE EQUIPMENT FOR
ERATURES. 1967:
ERATURES AND PRESSURES. 1973:
FOR PETROLEUM GENESIS. 197*: THERMAL ALTERATION
EO OURING CARBONIZATION ON THE BASIS OF PYROLYSIS
AL PREDICTION PROGNOSIS PROSPECT SEARCH
1972: PETROLEUM
THEIR REFLECTANCE — A CONTRIBUTION TO PETROLEUM
197*: COALIFICATION STUOIES, A KEY TO
OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF PETROLEUM FORMATION TO
1973: GEOTHERMAL ASPECTS OF HYDROCARBON
1971: POLLEN ANO SPORES AS TOOLS IN OIL ANO GAS
ION OF COAL PETROGRAPHICAL METHODS IN OIL AND GAS
F KEROGEN IDISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER) IN PETROLEUM
KEROGEN ( DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER ) IN PETROLEUM
OALIFICATION AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR OIL AND GAS
F THE MARITIME REGION AND ITS VALUE FOR PETROLEUM
OALIFICATION ANO ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR OIL AND GAS
OY OF ORGANIC MATTER — APPLICATIONS TO PETROLEUM
ERATURES IN COLORADO PLATEAU SEDIMENTS. 1960:
SOLUBLE
ONSHIP BETWEEN CONTENT OF SYNGENETIC CHLOROFORM -
AUTOMATIC METHOD OF STUDYING REFLECTANCE OF NON-
TARY ROCKS. 1971: METHODS OF
SEPARATION
196*: THE
BOXYLIC ACIDS DERIVED FROM TASMANIAN TASMANITE BY
BITUMEN ANALYSIS/ 1973: COMPARISON OF CHLOROFORM
ELECTRIC LOGS. 197*: APPROXIMATION OF GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS IN NOR GRISAFITW7*A
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE INVESTIGATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF NATURALLY ANO OBERLINA 7*E
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY ANO DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS. *ENG t. SPAN SUM. 197 DURAND B 72S
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF VITRINITES. *DISC. TAYLOR GH66E
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY). /KEROGEN/CATAGENESIS/ 197*: NATURAL EVOLUTION OBERLINA 7*N
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE (ESR) COMPAREO WITH OPTICAL INDICATORS OF K LIBERT P 75E
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE - ITS APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF THERMAL A BINDER CR65E
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDY OF PURE MACERALS. AUSTEN DE66E
ELECTRONIC DATA RECORDING ANO PROCESSING FOR REFLECTANCE PHOTOMETRY JACOB H 7*E
ELEMENTAL ANALYSES/ 197*: K0RCHNAYI7*0
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS. MA TS7*0
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS/CATAGENESIS/ 197*: COMPOSITION OF OISPERSEO ORGA SHUMYVAYH7*S
ELEMENTAL CARBON FROM PRECAMBRIAN METAMORPHIC ROCKS. SID0RK0AV72I
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION ANO CATAGENETIC ALTERATION OF OISPERSED ORGAN NERUCEVSG72F
ELEMENTAL NITROGEN FROM COALS OF OIFFERENT RANK AND ITS RELEASE UND KLEIN J 72S
ELEMENTAL, BITUMEN, IRON STATE ANALYSIS/ /MOBILE PRODUCTS/ 197*: D NERUCEVSG7*N
ELEMENTAL, HYDROCARBON ANALYSES/ 197*: METAMORPHIC CHANGES OF BITU ZELICK0IA7*M
ELEMENTS OF COALS. 1955: A FEW PRACTICAL APPLIC NOEL R 55F
ELEMENTS OF THE ORGANIC MATTER ( MI CROFOSS ILS , PALYNOPLANKTON ) AND CORREIAM 67R
EMISSION OF ELEMENTAL NITROSEN FROM COALS OF DIFFERENT RANK AND ITS KLEIN J 72S
EMITTEO OURING CARBONIZATION OF BURIED ORGANIC MATTER. KAR|M0VAK6*P
ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH. GREBE0V0S65G
ENVIRONMENT FACIES AAAAPALEENVI
ENVIRONMENT IN AUSTRALIA. 1973: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATIO OF PR POWELL TG73R
ENVIRONMENT. 1972 KIM AG72H
ENVIRONMENT. 1969: METAMORPHISM OF C STEPA0VYV69S
ENVIRONMENTS OF SEDIMENTATION IN THE HISTORY OF THE TRANSFORMATION TIMOFEVPP71R
ENVIRONMENTS. 1961: C BREGER IA61C
EOCENE) TEXAS. 1968: VARIATIONS IN LIGNITES OF FLUV FISHER WL68V
EOMETAMORPHISM » HYPOGENESIS ALTERATION t- DIAGENESIS CATAGENESI AAAAALTEDIAG
EOMETAMORPHISM CAN DETERMINE OIL FLOOR. LANOES KK66E
EOMETAMORPHISM, AND OIL ANO GAS IN TIME AND SPACE:. LANDES KK67E
EPIGENESIS OF SURROUNDING ROCKS. 1971: PE GRECHINVV71P
EPIGENESIS OF THE COUNTRY ROCKS. 1971: REGU GRECHINVV71Z
EPIGENETIC ALTERATIONS IN ROCKS OF COAL-BEARING FORMATIONS. K0P0RINVI7*S
EPIGENETIC BITUMINOUS MATTER BY MEANS OF LUHINFSCENCE TECHNIQUES. BARANVATE7*D
EPIGENETIC CHANGES OF JURASSIC TERRIGENOJS ROCKS OF SOUTHERN MANGYS ZUYKOVAEA71S
EPIGENETIC GRADE AND COAL RANK. 1966: CHLORI TE-ILL I TE TONSTEIN IN KISCH HJ66C
EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON COAL METAMORPHISM. OULHUTYJA5*H
EQUIVALENT COALIFICATION TEMPERATURES IN SOME PERMIAN SHALES. MATHEWSRT75R
EROSION ON THE REFLECTIVITY OF COAL. *RUS 6 GER SUM. NIKOLOVZ TOE
ERZGEBIRGE BASIN, WITH SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF THE REFLECTANCE OF KUNSTERE 701
ESR - KEROGEN METHOD -- A NEW TECHNIQUE OF ESTIMATING THE ORGANIC M PUSEY WC73E
ESR - KEROGEN METHOD. 19 PUSEY WC73P
ESR) COMPARED WITH OPTICAL INDICATORS OF KEROGEN MATURATION. *DISC LIBERT P 75E
ESR, AND ANALYSIS OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE RELEASED CURING PYR LEPLAT P 7*C
ESTIMATION OF AROMATICITY. 1959: REFLECTIVITY S FRIEDELRA59R
ETCHING OF BITUMINOUS COAL -- A FRUITFUL TECHNIQUE IN COAL PETROGRA MACKOKYMT7*A
ETHANE ETC. AAAAGASMETH
EUROPEAN DEPRESSION). 1973: GEOCHEMISTRY AND GENESIS OF NATURAL GA MUELLEREP73G
EVALUATE POTENTIAL GAS AND OIL SOURCE ROCKS. PUSEY WC73H
EVALUATING PETROLEUM PROSPECTS ON SAKHALIN. 19 MAVRIIIYS62U
EVALUATING TEMPERATURE OF CARBONIZED OR THERMALLY METAMORPHOSEO COA CHANORAD 65U
EVALUATING THE PRESSURE EFFECT ON THERMALLY METAMORPHOSED COALS. CHANORAD 72U
EVALUATION AND APPLICATION TO TECTONIC ANALYSIS IN THE SAAR COAL DI 0AMBEERHH66I
EVALUATION OF LIGNITES. MALAN 62E
EVALUATION OF PREDICTED CONTENT IN GAS ANO OIL FROM CRETACEOUS DEPO V0R0N0VYS73N
EVALUATION OF THE HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL. 1973: METAMORPHISM ANO TH KAZAROVVV73M
EVALUATION OF THE PETROLEUM FORMED IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. TISSOT S 73T
EVALUATION: QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF ORGANIC RICHNESS ANO EFFECTS CLAYPOLGE75P
EVOLUTION ( CATAGENESIS ) RELATEO TO CARBONIZATION (AS STUDIED BY H OBERLINA 7*N
EVOLUTION COALIFICATION METAMORPHISM E0MFTAM3RPH! SM HYPOGEN AAAAALTEDIAG
EVOLUTION ANO ALTERATION OF PETROLEUM IN WESTERN CANADA. EVANS CR71E
EVOLUTION OF ASPHALTS FROM THE AQUITAINE BASIN ( SW FRANCE). 1972: CONNAN J 72L
EVOLUTION OF BIOGENIC CARBON AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES. G0R0K0VSS73E
EVOLUTION OF HYDROCARBON GASES FROM COAL. KIM AG7*L
EVOLUTION OF HYDROCARBONS IN EARLY TOARCIAN SHALES. • TISSOT B 710
EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC MATTER DURING BURIAL OF SEDIMENTS. DURAND B 73E
EVOLUTION OF SAPROPEL AS DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. 1973: MAIN GAS NERUCEVSG73M
EVOLUTION OF SOME KEROGENS BY PYROCHROMATOGRAPHY WITH THE GASEOUS P LEPLAT P 72S
EVOLUTION OF TWO SPOROPOLLENI NS . /GAS HYDROCARBON GENERATION/ART IF I MARCHNDA 7*E
EVOLUTION ON THE PROOUCTS OF PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN. 1970: THE INFLU 80RDEVEM 701
EXCHANGE RESINS. 197*: CONTENT ANO COMPOSITION OF SATURATED HIGHER IVANOV CP74U
EXCITATION, A MICROSCOPE METHOO FOR MEASURING THE COALIFICATION OF OTTENNNK 7*S
EXINE ALTERATION. DUPARUEA 560
EXINES AND EXOSPORIA. 1971: VANGIELP 71R
EXINITE LIPTINITE SPORINITE AAAAEXINLIPT
EXINITE, VITR1NITE, AND MICRINITE. *DISC. TSCHAERH 66C
EXINITES ISPORINITES). 197 TING FT75F
EXINITES. 1973: PHYSICAL AND C ALPERN B 73P
EXOSPORIA. 1971: REVIEW OF T VANGIELP T1R
EXPERIMENT AT MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE PROCESS WITH HELP OF A C TISSOT B 700
EXPERIMENT IN ASCERTAINING VERTICAL METAMORPHIC 20NATI0N OF COALS I BELOTTSYI73E
EXPERIMENT TO CHARACTERIZE PHYS ICO-CHEM ICALLY THE DIAGENESIS OF ROC MARCHNDA 69E
EXPERIMENTAL ALTERATIONS OF THE SPORES OF LYCOPODIUM CLAVATUM AS R SENGUTAS 75E
EXPERIMENTAL CONTRIBUTION. 1959: FRO GILLET A 59F
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE FORMATION OF HYDROCARBONS FROM SO M0LCH0VVI69E
EXPERIMENTAL METAMORPHISM ON POLLEN IN A LIGNITE. MCINTREDJ72E
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON COAL METAMORPHISM. DULHUTYJA5*H
EXPERIMENTAL STUOIES OF ANTHRACITE COALS AT HIGH PRESSURES ANO TEMP HRYCKANE 67E
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF BIOGENIC CARBON AT HIGH TEMP GOROKOVSS73E
EXPERIMENTS ON ORGANIC MATTER IN RECENT MARINE SEDIMENTS AS A MODEL IKAN R 7*T
EXPERIMENTS. *ENG ABSTR. 1973: FINDINGS ON THE 13C/12C-RAT 10 OF M FR1EDCHHU73A
EXPLORATION » POTENTI AAAAPOTEPRED
EXPLORATION AND ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY. WELTE 72P
EXPLORATION ANO RECOGNITION OF SEDIMENTARY BASINS. »ENG t. SPAN SUM ROBERT P TIE
EXPLORATION FOR PALEOZOIC PETROLEUM DEPOSITS? »ENG ABSTR. BARTEINH 7*1
EXPLORATION IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. 1969: THE POSSIBILITY OF APPLI DEROO G 69P
EXPLORATION IN THE NORTH SEA AREA. CORNEUSC073G
EXPLORATION. GUTJAHRCC71P
EXPLORATION. 1971: APPLICAT TE1CHERM 71A
EXPLORATION. 197*: MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 8URGESSJ07*M
EXPLORATION. 1970: MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF BURGESSJ070M
EXPLORATION. 1972: PRE- ANO POST- DEFORMAT IONAL C HACQURDPA72P
EXPLORATION. 197*: A COMPOSITE COALIFICATION CURVE HACQURDPA7*C
EXPLORATION. *DISC. 1975: PRE- ANO POST- DEFORMAT IONAL C HACQURDPA75P
EXPLORATION. *ENG ABSTR. 1975: MICROSCOPICAL STU CORREIAM 75E
EXTRACTABILITY OF HUMIC ACID FROM COALIFIEO LOGS AS A GUIDE TO TEMP BREGER IA60E
EXTRACTABLE BITUMOID BITUMEN AAAASOLUEXTR
EXTRACTABLE BITUMOIDS AND GENETIC TYPE AND METAMORPHIC RANK OF OISP ZELICK0IAT1I
EXTRACTABLE ORGANIC MATTER FROM SEOIMENTARY ROCKS. 1972: A SEMI- LEM0SSAMJ72S
EXTRACTING PYRITE FROM RESIDUAL ORGANIC MATTER IKEROGEN) OF SEOIMEN FEOINA IP71M
EXTRACTION PROCESSING AAAASEPAEXTR
EXTRACTION BY NITRIC ACID OF PYRITES FROM VITRAINS AND COAL SAMPLES EDWAR0SAH6*E
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METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC MATTER. =ABSTR.
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MICROLITHOTYPES ANO SOME EFFECTS OF COALIFICATION. 19
MICROPHOTOMETER. I960: THE ACCURACY AND THE SUBJECTIVITY
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NIC DATA RECORDING ANO PROCESSING FOR REFLECTANCE
960: MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENT WITH THE
NITES. 1973:
UHINOIDS OF DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER, BASED ON
TION ANISOTROPY OF VITRINITES. 1654: CHEMICAL -
: THE METAMORPHISM OF COAL FROM THE STANDPOINT OF
EN: PART 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF BITUMEN BY USE OF
E OF METAMORPHISM. tGER ABSTR . 1975: CHANGE IN
1966:
1955:
COALS IN THE KUZNETSK BASIN. 1974: STUDY OF THE
STS. *ENG ABSTR. 1974:
ORGANIC MATTER. 1969: EXPERIMENT TO CHARACTERIZE
ROPERTIES/X-RAY/ 1961: COAL: TYPOLOGY, CHEMISTRY,
1973: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATIO OF PRISTANE TO
1971: THE
1973: TIME AS A FACTOR IN THERMAL METAMORPHISM OF
THERMAL ALTERATION OF CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES (
FORNIA. =ABSTR. 1970: CLASTIC ORGANIC PARTICLES I
LEY SEQUENCE (UPPER MESOZOICI, CALIFORNIA. 1974:
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COALIFIED AND GRAPHITISED
1959: REFLECTANCE OF COAL - TAR
SEDIMENTS. /CATAGENESIS/HYDROCARBONS/ 1974: THE
CATAGENETIC CHANGES AND A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF
IN THE GIPPSLAND BASIN. 1969: THE DIAGENESIS OF
N-PARAFFIN HYDROCARBONS. 1967: THE DIAGENESIS OF
1952: DEGRADATION OF
ES. 1973: ROLE OF MINERALS IN TRANSFORMATION OF
TION AREAS. /CLAY AND ORGANIC FACI ES/CHEMISTRY OF
HE CARBON RATIO THEORY. 1962: STUDY OF COALIFIED
1949: DEGRADATION OF
-FLUORESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF FRESH ANO FOSSIL
FLUORESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF FRESH AND FOSSIL
1952: DEGRADATION OF
DIAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER THAT IS MAINLY LAND
S OF FOSSIL PRESERVATION. /DI AGENESI S/WEATHERING/
ASURED IN THE RANGE 6,000 TO 9,000 ANGSTROMS BY A
T LIGHT. 1937: OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS IN
64: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE REFLECTING
MINOUS COAL: I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATION OF
MICROSCOPE - REFLECTANCE UNIT FOR MEASUREMENTS ON
GRADE OF CLARAIN COALS PETRDGRAPHICALLY FROM THIN
PALYNOMORPH SPORE
1971:
OALIFICATION. 1967: AUTO FLUORESCENCE OF FOSSIL
1975: COLOR CHANGES IN
1966: CARBONIZATION MEASUREMENTS OF
1972: EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL METAMORPHISM ON
ON OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATERIAL IN ROCKS. 1975:
F UV-FLUORESCENCE M ICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY, PT. 2.
73: IMPREGNATION OF FINE-GRAINED SEDIMENTS WITH A
1964: REFLECTANCE OF
D WARWICKSHIRE COALFIELDS. 1972: DEVELOPMENT OF
RGANIC MATTER DISPERSED IN ROCKS AND DISSOLVED IN
OURO, SAO PEDRO DA COVA MINE, GONDOMAR, NORTHWEST
L, SHALES, OIL, ASPHALTS/ 1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN
LES DURING METAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM TOARCIAN
RESULTING FROM METAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE
1973: RELATION OF VITR1NITE REFLECTANCE TO
OKE MAKING. 1969: REFLECTANCE ANO STRATI GRAPHI
C
HE RUHR COAL SEAMS WITH AGE, DEPTH, ANO TECTONIC
N
AND CHEMICAL INDICATORS OF MATURATION, PETROLEUM
1973: HOW TO EVALUATE
IFEROUS ANO DEVONIAN. 1969: INVESTIGATION OF THE
F METAMORPHISM OF PALYNOMORPHS SUGGESTS WET - GAS
1 ARCH/ 1971: THE CARBON RATIO RULE AND PETROLEUM
TAMDRPHISM, STRUCTURAL ANOMALIES, AND OIL AND GAS
1970: COAL METAMORPHISM AND HYOROCARBON
IMARY OEPOSIT WATERS AND THE PETROLEUM GENERATING
1969: SEPARATE PREDICTION OF THE OIL AND GAS
1969: CRITERIA FOR PROGNOSIS OF OIL ANO GAS
CONNECTION WITH THE EVALUATION OF THE HYOROCARBON
L. /REFLECTANCE/PYROLYSIS/PYROCHROMATOGRAPHY /OIL










1974: INFLUENCE OF NATURE
1920: CARBON RATIOS OF CARS
1973: APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHIC METHODS
PETROLEUM. +ENG ABSTR. 1974: ORIGIN AND ALTERATION OF BITUMINOUS M
PETROLEUM. II..
PETROLEUM). 1958: ORGANIC CARBON IN
PETROLEUM-LIKE SUBSTANCES IN COAL SEAMS AS SEEN UNDER THE MICROSCOP
PETROLEUM, BITUMINOUS SCHISTS AND PETROLEUM RESEARCH.
PETROLOGIC STUDY OF A THERMALLY ALTERED COAL FROM THE PURGATOIRE RI
PETROLOGICAL COMPOSITION. 19
P6TR0L0GICAL EVIDENCE. 1974: THERMAL METAMORPH
PETROLOGY CHARACTERIZATION IDENTIFICATION + DIAGNOSTICS
PETROLOGY ANO GENESIS OF NATURAL COKES IN THE SEAM PRAS IOENT/HELEN
PETROLOGY ANO GEOCHEMISTRY OF SPORINITE.
PETROLOGY AND RANK OF COALS FROM THE SPILMERSFORD BOREHOLE, EAST LO
PETROLOGY AND THEIR APPLICATION TO RECONSTRUCTION OF PALEOENVI RONME
PETROLOGY ANO THEIR POSSIBLE APPLICATION IN ORE MINERALOGY.
PETROLOGY OF ASPHALTITES AND ASPHALTIC PYROBITUMENS.




PETROLOGY. tENG t FR CAPT. 1951:
PETROLOGY: MACERALS, MICROLITHOTYPES AND SOME EFFECTS OF COALIFICAT
PETROLOGY.
PHASES OF ORGANIC METAMORPHISM IN A TIME - TEMPERATURE DIAGRAM.
PHOTOELECTRIC MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTION ANO ABSORPTION.
PHOTOELECTRIC MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTIVITY.
PHOTOMETER WITH PARTICULAR CONSIDERATION OF REFLECTION MEASUREMENT.
PHOTOMETER. 1966: THE FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY
PHOTOMETRIC METHODS. 1972: MICROSCOPIC PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTE
PHOTOMETRY « MICROPHOTOMETRY
PHOTOMETRY OF MICROFOSSILS BY MEANS OF THE BEREK MICROSCOPE PHOTOME
PHOTOMETRY OF NATURAL SOLID BITUMENS. /3Z0KERITE/GI LSON ITE/ASPHALT
PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SOILS. III. REFLECTANCE ANO FLUORE
PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SOILS. 1. ORGANIC PETROGRAPHIC NOM
PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SOILS. II. FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY
PHOTOMETRY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN TWO BLACK SOILS. 1974: MICROSCOPIC
PHOTOMETRY OF RETTING PRODUCTS IN FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURE. 1973:
PHOTOMETRY OF THE ORGANIC SUBSTANCE IN SEDIMENTS AND SOILS.
PHOTOMETRY OF VITRINITE IN COAL. *ENG t FR ABSTR tDISC. 1974: EL
PHOTOMULTIPLIER ANO ITS APPLICATION IN COAL RESEARCH. 1
PHYSICAL ANO CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND PETROGRAPHY OF HAND-PICKED EXI
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL STUDIES. 1971: CATAGENETIC ALTERATION OF SYN
PHYSICAL ANO PETROGRAPHIC IMVESTIGAT IONS ON COALS, COKES AND GRAPHI
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. 1956
PHYSICAL METHODS. 1972: STUDIES ON BITUM
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COALIFIED AND GRAPHITISED PHYTOCLASTS WITH G
PHYSICAL VARIATIONS IN HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED ANTARCTIC COALS.
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROBLEMS OF COALIFICATION.
PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, ANO TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF HIGHLY METAMORP
PHYSICO- CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF BITUMINOUS SCHI
PHYSICO-CHEMICALLY THE DIAGENESIS OF ROCKS RICH IN "BIOLOGICALLY HO
PHYSICS, CONSTITUTION. /OXI DAT ION/CLASSI FICATION/MACERALS/ANALYSIS
PHYTANE, CRUDE OIL COMPOSITION AND GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT IN AUSTRA
PHYTOCHEMICAL HISTORY OF TORBANITES.
PHYTOCLASTS (COALY PARTICLES).
PHYTOCLASTS ) AS AN INDICATOR OF CONTACT ANO BURIAL METAMORPHISM IN
PHYTOCLASTS ) AS INDICATORS OF THERMAL METAMORPHISM IN FRANCISCAN A
PHYTOCLASTS AS INDICATORS OF THERMAL METAMORPHISM, FRANCISCAN ASSEM
PHYTOCLASTS WITH GRAOE OF METAMORPHISM. «-GER ABSTR. 1975: CHANGE
PITCHES AND ATHABASCA BITUMEN FRACTIONS.
PLACE ANO CONDITIONS FOR THE MAIN PHASE OF GAS FORMATION WITH INCRE
PLANCTONIC (SAPROPELIC! DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER. /ELEMENTAL, BITUM
PLANT LIPIDS DURING THE FORMATION OF COAL, PETROLEUM ANO NATURAL GA
PLANT LIPIDS OURING THE FORMATION OF COAL, PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GA
PLANT MATERIALS ANO ITS RELATION TO THE ORIGIN OF COAL.
PLANT MATTER OURING EARLY DIAGENESIS IN SEDIMENTS OF OIFFERENT FACI
PLANT MATTER/ 1975: RELATION OF CHANGES OF ORGANIC AND CLAY SUBSTAN
PLANT REMAINS FROM THE DZHUGURTIN- GILYANS REGION OF THE CHECHEN-IN
PLANT REMAINS IN ORGANIC SEDIMENTS.
PLANT SUBSTANCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LOCATION AND IDENTIF
PLANT SUBSTANCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LOCATION ANO IDENTIF
PLANT TISSUES IN ORGANIC SEDIMENTS. I
PLANTS. /HYDROCARBON GENERATION /L IGNITE/KEROGEN/ 1974: NATURAL AND
PLANTS/COALIFICATION/RESIN/FUSAIN/ 1975: MODE
POLARIZEO LIGHT TECHNIQUE. 1962: REFRACTIVE INDICES AND ABSORPTIO
POLARIZEO LIGHT. PT.l. MICROSCOPIC METHOOS WITH VERTICALLY INCIDEN
POLARIZING MICROSCOPE. 19
POLISHED COAL SECTIONS, OF THE REFLECTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS ANO
POLISHED MINERAL GRAINS. 1969: IMPROVEMENTS TO A
POLISHED SECTIONS. 1956: DETERMINATION OF THE DEGREE OF METAMORPH
POLLEN
POLLEN AND SPORES AS TOOLS IN OIL ANO GAS EXPLORATION.
POLLEN AND SPORES WIT4 SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGE DETERMINATION AND C
POLLEN AND SPORES: A REVIEW.
POLLEN GRAINS AND SPORES AND THEIR APPLICATION.
POLLEN IN A LIGNITE.
POLYCHROMATIC UV - FLUORESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF FRESH ANO FOSSIL
POLYCHROMATIC UV-FLUDRESCENCE MICROPHOTOMETRY OF FRESH AND FOSSIL P
POLYESTER RESIN. A MODIFICATION OF ALTENULLER'S METHOO. 19
PONIATI SEAM AFFECTED BY A MICA - PERIDOTITE DYKE.
PORCELLANOUS ROCKS AND REDDENING OF THE COAL MEASURES IN THE SOUTH
PORE SOLUTIONS. /HYDROCARBONS/ CATAGENESIS/ 1974: THE RELATION BET
PORTUGAL. *FR £, ENG SUM. 1971: MEASUREMENT OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF
POSIDONIA SHALES AS AN INDICATION 3F RESIDUAL OIL DEPOSIT. *DISC /D
POSIDONIA SHALES IN LOWER SAXONY. 1960: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC
POSIDONIA SHALES OF LOWER SAXONY. I960: CHANGE IN ORGANIC MATTER I
POSITION IN THE COAL SEAM. =ABSTR.
POSITION OF THE BITUMINOUS COALS OF THE BELGIAN COAL BASIN; ITS IMP
POSITION. 1956: CHANGES IN RANK IN T
POTENTIAL PREDICTION PROGNOSIS PROSPECT SEARCH EXPLORATIO
POTENTIAL AND THERMAL HISTORY OF SEDIMENTS. *DISC. 1975: OPTICAL
POTENTIAL GAS AND OIL SOURCE ROCKS.
POTENTIAL GAS GENERATION FROM ORGANIC MATERIALS IN ROCKS AND COALS
POTENTIAL IN BOJOCIAN AND YOUNGER STRATA OF SIDI KACEM REGION, MORO
POTENTIAL IN NPC REGION 9. /ILLINOIS BASIN/MISSISSIPPI EMBAYMENT/ C
POTENTIAL IN THE APPALACHIAN BASIN DETERMINED FROM CONODONT COLOR.
POTENTIAL IN THE UPPER PALEOZOIC OF THE ATLANTIC PROVINCES, CANADA.
POTENTIAL OF THE BEARING LAYER. +ENG RUS GER £ FR SUM. 1973: CONSI
POTENTIAL.
POTENTIAL.
POTENTIAL. 1973: METAMORPHISM AND THE MICROCOMPONENT COMPOSITION
POTENTIAL/ 1975: COMPARISON OF KEROGEN DIAGENESIS WITH CLAY COMPACT





























































































































LEHENTS OF COALS. 1955: A FEW
S/ 197*: COMPOSITION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER (
OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN LOWER CAMBRIAN AND
1973: PROBLEM OF OIL AND GAS IN
72: ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF ELEMENTAL CARBON FROM
OGENETIC TYPES OF OCCURRENCE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
1970: ORGANIC REMAINS FROM SHUNGITES OF THE
1968: COALY MATERIAL FROM THE
SULFUR VALENCE, TOTAL ORGANIC ANALYSES/CAMBRIAN £
197*: THE ORIGIN OF ORGANIC MATTER IN
ARKS ON A POSTULATED GENETIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
1970:
1973: THE ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF TORBANITE
/ 197*: PYROLYSIS STUOY OF SOME POSSIBLE KEROGEN
AMCHATKA. 1973: NEW OATA ON EVALUATION OF




WESTERN CANADA BASIN. 1972: AN EXPLANATORY ANO
ECTANCE OF BITUMINOUS COAL: I. DESCRIPTION OF THE
OSCOPY. /PETROGRAPHY/LABORATORY TECHNIOUE/SAMPLE
1972: THE INFLUENCE OF
ARY ROCKS. 1969:
193*:
1967: POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE STATE OF
SAIN/ 1975: MODES OF FOSSIL
* BURIAL CATAGENESIS *
1965: EFFECTS OF
1969: COAL IFICATION RELATIONSHIPS UNDER VARYING
1972: USE OF REFLECTANCE IN EVALUATING THE
195*: HIGH -
1961: THE INFLUENCE OF
ATAGENESIS/ 197*: THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND
TE CHEMISTRY/ 197*: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND
ER SHALES ". 1967: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ANO
8: THE BEHAVIOR OF CELLULOSE OUR ING HEATING UNDER
196*: COALIFICATION REACTIONS UNDER
1965: REFLECTANCE OF COALS CARBONISED UNDER
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ANTHRACITE COALS AT HIGH
GION). 196*: EFFECTS OF STRATAL TEMPERATURES ANO
UTION OF BIOGENIC CARBON AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND
METAMORPHISM OF THE PALYNOLOGIC MATFRIAL FROM THE
1966: COALIFICATION, PYROLYSIS AND
1972: DEPTHS OF OIL ORIGIN AND




1973: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATIO OF
1969: ISOLATION
SEPARATION » EXTRACTION
197*: ELECTRONIC DATA RECORDING AND
1973: PALYNOLOGY AND NANNOFOSSIL
. FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY OF RETTING
NIC MATTER AND THE DEGREE OF ITS EVOLUTION ON THE
ELEMENTAL, BITUMEN, IRON STATE ANALYSIS/ /MOBILE
CHIEFERGEBIRGE. *ENG ABSTR. 197*: COALIFICATION
HWEST OF WESEL. »ENG SUM. 1971: A COALIFICATION
1969: A COALIFICATION
* POTENTIAL * PREDICTION
GENESIS MEASURED BY VITRINITE REFLECTANCE ANO THE
1969: CRITERIA FOR
ITS CONTAINING OIL AND GAS IN SIBERIA. /OIL £ GAS
RLAND 1 WELL I COALIFICATION, PETROGRAPHY, COKING
1973: PHYSICAL ANO CHEMICAL
OXIDIZED VITRINITES — THEIR AROMATICITY, OPTICAL
N OF HUMUS ORGANIC MATERIAL, ANO ITS PARAMAGNETIC
1972: OPTICAL
1971: DISPERSION OF THE OPTICAL
1972: OPTICAL
1972: OPTICAL
1952: REFLECTANCE AS ONE OF THE MAIN
MORPHISM. GER ABSTR. 1975: CHANGE IN PHYSICAL
1967: OPTICAL
N THE DEGREES OF COALIFICATION AND IN THE OPTICAL
19**: THE OPTICAL
1958: OPTICAL
TUOY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INFLUENCF OF TEMPERATURE ANO PRESSURE ON OPTICAL
S IN THE VOLGOGRAD DISTRICT, VOLGA REGION, ON THE
1971: THE OPTICAL
1969:
R CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS. 1969: CHARACTERISTIC
1973:
196*: VARIATIONS IN THE
AND THE EFFECT OF OXIDATION ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL
F ICAT I ON/MAC ERALS/ ANALYSIS/CARBONIZATION /OPTICAL
SCANNING. 1971: DETERMINATION OF
POTENTIAL PREDICTION PROGNOSIS
1973: APPLICATION OF COAL PETROGRAPHY METHODS IN
1958: COAL METAMORPHISM ANO PETROLEUM
ANO GEOCHEMICAL ASPECTS OF ESTIMATING OIL ANO GAS
C1ENT AND ITS APPLICATION TO EVALUATING PETROLEUM
THE CARBON RATIO METHOD FOR PREDICTING PETROLEUM
197*: HYDROCARBON GASES ANO ORGANIC CARBON IN
RAL SAPROPELIC ANO HUMIC COALS. /REFRACTIVE INOEX/
BIBLIOGRAPHY ANO INDEX OF U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1966: ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUOY OF
OLOGIC STUOY OF A THERMALLY ALTERED COAL FROM THE
1971: METHODS OF EXTRACTING
196*: THE EXTRACTION BY NITRIC ACIO OF
ROGNOSIS/ACCUMULAT ION/ CATAGENESIS/ REGIONAL MAPS/
1967: PETROLOGY OF ASPHALTITES ANO ASPHALTIC
COMPACTION DURING BURIAL. /REFLECTANCE/PYROLYSIS/
1972: STUOY OF THE EVOLUTION OF SOME KEROGENS BY
ROGEN IN SEDIMENTARY ROCK. 1970: APPLICATION OF
1966: COALIFICATION,
1970: COAL -LIKE SUBSTANCES FROM LOW - TEMPERATURE
THANE FORMED DURING CARBONIZATION ON THE BASIS OF
TE REFLECTANCE/TIME/ 1975: NATURAL MATURATION AND
NO THE DEGREE OF ITS EVOLUTION ON THE PRODUCTS OF
OCAR80N GENERATION/ARTIFICIAL CATAGENESIS/ 197*:
HNESS ANO EFFECTS OF LITHOLOGIC VARIATION. 1975:
S IN EARLY STAGES OF COALIFICATION: EVIDENCE FROM
N OF THE INSOLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER OF SEDIMENTS BY
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF CONSTITUTIVE VEGETABLE E
PRECAMBRIAN ANO LOWER CAMBRIAN, SOUTHERN SIBERIAN PLATFORM). /ELEM
PRECAMBRIAN OEPOSITS OF THE IRKUTSK REGION. 197*: FORMATION OF GA
PRECAMBRIAN OEPOSITS.
PRECAMBRIAN METAMORPHIC ROCKS. 19
PRECAMBRIAN METASEDI MENTS. 1970: MORPH
PRECAMBRIAN OF KARELIA.
PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS IN SOUTH AFRICA.
PRECAMBRIAN SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 197*: CALCULATION OF CATAGENETIC LOS
PRECAMBRIAN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
PRECAMBRIAN THUCHOLITE AND BOGHEAD COAL. 1969: CRITICAL REM
PRECISION MEASUREMENT OF COAL REFLECTANCE.
PRECURSORS.
PRECURSORS. 1. CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF TWO SPOROPOLLENINS. /GAS HYDR
PREDICTED CONTENT IN GAS AND OIL FROM CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF S.W. K
PREDICTING PETROLEUM PROSPECTS.
PREDICTION PROGNOSIS PROSPECT » SEARCH EXPLORATION
PREDICTION OF OIL AND GAS OCCURRENCES.
PREDICTION OF THE OIL ANO GAS POTENTIAL.
PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR THE ALTERATION OF CRUDE OILS IN RESERVOIRS IN
PREPARATION OF POLISHED COAL SECTIONS, OF THE REFLECTANCE MEASURING
PREPARATION/ 1952: METHODS AND RESULTS OF APPLIED COKE MICR
PRESENT DEPTH OF COALS ON THEIR METAMORPHISM.
PRESENT STATUS OF INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ORGANIC CONTENT OF SEDIMENT
PRESENT STATUS OF THE CARBON RATIO THEORY.
PRESERVATION OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE ORGANIC MATTER I MICROFO
PRESERVATION. /DI AGENE SI S/WEATHER ING/ PLANTS/COAL IF ICAT I ON/RES IN/FU
PRESSURE SUBSIDENCE » DEPTH
PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE ON SOME NEW ZEALAND COALS.
PRESSURE CONDITIONS.
PRESSURE EFFECT ON THERMALLY METAMORPHOSED COALS.
PRESSURE EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON COAL METAMORPHISM.
PRESSURE ON COALIFICATION.
PRESSURE ON LYCOPODIUN CLAVATUM SPORES. /COLOR/PYROLYSIS/ART IFICIA
PRESSURE ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF MACERALS IN SEVERAL SAPROPELIC AN
PRESSURE ON THE FORMATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE KEROGEN RICH " PAP
PRESSURE WITH WATER. 192
PRESSURE.
PRESSURE.
PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES. 1967:
PRESSURES ON THE COMPOSITION OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IFROM THE
PRESSURES. 1973: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EVOL
PRIMARY OEPOSIT WATERS AND THE PETROLEUM GENERATING POTENTIAL OF TH
PRIMARY MIGRATION OF PETROLEUM.
PRIMARY MIGRATION: A REVIEW AND CRITIQUE.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER I
PRINCIPAL PHASE
PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL.
PRINCIPAL ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. /CATAGENESIS /VITRINITE REFLECTANC
PRISTANE TO PHYTANE, CRUDE OIL COMPOSITION AND GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONM
PROCEDURES FOR KEROGENS AND ASSOCIATED SOLUBLE ORGANIC MATERIALS.
PROCESSING
PROCESSING FOR REFLECTANCE PHOTOMETRY OF VITRINITE IN COAL. *ENG £
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES.
PRODUCTS IN FORESTRY ANO AGRICULTURE. 1973: MICROSCOPIC PHOTOMETRY
PRODUCTS OF PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN. 1970: THE INFLUENCE OF THE ORIGI
PRODUCTS/ 197*: DIAGENETIC AND CATAGENETIC CHANGES AND A NEW CLASSI
PROFILE BETWEEN THE GELSENKIRCHEN ANTICLINE OF THE RUHR COAL BASIN
PROFILE OF THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS COAL MEASURES I>l THE ISSELBURG 3
PROFILE THROUGH THE FLOZLEERE (BARREN MEASURESI NORTH OF MESCHEOE.
PROGNOSIS PROSPECT * SEARCH » EXPLORATION
PROGNOSIS OF OIL AND GAS IN THE BOL'SHESYNIN BASIN OF THE PRE- URAL
PROGNOSIS OF OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL.
PROGNOSIS/ACCUMULATION/ CATAGENESIS/ REGIONAL MAPS/PYRITIC IRON/BIT
PROPERTIES ». 1963: COAL SEAMS OF THE MUNSTE
PROPERTIES AND PETROGRAPHY OF HAND-PICKED EXINITES.
PROPERTIES ANO POSSIBLE DETECTION. 1973:
PROPERTIES IN THE CATAGENETIC ZONE. 1973: VARIATION IN CHEMICAL CO
PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED VITRINITES - A REPLY.
PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED VITRINITES.
PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED VITRINITES.
PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED VITRINITES.
PROPERTIES OF COAL.
PROPERTIES OF COALIFIEO AND SRAPHITISEO PHYTOCLASTS WITH GRADE OF M
PROPERTIES OF COALS AND GRAPHITE.
PROPERTIES OF COALS WITH CALCAREOUS MIXTURES. 1968: DIFFERENCES I
PROPERTIES OF COALS.
PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE ANO COAL.
PROPERTIES OF HIGHLY METAMORPHOSED COALS IN THE KUZNETSK BASIN. 1
PROPERTIES OF MACERALS IN SEVERAL SAPROPELIC AND HUMIC COALS. /REFR
PROPERTIES OF OIL. 1968: INFLUENCE OF THE DEGREE OF CATAGENESIS OF
PROPERTIES OF SOME BOWEN BASIN VITRINITES:
PROPERTIES OF TECTONICALLY DISTURBED BITUMINOUS COALS.
PROPERTIES OF THE ASPHALTIC SUBSTANCES IN SOUTHEASTERN TURKEY, THEI
PROPERTIES OF VITRINITE CONCENTRATES OF SOUTH AFRICAN COALS.
PROPERTIES OF VITRINITE IN ISOMETAMORPHIC COAL.
PROPERTIES. /STAIN ANALYSIS/ REFLECTANCE OECREASE IF OXIDIZED/ 197
PROPERTIES/X-RAY/ 1961: COAL: TYPOLOGY. CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, CONSTIT
PROPORTIONS OF COAL COMPONENTS BY AUTOMATED MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE
PROSPECT SEARCH EXPLORATION
PROSPECTING FOR OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS. »ENG £ RUS SUN.
PROSPECTING.
PROSPECTS IN SEA REGIONS. 1972: GEOLOGICAL
PROSPECTS ON SAKHALIN. 1962: THE CARBON COEFFI
PROSPECTS. 1958: USE OF
PROTEROZOIC FORMATIONS OF THE KOLA PENINSULA.
PROXIMATE £ ULTIMATE CHEMISTRY/ 197*: INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND
PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO CDAL, 1882-1970. 1972:
PURE MACERALS.
PURGATOIRE RIVER VALLEY OF COLORADO. 1968: A PETR
PYRITE FROM RESIDUAL ORGANIC MATTER (KEROGENI OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
PYRITES FROM VITRAINS AND COAL SAMPLES.
PYRITIC IRON/BITUMENS/ 1971: GEOCHEMISTRY OF MESOZOIC OEPOSITS CONT
PYROBITUMENS.
PYROCHROMATOGRAPHY /OIL POTENTIAL/ 1975: COMPARISON OF KEROGEN DIAG
PYROCHROMATOGRAPHY WITH THE GASEOUS PHASE ANO BY REFLECTANCE.
PYROLYSIS AND GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
PYROLYSIS ANO PRIMARY MIGRATION OF PETROLEUM.
PYROLYSIS AT VERY LONG REACTION TIMES.
PYROLYSIS EXPERIMENTS. »ENG ABSTR. 1973: FINDINGS ON THE 13C/12C-
PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN ANO COAL COMPARED BY USE OF OPTICAL CRITERIA.
PYROLYSIS OF KEROGEN. 1970: THE INFLUENCE OF THE ORIGIN OF ORGANIC
PYROLYSIS STUDY OF SOME POSSIBLE KEROGEN PRECURSORS. 1. CHEMICAL E
PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE ROCK EVALUATION: QUANTITATIVE ESTIN
PYROLYSIS TESTS. »ENG SUM. 1971: FORMATION OF GA























































































































PROBLEMS. + ENG SUM.
SIS OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE RELEASED DURING
D PRESSURE ON LYCOPODIUM CLAVAIUM SPORES. /COLOR/
WITH CLAY COMPACTION DURING BURIAL. /REFLECTANCE/
1974: OCCURRENCE OF
1974: ALKANES FROM THE
PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE ROCK EVALUATION:
NS. 1973: TOWARD A
UENCE OF LIGHT REFLECTION AT THE OBJECTIVE IN THE
1964:
RGAN1C MATTER. 1964: PROBABLE
1966: CALCULATION OF THE
D 80 DEGREES C. 1974:
1973: ORGANIC CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS IN
CE/ 1974: SOLID ORGANIC MATTER IN
PETROGRAPHIC STUDY FROM HELL SAMPLES FROM EASTERN
FLECTANCE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS,
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REFLECTIVITY OF COAL. 1961: RECEN
REFLECTIVITY OF COAL. »RUS f. GER SUM.
REFLECTIVITY OF DISSEMINATED VITRINITES IN THE GULF COAST REGION. =
REFLECTIVITY OF PERANTHRACI TE FROM THE CARBONIFEROUS BASIN OF DOURO
REFLECTIVITY SPECTRA OF COAL VITRAINS IN THE VISIBLE AND THE ULTRA-
REFLECTIVITY SPECTRUM ANO OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF BITUMINOUS COAL: EST
REFLECTIVITY STANDARDS FOR OPAQUE ORE MINERALS.
REFLECTIVITY WITH THE MICROSCOPE. 1967: INFLUENCE OF LIGHT REFLEC
REFLECTIVITY.
REFLECTIVITY.
REFRACTION AND ABSORPTION WITH RESPECT TO REFLECTANCE IN AIR OR OIL
REFRACTION. 1952: METHOD OF DETERMINING TH


























































































































1943: REFRACTIVE INDEX OF COALS.
1952: REFRACTIVE INDEX OF VITRAIN AS A MEASURE OF RANK IN COAL.
HAfFRALS IN SEVERAL SAPROPELIC AND HUMIC COALS. / REFRACTIVE INDEX/PROXIMATE E ULTIMATE CHEMISTRY/ 197*: INFLUENCE
ANGSTS BY A POLARIZED MGHT TECHNIQUE. 1962: REFRACTIVE INDICES AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF COAL IN BULK MEAS
1925: PROGRESSIVE REGIONAL CARBONIZATION OF COALS.
OIL AND GAS IN SIBERIA. /TOTAL ORGANICS/BI TUMENS/ REGIONAL CAT AGENESI S/PARAMASNET ISM OF KEROGEN AND ASPHALTENES/
ALKA K0NT0CHAE740
RFN COAL MINING CO 1971: THE REGIONAL CHANGE OF COAL IF ICAT ION IN THE MINING FIELD OF THE
HE BASIS OF THE SONNENSCHEIN SEAM. 1962: REGIONAL COAL IF ICAT ION OF THE RHINE AND RUHR COAL BAS^
AUSTRALIA: NOTES ON REGIONAL 6PIGENETIC GRADE AND COAL RANK. 1966: CHLORITE-ILLI TE TON
1971: REGIONAL FACIES OF ORGANIC METAMORPHI SM.
1972: TIME AND DEPTH OF INITIATION OF REGIONAL FAULTS IN THE DONETS BASIN.
REGIONAL MAPS/EFFECT OF DEFORMATION/SPORE COLOR/ 1952: THE FACIES
IBBENBU
SHOWN ON
H RANK COALS FROM QUEENSLAND,
NIAN SYSTEM OF THE RHEINISCHES SCHIEFERGE BIRGE . /
. /OIL £ GAS PROGNOSIS/ACCUMULATION/ CATAGENESIS/
HALIA. 1966: COAL RANK AND LOWEST GRADE
1971: REGULAR FEATURES OF
1969: PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS OF
1971: PECULIARITIES OF
D GAS. *ENG SUM. 1958: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
E STRUCTURAL STATE OF GRAPHITE DURING PROGRESSIVE
1960:
1966: ZEOLITE FACIES AND
1971: APPLICATION OF THE METHOO OF
1974:
THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF
THE ORIGIN OF NATURAL GAS AS A RESULT OF
1974: PHASE COMPOSITION AND
SIN. 1974: SIGNIFICANCE OF
OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN CLAY ROCKS LACKING
OICTIVE MODEL FOR T H E ALTERATION OF CRUDE OILS IN
RGANICS DISSEMINATED ORGANIC MATTER KEROGEN
IC MATTER IN POSIDONIA SHALES AS AN INDICATION OF
SIBERIA BY THERMAL ANALYSES. 1971: STUDY OF THE
1971: METHODS OF EXTRACTING PYR1TE FROM
1963: ON THE SO CALLED OARK
1957: MICROSCOPY OF THE
NATION OF FINE-GRAINED SEDIMENTS WITH A POLYESTER
1964:
1964:
RFGIONAL MAPS/PYRITIC IRON/BITUMENS/ 1971: GEOCHEMISTRY OF MESOZOIC
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM IN THE SOUTHERN BOWEN BASIN, QUEENSLAND, AUST
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL AND 6PIGENESIS OF THE COUNTRY ROCKS.
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COAL.
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF COALS AND EPIGENESIS OF SURROUNDING ROCKS.
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS IN THE SEARCH FOR OIL AN
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM. 1972: CHANGE IN TH
REGIONAL RANK CHANGES IN THE SILESIAN COAL BASIN.
REGIONAL RANK OF BITUMINOUS COALS.
REMISSION INVESTIGATION OF COAL. +ENG SUM.
REMISSION INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BULGARIAN LIGNITES AND BROWN COAL.
RENEWEO COAHFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS.
RENEWED COALIFICATION IN NORTHEAST NETHERLANDS.
RESERVES OF HYDROCARBON AT GREAT OEPTHS.
RESERVOIR BITUMENS TO THERMAL MATURATION STUDIES, WESTERN CANADA BA
RESERVOIR INTERBEDS. 1973: CATAGENESIS
RESERVOIRS IN THE WESTERN CANADA BASIN. 1972: AN EXPLANATORY AND
RESIDUAL INSOLUBLE OISPERSEO
RESIDUAL OIL DEPOSIT. *0ISC /OTA OF WOOD, COAL, SHALES, OIL, ASPHAL
RESIDUAL ORGANIC MATTER IKEROGEN) FROM MESOZOIC OEPOSITS OF THE NOR
RESIDUAL ORGANIC MATTER (KEROGEN) OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS.
RESIN OF TERTIARY COALS, IN PARTICULAR THOSE OF HUNGARY.
RESIN RODLETS OF ILLINOIS COAL.
RESIN. A MODIFICATION OF ALTEMULLER'S METHOD. 1973: IMPREG
ION. /DI AGENESIS/WEATHERING/ PLANTS/COAL I F ICAT ION/ RESI N/FUSAIN/
IZATION OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACERALS
1963: OCCURRENCE OF
1964:
32: THE ORIGIN OF COAL. III. THE COALIFICATION OF
1966: FUSINISEO
OBIOLITHS OF DIVERSE AGE BY MEANS OF ION EXCHANGE
BSTANCES. /ALBERTITE/GILSONITE/WURTZELITE/FOSSIL
ALS RESINITE ANO SCLEROTINITE. 1970: BROWN COAL
ROWN COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION OF
IS I RELATED TO CARBONIZATION (AS STUDIED BY HIGH
MATTER IN SOILS. II. FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMETRY OF
+
1974:
AL AND PALAEOCLIMATOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE. 1972:
IN THE DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE NORTHERN
COAL BASIN AND THE OSTSAUERLAND ANTICLINE OF THE
RPHISM OF "COALS" FROM THE DEVONIAN SYSTEM OF THE
INO ACIDS, AND FATS AS FACIES INDICATORS IN LOWER
TWEEN COALIFICATION AND TECTONICS IN THE NORTHERN
EAH. 1962: REGIONAL COALIFICATION OF THE
LENE, MINE FRIEDRICH HEINRICH KAMP-LINFORT (LOWER
RANK OF COAL INCLUSIONS IN SEDIMENTS OF THE UPPER
COAL-BEARING STRATA IN THE TERTIARY OF THE LOWER
ATTER IN RELATIONSHIP TO GEOTHERMICS IN THE UPPER
FEROUS (SILESIAN). A. THE PARAL IC REGION: 1. THE
ROCK EVALUATION: QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF ORGANIC
AGENESIS OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCE IN PEAT-BOGS OF THE
USIONS AND SECONDARY ALTERATIONS OF THE ENCLOSING
1975: MOOES OF FOSSIL PRESERVAT
1970: BROWN COAL RESINS, WEATHERING AN
UN CONSTITUTION ON THE DEGREE OF POST- DIAGENETIC
1966:
VARIATION. 1975: PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE
ATTER AS A PARAMETER OF THE DEGREE OF SEDIMENTARY
1930: COAL AS A RECOROER OF INCIPIENT
ATION OF ORGANIC MATERIAL ACCORDING TO LITHOLOGIC
1973: THE EFFECT OF SOURCE MATERIAL,
ATION TO THE KIND OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE SOURCE
EMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF KEROGEN IN SEOIMENTARY
1974: RANK STUDIES OF COALS IN THE
1957: MICROSCOPY OF THE RESIN
STUDY OF LIGNITES; EXAMPLES FROM THE CETIC BASIN ( ROMANIA)
1971: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE
1974: KEROGEN RECYCLING IN THE
EFLECTIVITY OF ANTHRACITES FROM THE OOLZHANSK AYA-
1949: COALIFICATION PROBLEMS IN THE
949: ON HILT'S RULE IN THE BOCHUM SYNCLINE OF THE
EVELOPMENT OF A COAL BASIN — DEMONSTRATED BY THE
ROFILE BETWEEN THE GELSENK IRCHEN ANTICLINE OF THE
1962: REGIONAL COALIFICATION OF THE RHINE AND
1956: CHANGES IN RANK IN THE
THE SAAR CARBONIFEROUS, COMPARED WITH THAT IN THE
AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE MUNSTFRL ANO-1 BOREHOLE ( RUHR DISTRICT). 1964
* RULE LAW THEORY




ROCKS FROM THE CARBONIFEROUS AND DEVONIAN OF THE
FROM ORGANIC MATERIALS IN ROCKS ANO COALS OF THE
1964: COALIFICATION PATTERN OF THE
1966: COALIFICATION IN THE
ATION AND APPLICATION TO TECTONIC ANALYSIS IN THE
ANO COALIFICATION IN CARBONIFEROUS COALS FROM THE
N THE ORIGIN ANO THE OCCURRENCE OF METHANE IN THE
AND GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE IN THE KARATSU COAL BASIN,
IGIN AND MIGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE EASTERN
ORPHISM, AND PETROLEUM OCCURRENCE IN THE ALGERIAN
EARING LAYERS IN THE FORMATION OF GAS DEPOSITS IN
APPLICATION TO EVALUATING PETROLEUM PROSPECTS ON
RESINITE AND SCLEROTINITE.
RESINITE IN BITUMINOUS COAL.
RESINITE IN BITUMINOUS COALS.
RESINS ANO WAXES IN NEUTRAL MEDIUM. 19
RESINS IN GONDWANA ( PERMIAN ) COALS OF INDIA.
RESINS. 1974: CONTENT AND COMPOSITION OF SATURATED HIGHER FATTY AC
RESINS/ 1974: FINGERPRINT GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN THE ANALYSIS OF SO
RESINS, WEATHERING AND CARBONIZATION OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF T
RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACERALS RESINITE AND SCLEROTINITE.
RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY). /KEROGEN/CAT AGENES I S/ 1974: NATURA
RETTING PROOUCTS IN FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURE. 1973: MICROSCOPIC PH
REWORKED RECYCLED REDEPOSITED
REWORKFD MESOZOIC SPORES IN TERTIARY LEAF-BEDS ON MULL, SCOTLAND.
REWORKED PALYNOMORPHS FROH THE WEST ICE SHELF AREA, EAST ANTARCTICA
RHEINISCHE SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. 1973: THE PAL EOGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE
RHEINISCHE SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. *ENG ABSTR. 1974: COALIFICATION PROFI
RHEINISCHES SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. /REGIONAL MAPS/EFFECT OF DEFORMATION/
RHENISH BROWN COALS AND THEIR ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION. 1960: AMI
RHENISH SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. *ENG SUM. 1972: RELATIONS BE
RHINE AND RUHR COAL BASIN, SHOWN ON THE BASIS OF THE SONNENSCHEIN S
RHINE DISTRICT). 1973: PETROLOGY AND GENESIS OF NATURAL COKES IN T
RHINE GRABEN -- AN AID TO CLARIFICATION OF GEOTHERMAL PROBLEMS. *EN
RHINF GRABEN NORTH OF WORMS. 1967: COALIFICATION STUDIES ON
RHINE GRABEN. 1974: DIAGENES1S OF TERTIARY CLAYEY SEDIMENTS ANO IN
RHINE-RUHR COAL DISTRICT: 0. METAMORPHISM OF COAL. 1971: THE CARBO
RICHNESS CONTENT * ABUNDANCE TOTAL
RICHNESS ANO EFFECTS OF LITHOLOGIC VARIATION. 1975: PYROLYSIS TECH
RIOYI INTERMONTANE DEPRESSION ( TRANSCAUCASI ANI
.
1974: DI
ROCK (BY EXAMPLE OF MESOZOIC OEPOSITS OF THE SURGUTSK REGION, WEST
ROCK LITHOLOGY
ROCK ALTFRATION AND METAMORPHISM OF COALS. 1965: DEPENDENCE OF PE
ROCK CATAGENESIS ANO OIL AND GAS OF THE WEST-SIBERIAN PLAIN.
ROCK EVALUATION: QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF ORGANIC RICHNESS ANO EFFE
ROCK LITHIFICATION. 1968: COAL ORGANIC M
ROCK METAMORPHISM.
ROCK TYPE ANO DEPOSITIONAL FACIES. 1971: POST- SEDIMENTATION ALTE
ROCK TYPE ANO OIAGENESIS ON THE N-ALKANE CONTENT 0* SEDIMENTS.
RCCK. 1975: PETROLEUM GENESIS IN REL
ROCkI 1970: APPLICATION OF PYROLYSIS ANO GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY TO GE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS ANO INNER FDOTHILLS BELT CANADA.
RODLETS OF ILLINOIS COAL.
ENG £ FR SUM. 1972: NOMENCLATURE USED IN THE
ROOF OF THE BRAMSCHE MASSIF.
ROSS SEA, ANTARCTICA.
ROVENKY AREA OF THE DONETS BASIN. »ENG £ RUS SUM. 1972: R
RUHR CARBONIFEROUS.
RUHR CARBONIFEROUS. l
RUHR CARBONIFEROUS. 1973: THE PALAEOGEOGRAPHI C-F ACI AL AND TECTONI
RUHR COAL BASIN ANO THE OSTSAUERLAND ANTICLINE OF THE RHEINISCHE SC
RUHR COAL BASIN, SHOWN ON THE BASIS OF THE SONNENSCHEIN SEAM.
RUHR COAL SEAMS WITH AGE, DEPTH, AND TECTONIC POSITION.
RUHR DISTRICT. 1966: COALIFICATION IN
NON- VOLATILE HYDROCARBONS IN DIAMOND DRILL
RULE ANO PETROLEUM POTENTIAL IN NPC REGION 9. /ILLINOIS BASIN/MISSI
RULE IN THE BOCHUM SYNCLINE OF THE RUHR CARBONIFEROUS.
RUSSIAN, ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH.
SAAR BASIN. 1968: GAS-YIELD CAPA:iTY OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC MATER
SAAR CARBONIFEROUS AND DEVONIAN. 1969: INVESTIGATION OF THE POTENT
SAAR CARBONIFEROUS.
SAAR CARBONIFEROUS, COMPARED WITH THAT IN THE RUHR DISTRICT.
SAAR COAL DISTRICT. 1966: COALIFICATION PARAMETERS - THEIR STATIST
SAAR DISTRICT, GERMANY. 1969: RELATION BETWEEN DISTRIBUTION OF HEA
SAAR-CARBONIFEROUS, W. GERMANY. 1967: GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
SAGA PREFECTURE, JAPAN. 1959: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COALIFICAT
SAHARA (ALGERIA). 1974: OR
SAHARA. /KEROGEN CATAGENESIS /PALYNOMORPH CARBONIZATION/ 1971: SPAT
SAKHALIN. 1973: ROLE OF CARBON B
SAKHALIN. 1962: THE CARBON COEFFICIENT AND ITS
KE MICROSCOPY. /PETROGRAPHY/LABORATORY TECHNIQUE/ SAMPLE PREPARATION/ 1952: METHODS AND RESULTS OF APPLIED CO
SANDS OF NORTHWEST FLORIDA.
SANDSTONE OIAGENESIS IN BOREHOLE 150 IN THE IBBENBUREN COAL
SANDSTONE ENVIRONMENTS.
SANDSTONES, SHALES, AND LIMESTONES IN THE SAME PART OF A SEOIMENTAR
SAO PEDRO DA COVA MINE, GONOOMAR, NORTHWEST PORTUGAL. »FR E ENG SUM
IC INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BOGHEAD-SHALES OF AUTUN ( SAONE-ET-LOIRE . FRANCE). *ENG GER £ RUS "STR. 1966: p E T |< 0(;*»™
AS ONE OF THE STAGES IN CATAGENETIC EVOLUTION OF SAPROPEL AS OISPERSEO ORGANIC MATTER. 1973: MAIN GAS FORMING PHAS
OPTICAL INDICATORS OF KEROGEN MATURATION. »DISC / SAPROPEL/ 1975: ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE (ESRI COMPARED WITI
NIC MATTER FAVORABLE AS A SOURCE OF OIL ANO GAS. SAPROPEL/ALGAE/
1965: HUMATE IN COASTAL
1971: COAL ALTERATION AND CLAYSTONE AND
1961: COALIFICATION OF WOOD IN URANIUM-BEARING
INITE REFLECTANCE IN COAL SEAMS ANO IN KEROGEN OF


















































































































ANO HETAMORPHISH OF SEDIMENTARY ORGANIC HATTER. /
RPHOSEO. 1973: CHARACTERIZATION OE OEBITUHI NIZEO
SURE ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF HACERALS IN SEVERAL
ESIS. 1973: TRANSFORMATION OF
HE LABORATORY. /UV- SPECTRA/CHEMI STRY OF BITUMENS/
E ORGANIC MATTER. /VS REFLECTANCE /TERRESTRtAL VS
CEi TOTAL ORGANIC ANALYSES/CAMBRIAN C PRECAMBRIAN
1973: TRANSFORMATION OF DISPERSED
1972: CLASSIFICATION OF
1971: CHARACTERISTICS OF
: LABORATORY SIMULATION OF CATAGENETIC CHANGES IN
197*: CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
ATION OF CATAGENESIS OF THE INSOLUBLE FRACTION OF
C CHANGES AND A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF PLANCTONIC I
1972: METAMORPHISM OF
73: CHARACTERIZATION OF OEBI TUMI NI ZED SAPROPELIC I
XCHANGE RESINS. 197*: CONTENT AND COMPOSITION OF
OUNSI. 1969: DIAGENESIS OF
1950: THE COALI F ICAT ION PICTURE OF THE LOWER
SM. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE POSIDONIA SHALES OF LOWER
N EXAMPLE FROM TOARCIAN POSIOONIA SHALES IN LOWER
EXAMINATION OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF USING VARIOUS
: A MICROSCOPE SYSTEM USING AUTOMATED REFLECTANCE
L COMPONENTS BY AUTOMATED MICROSCOPIC REFLECTANCE
OALS" FROM THE DEVONIAN SYSTEM OF THE RHEINISCHES
NIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS OF THE NORTHERN RHEINISCHE
ALIFICATION AND TECTONICS IN THE NORTHERN RHENISH
6: RELATIONS BETWEEN COALS, PETROLEUM. BITUMINOUS
8LEM OF THE NATURE OF KEROGEN IN THE MENILITOVAYA
ICAL ANALYSIS AND MICROSCOPIC STUOY OF BITUMINOUS
+
1958: A FEW ASPECTS OF "
SINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACERALS RESINITE AND
ED MESOZOIC SPORES IN TERTIARY LEAF-BEOS ON MULL,
ALS FROM THE SPILMERSFORO BOREHOLE, EAST LOTHIAN,
ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY OF CERTAIN SAMPLES FROM THE
LOGY. PT.l. SUBSURFACE SEDIMENTS FROM THE WESTERN
t POTENTIAL PREDICTION PROGNOSIS PROSPECT
REGIONAL METAMORPHISM OF SEDIMENTARY ROCKS IN THE
C MATTER IN SUSPENSION AND IN BOTTOM SEOIMENTS OF
BETWEEN METAMORPHIC RANK OF COALY INCLUSIONS ANO
AND LIMESTONES IN THE SAME PART OF A SEDIMENTARY
OSCOPIC STUOY OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN THIN
CLARAIN COALS PETROGRAPHI CALLY FROM THIN POLISHED
. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATION OF POLISHED COAL
PROPELIC DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER AT THE STAGE OF
THE LOSS OF ORGANIC MATTER DURING DIAGENESIS OF A
ROCK TYPE AND DEPOS1TIONAL FAC I ES . 1971: POST-
ER. 1971: THE ROLE OF FACIES AND ENVIRONMENTS OF
1963: A STUDY OF
STERN SFA-AREA OF KYUSHU AND SHIKOKU. 197*:
1967: OIAGENESIS IN SEDIMENTS I DEVELOPMENTS IN
1952: DEGRADATION OF PLANT TISSUES IN ORGANIC
197*: MOLECULAR ANO ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF TWO
1968: VITRINITE -
Y. 1972. 1972: THIRD
197*: INFRARED SPECTRA OF COAL MACERALS
+
72: THERMODYNAMIC FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR SPATIAL
IL SHALE. 1970: USE OF CENTRIFUGAL
ERMAL METAMORPHISM IN FRANCISCAN AND GREAT VALLEY
1952: A STUDY OF THE
1975: OIL
1963: ORIGIN OF THE ALBERT MINES OIL
1970: GREEN RIVER OIL
ATIONS OF THE ORGANIC MATERIAL OF GREEN RIVER OIL
E USE OF RADIOELEMENTS IN DIAGENETICAL STUOIES OF
1967: THE CONSTITUTION AND SYNTHESIS OF OIL
1962: KEROGEN IN THE CHATTANOOGA
FORMATION OF THE ORGANIC HATTER TO BITUMEN IN OIL
IGATF HOW KEROGEN IS BOUND TO THE MINERALS IN OIL
RIATIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIAL FROM GREEN RIVER OIL
GANIC MATTER IN PETROGRAPHIC TYPES OF COMBUSTIBLE
ATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE KEROGEN RICH " PAPER
RIC REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF COALS, BITUMINOUS
OIL, ASPHALTS/ 1963: ORGANIC MATTER IN POSIDONIA
0: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN BITUMINOUS
SERVATIONS ON URANIUM AND THORIUM BEARING BOGHEAD
HETAMORPHISH. AN EXAMPLE FROM TOARCIAN POSIDONIA
FROM MFTAMORPHISM. AN EXAMPLE FROM THE POSIDONIA
OLUBLE ORGANIC MATTER ( KEROGEN I OF THE TOARCIAN
NY. I960: CHANGE IN ORGANIC MATTER IN BITUMINOUS
1963: NATIVE BITUHFNS ASSOCIATED WITH OIL
1973: EFFECTS OF WEATHERING ON ORGANIC HATTER IN
N ANO EVOLUTION OF HYOROCARBONS IN EARLY TOARCIAN
VALENT COALIFICATION TEHPERATURES IN SOME PERMIAN
197*: THE ORGANIC MATTER IN OIL
TANCE IN COAL SEAMS AND IN KEROGEN OF 'SANDSTONES,
F RESIDUAL OIL DEPOSIT. *OISC /DTA OF WOOD, COAL,
197*: DIAGENESIS OF MIOCENE SILICEOUS
TECTONIC « DEFORMATION
SEDIMENTS FROH THE WESTERN SEA-AREA OF KYUSHU AND
N THE GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE ANO COALIFICATION IN THE
1970: ORGANIC REHAINS FROH
OF DISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER IN HESOZOIC STRATA IN
HESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE NORTHERN PART OF CENTRAL
F PALEOZOIC ROCKS IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF WESTERN
OIC TERREGENOUS SEOIHENTS IN THE NORTH OF EASTERN
E AND PARENCHYHA INGREDIENTS IN JURASSIC COALS OF
PARATION OF PETROLEUH AND GAS DEPOSITS IN WESTERN
THE DISTRIBUTION OF OIL ANO GAS FIELDS IN WESTERN
RY OF HESOZOIC DEPOSITS CONTAINING OIL AND GAS IN
STRY OF MESOZOIC STRATA CONTAINING OIL ANO GAS IN
RY LAYERS IAS EXEMPLIFIED BY MESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF
OF HESOZOIC DEPOSITS OF THE SURGUTSK REGION, WEST
TION OF ORGANIC HATTER /DISPERSED £ CONCENTRATED/
IN NATURAL GASES IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE WEST
1970: GEOTHERHAL CONDITIONS UNDER THE
HATTER IPRECAHBRIAN AND LOWER CAHBRIAN, SOUTHERN
- GAS POTENTIAL IN BOJOCIAN AND YOUNGER STRATA OF
1971: CHEHICALLY
1960: REGIONAL RANK CHANGES IN THE
RHAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPER CARBONIFEROUS I
RHAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPER CARBONIFEROUS I
RHAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC. III. UPPFR CARBONIFEROUS (
197*: DIAGENESIS OF HIOCENE
HI- ANTHRACITIC VITRINITF BY AN ANALCIHE BASANITE
SAPROPEL/KEROGEN COLOR/THERMAL INOEX/HYDROCARBON GENERATION/ 1973:
SAPROPELIC ISAPROPLANKTONIC) DISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER THAT IS HIGHL
SAPROPELIC AND HUMIC COALS. /REFRACTIVE INOEX/PROXI HATE £ ULTIHATE
SAPROPELIC DISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER AT THE STAGE OF SEOIHENT DIAGEN
SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 197*: HODELING OF THE MAIN PHASE OF OIL FORMATI
SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 1975: CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS OF NATURAL GAS - A
SAPROPELIC FACIES/ 197*: CALCULATION OF CATAGENETIC LOSS OF DISPERS
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER DURING OIAGENESIS OF SEOIHENTS.
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER IN CONNECTION WITH PETROLEUH FORHATION.
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER OF VARIOUS SUBTYPES.
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER USING THE OLENEKSK BOGHEAD. /UV-A8S0RPTI
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER.
SAPROPELIC ORGANIC HATTER. /CHEMICAL ANALYSES/ /CLAY CATAGENESIS/ 1
SAPROPELIC) OISPERSED ORGANIC HATTER. /ELEHENTAL, BITUMEN, IRON STA
SAPROPELITES.
SAPROPLANKTONIC) DISPERSED 3RGANIC MATTER THAT IS HIGHLY METAMORPHO
SATURATED HIGHER FATTY ACIDS ISOLATED FROM CAUSTOBIOL ITHS OF DIVERS
SATURATEO HYDROCARBONS IN A THICK SEDIMENTARY SERIES (DOUALA, CAHER
SAXONY WEALDON BASIN.
SAXONY. 1960: CHANGE IN ORGANIC HATTER IN BITUMINOUS SHALES RESULT
SAXONY. 1960: TRANSFORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER IN BITUMINOUS SHALE
SCALES FOR MEASURING COAL RANK AND SUGGESTED LINES OF DEMARCATION F
SCANNING TO STUOY COAL COHPONENTS. 1969
SCANNING. 1971: 0ETERH1 NAT I ON OF PROPORTIONS OF COA
SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. /REGIONAL HAPS/EFFECT OF DEFORHAT ION/SPORE COLOR/
SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. 1973: THE PALEOGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF COALIFI
SCHIEFERGEBIRGE. «NG SUH. 1972: RELATIONS BETWEEN CO
SCHISTS AND PETROLEUH RESEARCH. 196
SCHISTS IN THE CARPATHIANS. 1968: ON THE PRO
SCHISTS. *ENG ABSTR. 197*: PHYSICO- CHEH
SCLEROTINITE * FUNGAL
SCLEROTINITE " IN A CENTRAL AFRICAN BROW^ COAL IANGOLAI.




SEA-AREA OF KYUSHU AND SHIKOKU.
SEARCH » EXPLORATION
SEARCH FDR OIL AND GAS. *ENG SUH.
SEAS ANO OCEANS.
197*: REWORK
197*: PETROLOGY AND RANK OF CO
1969: THE
1974: SEDIHENTOLOGICAL PALYNO
1958: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
1971: ORGANI
SECONDARY ALTERATIONS OF THE ENCLOSING ROCK I BY EXAHPLE OF HESOZOIC
SECTION. *OISC. 1975: COMPARISON OF VITRINITE REFLECTANCE IN COAL
SECTIONS. 1975: MICR
SECTIONS. 1956: DETERMINATION OF THE DEGREE OF HETAHORPHISH AND G
SECTIONS, OF THE REFLECTANCE HEASURING APPARATUS AND OF ITS STANOAR
SEDIHENT DIAGENESIS. 1973: TRANSFORHATION OF SA
SEOIHENT. 1971: ON THE QUESTION OF CHARACTERISING
SEDIMENTATION ALTERATION OF ORGANIC HATERIAL ACCORDING TO LITHOLOGI
SEDIMENTATION IN THE HISTORY OF THE TRANSFORHATION OF CONCENTRATED
SEDIMENTEO ORGANIC HATTER AND ITS NATURAL DERIVATIVES.
SEDIHENTOLOGICAL PALYNOLOGY. PT.l. SUBSURFACE SEOIMENTS FROM THE WE
SEOIMENTOLOGY 8).
SEDIMENTS.
SEEP GASES FROH THE GULF OF MEXICO.
SEMIFUSINITE TRANSITION HATERIAL.
SEHINAR ON ORGANIC HATTER OF RECENT ANO ANCIENT SEDIHENTS, 25-27 MA
SEPARATED FROM BULGARIAN LIGNITES.
SEPARATION * EXTRACTION PROCESSING
SEPARATION OF PETROLEUM AND GAS DEPOSITS IN WESTERN SIBERIA. 19
SEPARATION TO INVESTIGATE HOW KEROGEN IS BOUND TO THE HINERALS IN
SEQUENCE UPPER HESOZOIC STRATA, CALIFORNIA. ^ABSTR. 1970: CLASTIC
SEYLER THEORY OF COAL REFLECTANCE.
SHALE IA BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS).
SHALE (NEW BRUNSWICK) AND ITS ASSOCIATED ALBERTITE.
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URANIUM-BEARING SANOSTONE ENVIRONMENTS. BREGER IA61C
USA. 1974: COALIFICA DAMBEERHH74C
USED IN LABORATORY STUOIES OF CATAGENESIS OF ORGANIC MATTER. /ORGAN V0SKRYAMF74P
USED IN THE STUDY OF LIGNITES; EXAMPLES FROM THE CETIC BASIN (ROMAN BITOINUC 72N
USED TO STUOY CATAGENESIS OF DISPERSED ORGANIC MATTER IN NATURE. GLEB0YAYA740
USSR AS INDICATION OF METAMORPHIC RANK. 19 DVUZHYANM650
USSR. /ORGANIC CARBON VS GRAIN SIZE, AREAL DISTRIBUTION/ 1973: ACC GORSHVATI73U
USSR). 1969: ORGANIC MATTER IN PETROGRAPHIC TYPES OF COMBUSTIBLE G1NZBRGAI690
UTILIZATION. TEICHERM 581
UV- » ULTRAVIOLET AAAAUV-ULTRA
UV-ABSORPTION/CHEMICAL ANALYSIS/ 1974: LABORATORY SIMULATION OF CAT GLEB0YAYA74M
UV-FLUORESCENCE M IC ROPHOTOME TRY OF FRESH AND FOSSIL PLANT SUBSTANCE VANGIELP 73T
UV-FLUORESCENCE MICROSPECTROPHOTOMETRY, PT. 2. POLYCHROMATIC UV-FL VANGIFLP 73T
UV-FLUORESCENCE OF FRESH ANO FOSSIL EXINES AND EXOSPORIA. VANGIELP 71R
UV-SPECTRA/CHEM1STRY OF BI TUMENS/SAPROPEL IC FACIES/ 1974: MODELING GLEB0YAYA74G
VALENCE, TOTAL ORGANIC ANALYSES/CAMBRIAN C PRECAMBRIAN SAPROPELIC F AMOSOV GA74V
VALLEY SEOUENCE UPPER MESOZOIC STRATA, CALIFORNIA. =ABSTR. 1970: C B0STICKNH70C
VALUE FOR PETROLEUM EXPLORATION. 1974: A COMPOSITE C HAC0URDPA74C
VALUE OF MAXIMUM REFLECTANCE OF COALS IN THE BOREHOLE LOOS-5. MERIAUXE 64V
VALUES AND INTERNAL SURFACE AREA OF COAL. 196 HARRI0NJA66R
VARIABILITY IN THE MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTANCE OF VITRINITE. NOEL R 66E
VARIATION IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HUMUS ORGANIC MATERIAL, ANO IT KONTOCHAE73I
VARIATION IN COAL REFLECTANCE. SIEVER R 57V
VARIATION IN METHANE CONTENT OF COALS, ACCORDING TO DEPTH OF COAL B ZA8IGL0VY72V
VARIATION OF VITRINITE REFLECTIVITY IN RELATION TO LITHOLOGY. »DISC JONES JM72V
VARIATION. 1975: PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE ROCK EVALUATION: CLAYPOLGE75P
VARIATIONS IN COALS FROM THE SOUTHERN AND SOUTH WESTERN COALFIELDS, COOK AC69R
VARIATIONS IN HIGHLY MET AMORPHOSEO ANTARCTIC COALS. SCHAPRON 66P
VARIATIONS IN LIGNITES OF FLUVIAL, DELTAIC, AND LAGOONAL SYSTEMS, W FISHER WL68V
VARIATIONS IN THE PROPERTIES OF VITRINITE IN I SOMET AMORPHI C COAL. BROWN HR64V
VARIATIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIAL FROM GREEN RIVER OIL SHALE, WYOMING R0BIN0NWE73C
VARIATIONS OF THE ORGANIC MATERIAL OF GREEN RIVER OIL SHALE — COLO R0BIN0NWE71C
VARIATIONS THROUGH GEOLOGIC TIME. 1973: JACKSONTA73H
VARIETIES OF ORGANIC MATTER FROM ARGILLACEOUS ROCKS OF THE LOWER CA AGEYEVANA71R
VEGETABLE ELEMENTS OF COALS. 1955: A FEW PRACTI NOEL R 55F
VEINLETS, STRINGERS ANO GRAINS DISPERSED IN SEDIMENTS IN THE NORTH BLANORTP 75E
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OIL ANO GAS DEPOSITS IN VARIOUS OIL AND GA SELITIIAGTOV
VERTICAL METAMORPHIC ZONATION OF COALS IN DONBASS. =ABSTR. BELOTTSYI73E
VERTICAL METAMORPHIC ZONING OF COAL IN THE DONBASS. BEL0TTSYIT20
VILYUI SYNECLISE, IN CONNECTION WITH THE EVALUATION OF THE HYDROCAR KAZAR0VVV73M
VIRGINIA USING BOTTOM-HOLE TEMPERATURES FROM ELECTRIC LOGS. 1974: GRISAFITW74A
VISIBLE ABSORPTION. ALEXAANC 66E
VISIBLE AND THE ULTRA-VIOLET. 1960: GILBERTLA60S
VISIBLE COMPONENTS OF ORGANIC MATTER. 1969: CONTRIBUTION TO RESEA CORREIAM 69C
VITRAIN ANALYSES. I960: THE COURSE OF COALIFICATION, PATTEKYK 601
VITRAIN AS A MEASURE OF RANK IN COAL. LAHIRI KC52R
VITRAIN FROM THE ROCKS OF THE OOBRUDZA COAL BASIN. tBULG SUM. 1971 PETROVAR 711
VITRAINS AND COAL SAMPLES. 19 EDWAR0SAH64E
VITRAINS ANO REGENERATED HUMIC ACIDS. ALI SZ59X
VITRAINS IN THE VISIBLE AND THE ULTRA-VIOLET. G1LBERTLA60S
VITRAINS OF DIFFERENT RANK FOR VERTICALLY INCIDENT LIGHT. 8ASU TN59S
VITRINITE ( COALS ) AND HUMINITE I LIGNITES ). 1971: ALPERN B 71C
VITRINITE - SEMIFUSINITE TRANSITION MATERIAL. CSIRO 68V
VITRINITE AND FUSINITE 0» COALS. ALPERN B 70P
VITRINITE BY AN ANALCIME BASANI IE SILL. KISCH HJ66S
VITRINITE COMPONENT. 1972: CLASSIFICATION OF COALS ACCOR MCCAREYJT72C
VITRINITE CONCENTRATES OF SOUTH AFRICAN COALS. BR I EL JM73P
VITRINITE FROM COAL SEAMS. 1970: COALIFICATION STUDIES ANO GEOTHER KUNSTERE 701
VITRINITE IN COAL. *ENG £ FR ABSTR tOISC. 1974: ELECTRONIC DATA JACOB H 74E
VITRINITE IN ISOMETAMORPHIC COAL. BROWN HR64V
VITRINITE IN SEAMS, INLETS, VEINLETS, STRINGERS AND GRAINS OISPERSE BLANORTP 75E
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE — INDICATOR OF THE HISTORY OF SEDIMENTARY BA GRECHOVNP730
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE ANO AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. 1974: INTERPRETATI CASTAN0JR74I
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE ANO AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. =ABSTR. 1970: INTE CASTANOJRTOI
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND AUTHIGENIC MINERALS. tDISC /CATAGENESIS/ CASTANOJR75C
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE AND THF PROGNOSIS OF OIL AND GAS IN THE BOL'S KALMYOVGS72S
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE IN COAL SEAMS AND IN KEROGEN OF SANDSTONES, S BOSTICKNH75C
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS AND OETERMI CASTAN0JR74I
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS ANO DETERMI CASTAN0JR70I
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE TO POSITION IN THE COAL SEAM. =ABSTR. B0STICKNH73R
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE WITH DEPTH IN SEDIMENTARY BASINS. =ABSTR. KOCH J 731
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE WITH DEPTH IN SOME SEOIMENTARY BASINS. /COALI KOCH J 74U
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE. D0BR00VVF72I
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/ 1»* VASS0CHNB74P
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/COAL, KEROGEN, PETROLEUM MATJR ATI ON/L AUMONT I
T
DUTCHERRR74C




VARIABILITY .N THE HEASORENENT OF
REFLECTANCE OF
l9T21 OPTICAL """"ES^f WRMNIKD
BS'SS- THE PYROLYTIC
..







1977- OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBONIZED1
1912: MEASURING THE REFLECTANCE
OF
1972: OPTICALLY BIAXIAL ANTHRAC
TIC






1968: SIGNIFICANCE OF HIGH
G ,N OF COAL. .... THE COAL
.F .CAT ION OF^ESINS^ANO
50 : THE CDAL.F.CAT.ON P.CTURE
OF THE^LOWER^SAXONY
BIOCHEMICAL ALTERATION »
1970: BROWN COAL RESINS.
1973: EFFECTS OF
CHANGES IN BITUMEN DURING
"MnnFs'oF FOSSIL PRESERVATION. /DIAGENESIS/











IES ON BITUMEN: PART
1975:
Jltn^nF OIL FORMATION IN MESOZOIC STRATA OF THE
iQAfc- ROCK CATAGENESIS AND OIL AND GAS OF
THE
ia^ sMKrSarsrjarsswsGNITES OF FLUVIAL. utL^ SP0NTSNE0US IGNITION OF








IND,CAT,ON OF RESIDUAL OIL K™;.^"" %
PE OF METAMORPHISM. 1974: USE
OF THE THERMAL AND
RiEO ORGANIC MATTER (MODI. =*8STR.
1975. USE OF
QOGANIC MATTER IN SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. J97*.




compos.t!on OF graphite and CARBONATES
from^the
^PERI^t'in' ASCERTAINING VERTICAL HETAMO^C
nJmOrIuONITE MIXED-LAYER CLAY MINERAL
TRA Ns, T ,ON
!967: TRANSFORMAT.ON OF ORGANIC^MATTER
l^ THE





GANIC MATTER. "»• *"" 1967: OXIOATION
1972: PARAMETERS OF THE METAMORPHIC






V.TRINITE REFLECTIVITY IN RELATION TO
LITHOLOGY. 'DISC.
VITRINITE. 1966: STUDY ON THE
1963: THE METAMORPHISM OF COAL IN
1974: METHODOLOGY FOR MEAS





s I-VheiVaromaticty. optical properties
and possible^
v.tr.n.tes in^omeToal^scares from the coal
measures of northumber









volauleTituminous and anthracitic coals.
volatile bituminous coalfields.
























T^VOLGl°REG,ON. ON THE PROPERTIES OF OIL. m.^
VOLYN BASIN. »ENG t RUS SUM. 1972: REFL
VOLYN BASIN. *ENG t RUS SUM.
WALES COALFIELD. POKING. 1969: RANK AND TYPE VARIAT
WALES. AND THEIR INFLUENCE UPON "'J^
I
p , C ELLANOUS ROCKS
WARWICKSHIRE COALFIELDS. 19T2- "" tLurn" l973: THE F
WATER IN COALIFICATION. 1928: THE BEHAVIO
gwfeKg swa wast „„, m „,
BS.'J.KISSlS'S!!
-
". OT.!. »«»" ««« C«L to,s..tu.»i S .9
WEALOON BASIN.
WEATHERING
EKBKS IhS'SSSoSiSt^ OF RESINS: ON THE GENESIS OF THE MACER
WEATHERING ON ORGANIC MATTER IN SHALES. l9?2 . sn)0
i;TiL?^AT? r PSA^E^^^ERTIEs
,
WELL BOREHOLE DRILLHOLE l97() . GAS COMPOS
WELL LOG DATA. 1974
WFLL SAMPLES FROM EASTERN QUEBEC.
WELL. BASED ON THE "FLECTANCE OF V
I TR N. TE
„„ TEMP
" ELLS -
,oi?T I rnAllPlCATION PROFILE OF THE UPPER CARBO
WESEL. *ENG SUM. 1971: A
CO LIFI U
^^^^ f ^^ N c
1967: 3IL-BEARING STRATA AND COND
1971- THE PETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF
DIS
I t







1965: RESULTS OF STUDY OF OISP.
vnilwrFR STRATA OF SIOI KACEM RE
WET - GAS POTENTIAL IN BOJOCIA
AND ¥™«E« »»« °ETMLE0 BITUMEN
WHOLE ROCKS IN. CAUCASIA, DAGISTANI.
/CATAGENESIS
nQNS IN LI
WILCOX GROUP [EOCENE) TEXAS.
WOOD ANO THE ORIGIN OF FUSAlN - 1964: THE
3bS^3§sss«s«.—
WOOD SAMPLES OF TAXODIUM OISTICHUM '^
*ICH.
^ p0SI0QN ,
WOOD. COAL. SHALES. °'L. 'SPHALTS/ ROMAPhIc STUDY OF BRANOON LIGNIT
WOODY TISSUE '^OEDUCEO FROM A
PET GRAPH C
e6rin(. ^^ ,
WORMS. 1967: "ALIF CATION
SIUUICS
CHROMATOGRAPHY IN
WURTZFLITE/FOSSIL RESINS/ 1974: FINGERPRINT
GAS C
c pH0T0M
WURTZILITE/ALBERTITE / I MPSONITE /GRAHAMI TE/ l^jj^ n0NAL VA(u4r , N
£5S"S«SA^S"S«;SkSS,,5 OeVrApSiTE^rTt^INING THE F
YIELD OF HUMIC ACIDS. COALIFICATION OF THE





E OF O.l'fORMATION. /CATAGENESIS
/VITRINITE REFLECTANCE/
ZONE OF OIL FORMATION. '"TAGENESIS/ ,. 0RGANIC M »,
££'. FivoriB^JoJ'p^TioLErG^^rB^MEANS OF MICROSCOPIC
OBSER
ZONES OF COAL ANO PETROLEUM.
££ OF M^AMO^i, ESM rNE ^E^oir-BEDS OF THE DONETS 8AS.N.
zSn'.NG OF HETAMoSpHlVrCDALS AND ORGANIC






























































































































































































AMMOSOV 1 1 67L
AMMOSOV 1 1 67Z
AMMOSOV I I 68C
(Continued next column.)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































DAMBERGER H H DIESSEL C F K DURAND B (cont.) ERYOMIN I V
B0STICKNH71C DIESSELCF75C DEROO G 69P = YEREMIN IV
DAMBEERHH64I DIESSELCK73R DURAND B 72S
DAMBEERHH66I DURAND B 73E ESPITALIE J
DAMBEERHH68N DINDOYN V M DURAND B 751 ALPERN B 72L
DAMBEERHH71C K0NT0CHAE73I ESPITIEJ 73A DEROO G 69P
DAMBEERHH74C OBERLINA 74E DURAND B 72S
DOBRONRAVOV V F OBERLINA 74N DURAND B 73E
DANILOVA V P D0BR00VVF72I TISSOT B 741 ESPITIEJ 73A






DANYUSHEVSKAYA A I DUTCHERRR66C EVANS C R
DANYUYAAI71C DOEBL F DUTCHERRR74C BAILEY NJ73A
DANYUYAAI71S DOEBL F 74D HRYCKANE 67E EVANS CR71E
DANYUYAAI72S EVANS CR71R
FEDINA IP71M DOIL'NITSYN YE F DVUZHIL 'NAYA N M ROGERS MA72E




DAVIS A DOMORATSKII N A SACKETTWM74K EVANS T R
DAVIS A 61A AGULOV AP60A EVANS TR74N
DAVIS A 64R EBY J B
DAVIS A 710 DONALDSON J R EBY JB25C FABIAN H J
DAVIS A 72R HACQURDPA70C FABIAN HJ55C
DAVIS A 75D HACQURDPA74R EDWARDS A H
EDWARDSAH64E FADEYEVA N P
DE RUITER E DOPITA M VASS0CHNB73C
TSCHAERH 66C DOPITA M 60V EGLINTON
D0UGLASAG69H FAYNGERSH L A
DE VRIES HAW DOUGLAS A G D0UGLASAG690 M0DELIYMS72F
DEVRIESHA68C ALLAN J 74A D0UGLASAG70T
DEVRIESHA68R D0UGLASAG69H EGLINONG 690 FAYZULLINA YE M
DEVRIESHA68S D0UGLASAG690 FIRTH JN72H FAYZUNAEM690
DEVRIESHA68U D0UGLASAG70T FAYZUNAEM70S
D0UGLASAG74F E-ISMA E KH0TYVALI74M
DEBYSER J GRANSCHJA70C NERUCEVSG72F
DEBYSFRJ 69F DOUGLAS L J NERUCEVSG73P
KIM AG72H ELPHICK J NERUCEVSG73T
DEGENS E T SUGGATERP64C NERUCEVSG74N
DEGENS ET60V DOVRONRAVOV V F SHUMYVAYM74S
HUNT JM73C D0VR00VVF72M ELSIK W C
ELSIK WC71M FEDINA I P
DELEAU P C DROZDOVA I N FEDINA IP71M
DELEAU PC68R DANYUYAAI72S EPSTEIN A G
EPSTEINAG74I
SPIRO NS69H






DEMIRSOY S FEDUSHCHAK M YU
DEMIROYS 67E DULHUNTY J A EREMIN I V FEDUSAKMY72N
DULHUTYJA440 = YEREMIN IV FEDUSAKMY72R
DEROO G DULHUTYJA54G
DEROO G 69P DULHUTYJA54H ERGUN S FEYS R
TISSOT B 710 ERGUN S 59M FEYS R 67U
TISSOT B 740 DUPARQUE A ERGUN S 60R
DUPARUEA 560 MCCAREYJT580 FILATOV S S






















































GAL IMOV E M
GALIMOVEM70C
GAL IMOV EM7 3
I
GALIMOVEM73N







































































































































GREW E S HAINS B A HOFER I J IMBALZANO J 1
GREW ES74C HORTON A 72D MCCAREYJT55M IMBALN0JF71S
GRIBKOV V V HANBABA P HOMANN W INDENBOM F B
GRIBK0VVV72S HANBABAP 67R
HANBABAP 69U
DOEBL F 74D USPENIYVA58R
GRIKUROV G E HOOD A INGRAM D J E
GRIKUOVGE72G HARRIS L D HOOD A 720 AUSTEN DE66E
EPSTEINAG74I HOOD A 740
GRISAFI T W HOOD A 750 INTERNATIONAL COMMIT-
GRISAFITW74A HARRISON J A TEE FOR COAL PETROL-
HARRI0NJA66R HORAI K OGY (ICCP)
GROSS S K0SANKERM57M HORAI K 74H INTERC0C063I
KOLODNYY 74T
HASSAN M HORTIG H P
INTERC0C065M
INTERC0C071I
GROW G C JR. HASSAN M 75U KROGER C 66B
GROW GC64G
HAVLENA V HORTON A
ISAYEV P S
ISAYEV PS69N
GUNTHER J HAVLENAV 61
D
HORTON A 72D
GUNTHERJ 64E HAVLENAV 68D ISMATULL/!
GUNTHERJ 65E HOYER P KARIM0VAK65C
HAWKES H E HOYER P 71R
GUNTHER P R HAWKES HE72F HOYER P 741 IVANOV A K
GUNTHERPR74T PETRIYAMY70C
MYHR DW74L HAYES M H B HRYCKOWIAN E
HAYES MH72S HRYCKANE 67E IVANOV CH P
GURARI F G HAYES MH72T IVANOV CP74U
GURARI FG72T HUCK G
HEACOCK R L HUCK G 55P IVANOV N V
GUREVICH A B HOOD A 720 HUCK G 62P LEVENYNML700
GAVRIVAOI72F HOOD A 750 HUCK G 641
GUREVCHAB71C KARWEILJ 61E IVANOVA V P
HEDBERG H D ALEKSEVLM74V
GUSEVA A N HEDBERGHD68S HUNDEMANN A S
VASSOCHNB73P HUNDENNAS750 IVANOVA V V
HEDEMANN H A GLEB0YAYA74E
GUTJAHR C C M GEDENK R 640 HUNT J M
GUTJAHRCC66C BELL KG63N IVANTSOVP
GUTJAHRCC71P HEEK K H F0RSMANJP58I GRIBK0VVV72S
HOOD A 720 =VAN HEEK K H F0RSMANJP580 IVANTVAVV65R
HOOD A 750 HUNT JM72D
HELING D HUNT JM73C IVLEV A A
GUTMAN I S DOEBL F 74D HUNT JM74H GALIM0VEM70C
BRYLKINYL66D HELING D 74G
HUNTJENS F J JACKSON T A
GUTTERSON M HENDERSON W HUNTJNSFJ54R JACKS0NTA73H
MA TS740 D0UGLASAG70T
ICCP (See INTERNA- JACOB H
HABETS P J HENRY NFH TIONAL COMMITTEE JACOB H 58D
DEVRIESHA68S BOWIE SH64Q FOR COAL PETROLOGY) JACOB H 60U
DEVRIESHA68U
HEVIA-RODRIGUEZ V IGNASIAK B S
JACOB H 66K
JACOB H 660
HACQUEBARD P A HEVIAEZV 7?C BERKOTZN 74B JACOB H 67P
DUTCHERRR74C HEVIAEZV 74S JACOB H 69L
HACQURDPA70C IGNATCHENKO N A JACOB H 70N
HACQURDPA72P HILL L W IGNATK0NA72M JACOB H 72M
HACQURDPA74C AUSTEN DE66E JACOB H 73F
HACQURDPA74R IIJIMA A JACOB H 73K
HACQURDPA75P HOERING T C SHIMOMAT 741 JACOB H 73M
H0ERINGTC63H JACOB H 74E
HAGEMANN H W H0ERINGTC73C IKAN R JACOB H 74M
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